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FORcIORD

the tiile of this work, An IntroductiOn tb Advertising Research,
should provide clues to the author's intention's regarding its purpose
and its intended audiences.
Ats purPose is, to-present in plain non-technical

of the basic concepts of advertising research.

'It

language most

is intended to be

readpble an'd comprehensible to the intelligent layman unversed in

either/the field of advertising or the intricacies of-research
methodology; -In that light, it cannot go too deeply into the
technical details of advertisimg or,research methodology.

-However,

used as an jntroduction' aid outline tO be supplemented by outside

readings (to be cited in subsequent diafts)r it can be useful as-a
guide to greater mastery of adVertising research practice's.
.

If it is indeed "comprehensible t'o the intelligent layman," then
c
;

perhaps Ft will be useful to these kinds of audiences:
--Advertising practitioners and-decision-makers with no great
background in research methods whO wish to become discerning consumers
and users of researi-ch.without becoming enmeShed in technical details.

--killed-researchers from outside-the advertisihg field who wish
to learn-some.of the appliCations of research to advertising as well as
the technical variatfons Vn technique and method that are unique-to the
advertising field..

--Students of advertising and marketing. whO wish to have an overview of the role of research in the total advertising process in order
to become discerning consumers and users in the future. At the un'der.graduate level, additional readings of moderate compiexity should be
recommended. 'At the graduate level Or as an advance&advertising
\research text,'readings of a more technical nature should be provided.
Mar.,....h

1976
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THE ADVERTISFIG PROCESS

CHAPTER I.

Advertising is most simply defined as-an attempt to persuade some.
pepple,to purchase a prOduct or service by means of messages through paid .
media.

The first step, toward an understanding of advertising research is to

_acquire some understanding of the process by which advertising decisions
are made.

Research is a tool-that can help make wise advertising deci-

sions.

-An advertiser may approach the task of advertising either unsystematically or systematically.

Unsystematic Process
Thq unsy'stematic approach--still followed by manycompanies and
'-advertising agencies to a surpPisigg_extent--involves decisions based

mostly on personal preferencgs, traditi
convenience.

.

emotional 'reactions or simply

The most obvious example of the unsyitematic approach is the

company president who a.dvertises.only in those magazines which he and his

family andjriends like to read, wilose advertising expenditure is<ba?ed
on the amount of money left over after other company activities have been
taken care pf, where advertisements are-based on his personal "gut_reaction,' who insists that his advertising cdhtain boring accounts- of com.-

pany history or his own business philosophy.

This approach may be

persone ally very.satisfying to the sponsor, but it!s unlikely to produce

very many sales for his product.

The end result may range from,

.tlOst,

simply a waste of the money spent on adverlisino, to, at worst, a negative
effect which alienates., the public.and produces.fewer sales than if he

k

10

2

hadn't advertised at ell.

And there are documented cases where advertising

has had, not just a neutral effect, but a stronc necative effect.

Systematic Process--The Four M's

A systematic approach to advertising,,on the other hand, would be-to
pose a series of questions to which objective answers would be sought,
questions such as the following:

What is the market for my product?

Which media are most efficient in reaching those people?

Which messages are most effective in persuadingthose people to choose
my product?
How much money maSt
spend'on advertising in order to reach the right
people through thetright media with the right messages?
I

The first question--defining the market--is usually a job for marketing
research in the pre-adveriising stage of product development and deciding on
marketing goals.

Once the-market has been defined,however, it is the jOb

f advertising research to answer the questions about media,.messeges and
mOney.
-

Thus, the three main subdivisions within the broad field of advertising
research ane media research, message or "copy" research, and expenditure or
i'money" research.
1

Definitions.

,These are the four M's of the advertising game--Markets,
Some standard advertising definitions for those

Mediae, Messages and Money.
#

,

terms will be used here.

,

The. market consists of the people who are the
.

intended prospective purchaser's of-a product.

The media are the .channels

of mass communication used in advertising, the major ones being newspapers-,

magazines, television, radio, outdoor and direct mail.

A mda vehic,le 1.s'e

Vf,

3

specific representative of a medium; theNe.;.! York Times is a ne..,:spaper

.

vehicle, the Readers Digest is a magazine vehicle, KDKA is a radio vehicle,
and so on.

A message is any individual advertisement intended for placement in a

mdia vehicle.

A campaign is a systematic series of messages.

Stages of the Advertising Process
_

The systematic approach to adverlising may be further clarified by
the 'following model of the advertising process, describing the stages that

an advertisement must 90 through in order to reach its terget and have,the
desired effect.

After a product and its market have been defined, any advertisement
Of*

placed in any media vehicle must pss through a six-stage obstacle course
inKorder to be successful (ARE, 1961):
- vehicle distribution
vehicle exposure

- advertisement exposure
advertisement perception
1

- advertiement co=unication
- behavioral response.
.

.

..-

.7.

-

In summary, successful.advertising involves a chosen media vehicle
%

.

,

which is distributed and exposed to the.product7,s,iptcntial customers,

in

rwhich the advertisement :s exposed,. is perceivedand communicates the
.

intended meaning, culminating in one or more behavioral responses including
vt

purthase 81f the.product.

r,
This' leads :us to a aomewhat'more pnecise definition of two,major
1.

kinds of advertising research.

12-

Media,reseii-ch is concerned with measuring the effectiveness cf media
vehicles which are responsiblt for the fi
advertising process:

s of the

vehicle distribut

,

!iure, and

advertisement exposure.
MeGsa22, or copy,'research is concerned w,i,th measuring the effective.

ness of advn:tisemehts which are responsible for adve-rtisement
perception and communication.

This breakdown clarifies vihat the media vehicle is supposed to do for
the advertiser-, and what the advertising message is supposed to-do..

Their

functions are to a large extent independent of each other, and can be considered and researched separately.

To eirmmarize:

advertisers generally

assume that the advertising vehicle.is responsible,for vehicle distribution,
'vehicle exposure, and advertisement exposure; the advertising message is
responsible for advertisement 'perception and communicatlon.

Vehicle distribution.

This. refers simply to the number' of physical

units of a given vehicle through which an.advertisement can be 'delivered.

"Circulation" is the usual term applied to number of units of vehicle dist

I

tribution.
,

I

In the case o ,a particular magazine vehicle like the Readers Digest,

circulatin is the number-of copies ofta partictilar issue (or the average
number per issue) that are delivered to.subscribers and other receivers.
.Notice"that circulatioN is not equivalent .to the nuiribe.r of copies printed,

since many of the printed .copies may not be distributed and 'delivered,
refers to the number
In the case of televisiorp, vehicle disfriGu1rton
4'

of sets tuned in to a particular vekicle or program., Take a local TV .
.

13

,

5

station's 6 P.M. news show, for exampl,e:

its.Aistribut,t.on is not the

number of TV sets in a station's coverage area, rior even he number of sets
turned on, but the number of sets tuned in to the 6 P.M. new- nrogram
(or some average number for that program) .

In the case of outdoor advertising, distribution would correspond to
,the number of posters carrying the advertising message.

A measure of vehicle distribution is the very roughest measure of a
vehicle's value in disseminating advertising.

It specifies only the num-

.

ber of inanimate physical units in which the message is carried, but says
nothing about the number of people exposed or affected in other ways.

Nowever, distribution of the vehicle FS a necessary condition for the
advertising to have any'effect, and in the absence of more precise data-'

as is sometimes the 'case--it provides one_rotigh numerical basis for comparing one vehicle with another.

Now let's consider the next stage in an advertisement's journey if it
is to have any effect, vehicle exposure.
4

Vehicle exposure.

A magazine copy delivered to a home may be read by

.several persons, or one person, or by no one.

SimilarlY, a TV set tuned

to a parti.cular, program may have no viewers in the.same room, or it may

have several.

Obviously, someone mist be exposed to a vehicle unit for.it.

to have any value to the advertiser, which explains why vehicle exposure

is a better measure of effectiveness than vehicle distribution.
The primary measure of vehicle exposure
to the vehicle at least once.

is the number of people exposed

The peopie exposed make up the vehicTe's

0

"audience," regardless 6.1 whether we're talkitg about newspaper, magazine,
TV,--ra-dio or any other medium.

14

f
C.
..,

.

. .

.

,

It's apparent that a vehicle's audience size .can be quite different

4rom it's circulation size.

It's possible for audience size to be less

than circulation in the case of-some vehicles--where there is less than
one reader per average magazine copy, or wher.
iV s'ets have.no one in the same room.

t1-

1;:J.0.::r than circulation, and media vehicle,,

large number of tubed in
ver, audrence size is
compared on the baSi

f audience size.

It's not hard to think of examples where two or more vehicles wjth
the sarhe circulation may be quite different in audience size.

A'woman's

magazine may have only one reacler per copy, while a general familrappeal
manazine may have three or,more readers per cOpy.

As.noted earlier audience size is a more uSeful measurement than
circu)ation.

Ft; is Jjt- the same time, however, more difficult to define

and m,:..asure, and-a great deal o'f media research is aimed at clarifying

precisely what,is meant bY exposure'in terms that will permit comparisons
.

between different vehicles.

In general, a vehicle expOsure is a person within sight,or sound of a
sdistri'iuted vehicle unit.

But to be a Useful measurement, it's necessary

to be more precise.

Consider a specific magazine copy--let's say:the latest issue of
Reath.tr.s Digest.

Which Of the following is an "exposure':

- a person who has from a distance seen it lying on a table?
a person who has glanced idly at the cover?
a person who has picked uP a copy while'going"through a stack
of magazines?
a person who has riffled through the pages but hasn't read
anything?
a perSon who has read at least,one item comPletelyy
a person wlio has spent at least five minutes with the
magazine in'his hands7
a person who can correctly identify something from it?

15

,t"

7

Or-consider a specific instalment of a.television program-.--let's say

.1a)t night's inStalment of the 6:30 P.M. NBC news.

Assuming that the TV

sett.is' on and tuned to,the NBC channel, which of the following is an
exposure:

1

7

a person. who hears sn
of it from another rc I while doing
somethino
Li
-JO the.room?
a person wi
a person who is in the room but talking all through the
program?

a person 'eated injont of the.set throughout but who is
reading,a0book?
- d person whO watches and listens' to the program for one second?
one Minute? 'five minutes?.
-.a person who can remember, unaided, at least one item from
'program?

Or consider a poster.

WhiCh of the followlng is an exposure:

a person walking or driving by in either direction?
- a person walking or driving by in a direction facing the
advertisement?
a person driving by w-i-th his eyes on the traffic?
- 'a person whos._ eyes happen to g':Ince at 'the billh,par:

a person.who is able to recall what was on the billto-.
These:may seem lik

trivial questions until a media buyer L,

with the problem of'decAing,which'of three-vehicles is best, for advertising a product--a magazine whiCh claims for the average issue 20,000,000
exposures (meaning the number of people who have held it in their hands),
a television program which claims for the,average evening 20,000,000
eXposures (meaning the nt mber of people whe have been in the same room at
leat five minut. s).
,R,

sures 611,..;,,i1

.

r

poster assembjage Aich claims 20,000,C-O

ex;;;;:.\-,

of people who walk or drive by in fhe average

v

One job of media research is to decide which measure of vehicle exposure is mos,t valid for each media type.

Anotherand even knottier,

to determine how to measure it.

16

is

Then, assuming a

'exposure to a magazine can be defined and measured

.

and that the same Ear#tiedone for a television program; How can the buyer
be sure that one exposure in a magazine has the same value as an exposure
in,television?

So far, vehicle exposure has been described as the total number of
Another imi,rtant factor.is the number

p:ople exposed to a 'Vehjcle unit,

of exposures per person--two cxposures by the same person are probably more
valuable than only one.

Different vehicles..may have the same audience

size but differ greatly,on number of exposures.

If magazine A has

20,000,000 exposures (10 million people exposed twice each) end magazine B

,
ion pr)ple each expoSed once),, are they, of

has 20,000,..000 exposureS (20 mi

equal,value to the .advertiser?
,

Vehide exposure; then, can
.

hc,th to the number of peopL_ who

r

ta number of eXposures, which is

are exPosed (audience sIze)., and th

N.

audience size multiplied by the av/teraq,

number of exposures perperson.
about the number of people exposed

Note that nothing has yee 1

to thc advertisement itself, whic

n-vly be'something quite di.fferent from

fhe numbe exposed to'the vehiclt-.

This takes us to thf: igext sto:le of

media evaluation and comparison-- ivertisement exposure

Advertisement exposure:

moan-, exposure to a specific ae.ertise-

Th.

ment in a specific vehicle unit.

"Numb.r of advertisement exposures" is a

more exact measure of advertising effr

veness thar "number of vehicle

expOsures"; it eliminates those pe-,

who were exposed to the vehicle

but not to.the advertseMent.

.xposure sets an upper limit to

Veh.

advertisement exposure:
Tile general definitiOn of aT-

-

a.:rvtisement exposure is-"one person

7

sound of the particular advertisement in question."

within sight

Advertisement exposure,can be specified in terms of,the number of people
exposed, or the total number of exposures, just as in the case of Vehicle
exposure.

The problems of definition in precise measurable terms are even

\more difficult than for vehicle exposure.

How can the researcher determine
-

,

whether a person saW a particular magazine advertisement,-anci.if so whether
1

he saw it in the particUlar vehicle under evaluation or somewhere else?
Or, assuming a person reealls seeing a p:articular TV commercial,, how can'

the researcher determine where and when hd saw it?
Measures af advertisement exposure pro-Vide the most direct index to
.

describe hovJ well a media vehicle conf4-ants people;with an-advextiSing
.%

.

message, but'says nothing about the quality or effects.of the-message
itself.

how well a vehicle

In fact, advertisement exposure is a function o

delivers an audience to a space lhat can be occupied by any advertisement,
Looked at in this

without considering the quality of the messageitself.

way, it might be more precisely defined as "the opportunity for advertising perception to take place" and has been called advertisemenc space
a.

exposure.

Advertisement perceptian.
_

_

_

One is on fairly firm ground in talking-

_

abodt vehicle distribution', vehicle exposure, dnd advertisement exposure;
they are relatively easy to describe, d2fine, and count-. ; Advertisement

perdeption, however, is an entirely different kirld of measurement, since

it deals with a person's response to a message.
Perceptien ts defined ps consctous awareness of -objects or other data

18

/

through ehe senses;

in this particular case, pe.rception means awareness of

or attention to an advertisement.
-Advertisement exposure can be distinguished from advertisement percep-,

tion bY the following diagram:

Advertisement
Pre,eption

Advertisement
Exposure

a person in the same room
J
with a TV set turned on,
but who doesn't hear or
see a commercial when Pt
comes on because of daydreaming, conversation,
1
other activity; .tc.
:

.!

yelevision.

i

a person idly flipts
i
through the pages of a
magazine while thinking
of gomething else but who
doesn't see the adyertise-.
ment even though it passal
J
in Front of his eyes.

a person who is award'of
the sound or picture or
both frpm a TV commercial,
even though he may deliberately try to screen it out;
as in the case of some
annoying commercials.

.

.

,

1

Magazihe

i

a person flipping through
the pages of a magazine who
sees or reads a part of the
advertisement.

1

A person exposed to a newspaper page provide\an interesting example
of the distinction between exposure and perception.

Eye-movement cameras

have been used to photograph all.the places on a newspaper page oyer which
a person's vision has wandered.

Previous tests show that,a person's gaze

will generally pass over or "scan" almost every item on the page, no matter hoW small. .When asked to go back over the same page with an inter>if

viewer and.Point out v4-1,3t he bas Seen, howeYer, -the persorrean'Report see-

ing only a,fraction of :hose items;.somtoftheM he is not at all aware of'
having seen.

In this case, exposure has occurred on all thoSe items over

which'hjS gaze passed; perception has occurred only on viose items which
,
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,

One'magazind stuiy found that about

he is at least,aware of.b.pving seen.

in measurable perception.

,two out of three expo ures tesilit

"Aided,recall"

scores of ads are measures of per-r

ndhIrecognitionh

ception commonly used by,the.print media.
4

In practice, there is a veryfine line between ex.

rn

Ju

on

...he one hand, and.betv- A perception and.cemmunication on he other and

this poses prob!ems of measurement which have not been.altogether resolved.
X

Perception is, neverthCess, important

'.-ca

the advertiset because it can

\\,.

prc/ide him With a basic measu-e of the effect of his advertisement--if he
can define it and if he can mea

re it.

In addition to simple awareness of 3n advertisement's existence,

advertisement perception includes othe- effects such as
,

interest in,

0

recall

r recogn;tion of, knowledge of anc attitude toward the.advertise-

ment (as distinguished from product or brcad awareness, interest, knowl-.
edge and attitude, which may be eonSidere: functions of advertisement com-.
munications).

-Thus, one distinction between perception and communication 'is-that
the fOrmer.refers to acvertisement resi)orses and the latter refers to
.product'resp"onses.

Advertisement communication-

If an advertisement adds to someone's

product knowledge, or affects his product attitu?e, or stimulates a desire
to take some sort of product action, then it has communicated to him.
versely, if se-le:one re>na- seeing an advertisement, but there

is no

evidence of increased procuct knowledge or attitUde change or actionarousal, then it has been perceived but
C

has no: communicated.

Con-

i 2

.In the field of psychology, these three kinds of effects are labelled
as "cognitive" for knowledge, "afffsctive" for attitude, and "conative"
action-arousal.

There are varying degrees of (ii

tion within each

run

nh-rnwly, several different measures May be necessary -o determine

in

the kind and degree of comnunication that has occurred.

"Awar(-)oss" or

"s61ience" is one such measure in the cognitive category.
',..-oided recall" of some aspect of an advertisement is another; this
means t

it something from the advertisement can.be remembered, that one or

more pal :icular elements of the advertisement had an impact on the memory
-

It

has been demonstrnted, however, that awareness and factual recall

do not-necessarily result in a change of attitude.

Consequently, various

measur,i of attitudes toward a product have been devised and used to get
'

at this importantilind of communication. :Attitude generally refers to the
overall liking or disliking for a product, the global reaction to the:whole
product zIong a favorable-to-unfavdrable continuum.

But when one.speaks of

the feeling about some specific aspect, trait or attribute of a product
rather.than the whole product) this is referred to as the "product image."
In. the case of a cal-, some of its attribUtes'are power, at.tractiveness,

economy,durability, comfort

ease of maintenance, and so on.

An advertise-

ment may change some aspect 'of the prpdpct image without necessarily changing

he overall attitude--for.example, if an automollile advertisement

stc.e-ses horsepower, the reader may become more corvinced that the ca7 is
powe7ful, but if increased power is unimportant to him his attitude will
not,,..:),2-ge.

(A subseqbent se.ctibh on attitude rasurement deals with t

in-T.--)re detail.)
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-Even though'product knu

d

as

7..roduct attde

th..

result of an advertisement, this may no, be sufficient to produce "action.

arousal"--a strong motivation Or desire to take some sort of action regarding the product.

In the case of' a car, action-arousal could take the form

of a desire to vi5it the dealer's showroom, or a desire to take a ride or
drive in the car, or a strong intention tto purchase that car.
4
Note that action-arousal is not Ihe same as the action itself--only

the desire to take action.

It

is considered a Somewhat stronger advertis-

ing effect than attitude chpnge, because attitude change does not
sari ly resul t,

the desire tO take action.

eces-

It's c'onsidered weaker than

behavior, Sincepther things may intervene to prevent the action, or

behavior, itselffromtakingplaceeven though arousal (desire, conation,
motivation) may be present.
Ilvsummary, then, su,ccessful communication may be measured by an
increase,1 awareness of or knowledge about a ,product, or by a change of

attitude Or-image, or in a desire to take some sort of action regarding

the product, or in some combination of those responses.

There...is much

disagreement among advertiOng researchers as to.which of these is the.
-best measure of-adVertising communication.

It js probably-safest to say

it
that they all measure some aspect of communication effectiveness, that

is not yet'known which one is most i'mportant or if they're equally important.

Logic indicates that attitude change or action-arousal ase probably

closest to the ultimate criterion, purchasing the product.

Behavioral response.

A behavioral Tesponse to advertising can take

resulting
'many forms, since rt refers to anT..sort of observable behavior
therefrom.

The ultimate and most,desirable behavior is purthase of the

22

product.

There are various intermediate forms of behavior which may be

neceSsary and/ordesirable--talking about the product, visiting.a retail
4

outlet t& see or couch the' product, borrowing or otherwise trying the
product;,Jand so on.

Byt our concern here is with the ultimate respoiise,

a purchase.
P

The purchase response has two important advantages over such psychological respenses as pgrception and communication.

The first is that

i

g3

measures exactly the effect ddvertising wants to ichieve.

One might

quarrel with the notion that an advertisement needs to communicate product
A

facts which ?stick in the consumer's memory, but no,one can deny that a

purchase of the product is desirable.

The secoPd advantage, especially to

the advertising resedrcher, is that purchase behavior is often easier to
measure.

Behavior is something that can be seen, pointed at and cpunted.,

whereas perception and communication Cannot be observed ins,ide the con-

sumer's mind and must generally be assumed on the basiA,of what he says
was perceived or communIcated.

One difficulcy 1,!th using purchase response as a measure oradyertising effectiveness, however, is that it is hard to disentangle the effect
of advertising from the numerOus other factors which influence purchase.
Take 'a single act of purchasing--it,is the resultant of such things
as product quality, previous experience 'witb, the produCt, availability of
a retail outlet, :he possession of enough money ox credit, the ab'Sence of
deterr/ing factors' such as

veto by another family member or a`cut-rate

campaign by a competit ve poduct.

It's easy to see that'a purchase can
.

,

take.place without Avertis ng, or even despite poor advertising (which
iS worse than none); conver:i-ly, despite the best'Of advertising, the
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.

.

,,.

1

.

overridins influence of other factors may prevent a sale. from taking place.
.

4

,---

,

.

This ilhAstrates the'.difficulty of separdting the influence of adver- .
-

%

tising

.

.

'from all the other influences '17...)n sales.

There is one way in which advertising's behavioral effects can, how.

ever, be isolated, antJ that is through controlled field experiMents; these

Suffice it to say at

'will be treated'in more.det'ai\kin a later section.

this point t1-1t the 6ontrol1'ed field experiment is the only completq-ly

acCeptable method which can separate the effects of advertising from all

.

-

the other influences on sales.
0

-Summary of the Advertising Process

'This chapter has dealt in some detail with various stues in the
"2.

advertising p;ocess.

While not-dealing with advertising research pe se,

this model.oi .the way advertising spreads and influences can be useeul

in

-

,distinguishing the various 'functions with which research mast deal; it

sets Ahe stage for the sukceeding chapters on Various phases of research.
,
A systematrc "approach to effective advertising demands...
...that a pr eik duct's market, or potential customers, be
define and described,

%..that adver ising media,which are efficient in
reaching the product's market be fdund,
...that these media vehicles be distributed to the
market4
...that the vehicles must be exposed to those persons,
...that the advertisiriq,within the vehicle be expi?sed,
...that the advertising be perceived,
...that some form of communication take place,
after which
...the goal of a sale'm4 be-\reached.if other influences
on sales are not overr*ding.
)4.

-

VehiCle distribution, vehicle exposure'.

a4r14'

advertising expoSure are

generally considered to be the responsibility of the media vehicle in

16

.

which the advertising :vs carried.' _The evaluation and cbmparisonof media
.

.

,

.

_

.

,

vehicles fails wichill that category of advertising research called media
.

.

research.

Advertisement perception and communication.ark o generally considered

to he,the responsibility of the advertising message.

The evaluation and

testing of advertisements is another category of advertising, research
galled messaele, or copy, researchl

\

,

Vehicle distribution,'vekicle exposure and advertising exposure'are
1'

.

,

4.

reLatively easy to define and less susceptible to verbal distortion, but
1

?

they represent only intermediate steps toward the advert4s,er's ultimate
purpose.
st.

Advertising perception and communication are,drfficult. to define and

not amenable

to direct measurement, since generally onermust relynon the

'consumer's verbal report, which may or may not be accurte.
,

Of all the possible responses to advertising, a purchase1has.4.he most
A

ss.

to recommend\it4 A purchase is amenable to direct-me'asUrement by the

researcher without reliance on veirbal reports.

It

is indisputably relevant
0

to the main purpose of the advehiser.

The pein,cipal drawback to adver-

tising researchers lies In the heavy influence of non-advertising factors.

This difficulty can be surmounted through the use of rigorous research
methods, principally through the controlled field experiment:

However, a

,single advertisement is uSually not a sufficient-amount of communication
to bring about a 'sale, except in special cases; therefore the sales :effeCts

of advertising can usually be detailed only for campaigns and not for
Ii

' individual .advertisements.
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CHAPTER II. -THE RESEAkCH PROCE:8§
p11

Just as there-iFi an'advertising process,,an

orderlYll of..how

advertising works, so tilere is a,research process.)Thisqprocess involves
fl

.

,

both a s-Cientific approdch t6prOblr-solving and an orderly p'rocedure of

steps,to be followed in Planning and executing-a research profject.

The Scientific Approach to Advertising 131-01.9s.

The creation of advertisinOs.the resAtant of,.two kinds of
e.

thinking--thebusiness .approach andAe creative apprOach.

.These

,,
(

.

.

.

.

....

,

apprOaches are usually housed in twoi different kiridsof people (1!b.und

fn

,

only rarely fdund in.
adVertising-.7,the business mind and ihe creative mind
-1?
.

...

.
.

,

..f...,

The business mind is concerned with marketing, the

the same person.

practical and tangible aspects of running a i4lusiness,

and making profits.

The creative mind is primarily concerned with Ae,brtistic, creative and
For many years, advertising'has

intangible aspects of communicatiOn.

thrived through the combined efforts of these two approaches.

The4ublic

persuasive,.dynamic.,
image of the advertising elicutive as a sophisticated,
0
.

glib aild business-like fellow with a satchel

full of eye-catching ad lay-

outs is reMly a compositesof the businesKaycreative approaches..
In redent Years, however, there has been a growing feeling among

.advertisers--hard-headed busi'nessmen themsekes-7that another approach is'.

neeqd toround out teir advev-ising efforts.

As oe businessman ees-

..

sed it

"I know that half my, advertising is wasi'ed but

I

don.'t know which

ty.

half.'!

In short, much advertising has keen conducted with'no "feedback"

on ils effects-that is with. ng, knowledge of the eventUat effectiV'eness of
17.
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the effort, no understanding of the general principl'es of how and why

advertising succeeds or failsl-no real evidence to demonstrate success or
failure.

)

Such.advertising is analogouS-to a hunter with an expensive highpowered rifle, firing madly at a group of moving targets in the black of
night, then moving on complacently without bothering to see iffhe has
3

actually'hit hi_ 'arget, satisfied simply because he has been firing away.
The missing ingredient.in advertising,in many cases has been the
scientific approach.

Broadly, the sc.ientific approach simply means an

.

orderly, objective investigation to gather verifiable facts that will add
,knOwledge.,- understanding and control over future activity.

Like many other fields of social and behavioral study, advertising is
certainly not a science', but it is nevertheless Possible to use p
tific approach.

scieh-

The scientific approach--whether it be,in chemistry,

alP

politics, psychology or advertising--has Certain distInguishing characteristics:
A

The prOcedures are explicit.

The results and the methods for obtain-

ing them are so clearly described that another competent practitioner can
read the research report and replicate the procedure if he wishes.

The

detailed description is minutely honest'down to the finest detail of procedure.
-

The data-collecting-is obiective.. Once a procedure has been formulated,
and an' ihvestigation started, the researcher is

and report it objectively, whether or not ie agrees uit

notion.of the oucome.

low the data

s pre:onceived

The adyertising researcher_must fight against per-

:ceiving br using only the data whith wl11 "prove a point," either his own
or some one else's.

Quite often, research will,come up with the opposite
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answer than that predicted; .this- apparently.illogical outcome_must be

perceived and reported according to the,revealed evidence.
\

The findings must be replicable.

:attempt to verify
conclusion.

Other researchers, should they

n investigation's results, should arrive at the same

Intuition, artistia sensitrVity, and clinical insight are not

sufficient to establish a paint of fact.

The advertising icseorcher

s'The 'approach is systematic and cumulati 'e.

in addition to investigation of an immediate problem, tries to build up

whole bodies of knowledge, an organized system of verified facts, generalizations and principles, all-based on-evidente rather than his hopes or
beliefs.

The eventual purpoSes are %planation, understanding and control_.

The,-

A

advertising researcher wants to know why,and how something
able to prove it.

happened, '4311(1 he

Then he can,predict and bring about the conditions to

achieve his objectives.

His'objective is"the creation of advert,ising that

will sell the product better or more, efriciently than any other advertising.

The researcher is both ppen7minded and skeptical.

He is open-minded

about accepting the possibility of alternatives to his own'pet notions, or
critically at
to the usual "common sense" answers; in othermords, he looks

cherished assumptions, thinks of alternatives, and adMits them to hts
thinking as possibly correct.

(The harde5t a)ternative fOr, an advertising

usual asSumption is
man to accept is that his advertising is no good; the
that there are only two. kinds, good-and. better.)

researcher.must be extremely skeptic-il,

At the same timer', the

rcill-tant tn lc,-ept anything -a5

fact until it is demonstrated.

The scientific approach to advertising- is not,Merely a high-mindedabstraction to be indulged only as a luxury.
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it is the only pr,c0cal
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way to insure aga

1 advertising f:

improve the probability of

.1

success.

Advert7sing Goals
Let's introdt__

Their DepenCer.

eS

here a technica

about advert'stng research.

'ch will be useful in talking.

The ter

ldent variabte," and it

simply means "the quantity that is r,
In measuring a person's height
is usually inches.
pounds.

-7)16, the dependent variglile

-In measuring weic

:ependent variable is usually

In measuring temperature, th

degrees-fahrenheit.

ent-variable is usually

Even in these simi

variables that we could use instead:

;es, there are other dependent

instead of irkhes; kilograms

instead of pounds; centigrade-degrecs

of fahrenh,eit-degrees.

are equally correct, so we must alwav

All

y which dependent variables

are used.

Similarly, it is not adequate
(or was not) effective."

.1.

%Th,

To be pr

state "Advertisement A was

measure or criterion or de-

pendent variable involved must be s

Thus, one can ac

rately say

attitudes" or "in incFeasing

"Advert,isement A was effective "in c

.

consumer awareness" or "in increasinc c- sumer knowledqe.."

Effectiveness

is always in terms of some dependent variable which must be specified.
The dependent variable used in measurement should always be directly
related to the stated goals of the.advertisina.

Where ther

re many adver-

tis-ing goals., or where the researcher is uncertain as to which of several

possible goals is therproper one, he may incluae.many different dependent
variablOs in a survc.y;, this may inci

: three'dozen general and

specific questions, each designed to

a different dependent

variable.
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coal-settirg is a pre7equis7te to r

In ;nort,
eff

ness, a-

dep

nt variablL:

sures c

Ls determinc

_. go-

effect

7,urIng
,.,wJ

5 or

resea rch.

invest i ga tec thr

1 Project

Ste7,1 in.Planninc

on of research is "careful,

The simplest

systematic

.tient

some field of knc.*-ledge, uniertaken

'study and inves

is not a hap'iazar

facts or prin:

71asty callection c

fo-ma-

tion.

ur-H

Whther ac

7.-isr

r study, tr

sc

informEa:i,

-ss

ling research project.
.:731-

,vi-

3.

-ci:_

This outline Is brrod

y advertising problem.

to

pr,Dtlern

D,Lfi

2.

:t

is known about the probleM ("Secondary" research)

I!, the research methods to be used eTrimary" research)

4

Co-1=---t-t

5.

Anal

6.

of the steps that sFould be followed in planning

Ii

and executing

I.

is

eps which should be followed to cet thc, most use-.

Here is E

enou.:311.to Pe

-ject

precess can be outlined as an orderly procecure,

a s.,.stematic
fui

Dr chemistry or history or any other s

riter-

2 research
-e data

ind report the results
Within

This,may :cern Hkc

very precise prescription fo,r actior.

of these steps,

er, a number of dcisions must be made, and a

c-eat amoHilt

do'

sters in det.

miling is liPcrc-

Let's loot,

each of
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De=ne the problem.

clz

up with one or more speaific

is th

This step is frequently glossed
!

is v-oduced?

;I:

is eEtreme

ful will Le :he evertual
rmation?

ir

What dec7s1c-

.

.

7,1-7cess

is to

"What are the objectives of

91"

stated in terms of markets, per,,s

intended off:.--mus:

explicitly before the researcher car-

to measura t

It 1:_erts

usinc:;s

de or

Tsion of' 'ertis-nc?"

end up in, more precise form

NBC?

-Jone e)se con-

7-om

broad and vagui, requesl, LJch as:.

ra-Lr,.

"Are we getting any results from

and sales resulting from the Se

stated

sults

either f7-om th

cerned with Taking adver-:isin .74. d

the creative si4.

Thc ;c2 E-1-ertisind cDars--

searcher

ty

Its.

,.!ho will'use

ficatibr

iar

num-

he -esults?

sed on

A c-d way to start the 7.,

Generally, a problem co7s.

Y

Jarifyine 2 problem frc-

am'

Who.is thekperson reques-J77
it

ecily, but

-e

th..

e probl

t can be ans ,ered empir

hur

tent; the more time spert discus
ber of different viewpoints,

fication of"

'W--

is the net change

at:itudes

-mber-fune spot-zommer,ial camoaign on

Are there any.differences

:titude and

tb

cent users of our own brand, use-

effects cn cur-

r-,..,ther brands, and -on-userfr

questiors stemrf-

4 So on to w-.at may be a list-of

And
from t'he

same basic problem.
In.between-the vague r.,:cluest an.J t!,e eVentual spc:ific

researchable questions, the process cr'

:discussion at great lenath is a prot:

e Invest7ent,

archer shouL

The irformation seker and
when both JIre mutually lgrec.d

re-thH,,Ang and -r2n more

1;st of specifi

7.
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,d thrs
resear

cess only
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questions are irdeed tne crucial ones to solve the problem.

and

Tf

the researcher must have, the same understanding of what is neec-

Review wha.: is known about the problem.

This preliminary
"-CC5

usually called 'secondary research"--is frequently neglected.

If

of existing kmaledge can give genera) or specific facts and gLid,
the answer to a problem already exists, as is often the case,

7:3al

Ofetime and money can be saved. There's no point in.repeatinc a
study that has already been done.

.Even if no specific answers
r i fy

the review of knowledge will help to further define the probleresearch-procedures to be used.

What are the major sources of existing knowledge?

Compar

tisinq agency files form one; if a research department has bee
tion for some time, the odds are increased than something usef_.

!

be

found:

AnGther.source

is

the specialized and professional jourr,--

deal with advertising and marketing.

;

Some of the major''ones

Journal of Advertising .
Journal of Advertising Research
Journal of Marketing Research
Journal of Marketing
Commentary (a British marketing research journal)
Journalism Quarterly
Psychologica Abstracts.

These professiona

journals contain original articles, boo

rP.,

abstracts of previous research, and other material which may be perlinent.
Of lesser'importance to the researcher, but useful

in providing 'pac ground

and leads to other sources are the_advertising "news" publicati )ns
Advertising Age.

..ucr- as

rr.lcdinly, no.advertising yespnrf:h ripprutt

without subscriptions to tiloc . in,lihros; mnny cit

also subscribe.
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and universi

HDraries

2-

-Trade researcA

.port ,r*;t

7:::rizationF are anothe

Advertisinp Researc±

didation (ARF; arc thc

Resea-ch Institute (I-

The

n(.ust-1,7'

a-e the najor cnes.
organizatior sup-

The ARF is a non

,rce.

adverzising agencies rz-_,:7J azivertising media.

further scientific pr:cticas and

advurtisers,

-tad 7

7Jrp.ose is to

_s oasi

in adver-

romote

r:sea-ch.

tising and marketing -hroJoh o'bjective and i-77- 'ti-

ically, ARF offers co-sultation and guidance c-

Spec7'-

th: ccr:Jucc of research

stt:dies; supervises the technical aspect of advf:_rt Am research pro_.;ec::

evaluates published research ttucies conducted Py -:hers_ develop

ncw

research mothods and :ecnniques, and analyzes e isLina tecnniques; estz-.
lishes resE,_arch s-...andards and criteria; collects and disseminates acvert

-

ing and ma-Keting data for the benefit of its members.
publicatIons aee automatically offered lo members as they

All

are issued.

The regular publications are:

TheJournal of Advertisinn

Research, a newslett r, and the annual :onference Proceedings.

They also

issue printed indivip,:al reponts on sw:-_.rvised stAies, consultations_
:graphies, reprints

appraisals, analyse.,_ of syndicated, ser ces, bibl

pertinent material -From 07-her sources and speethc..

s a nrechure entitled "Catalc7

to ARF pubIications

Membership in 7_--e ARF is a must for every con
21s

in advert-sing; meniu-shic at reduced rates

The most useful

ndex

'

or agency invc ved
-eld by, colleges

universitie.
The IARI is of

whose advertising is

,

cular usefulness to indus1:-.Ial advertisers, t-cs2

-irected toward specit,lized t-,ce, business and indL

trial customers rath. than the general

'3 3

ic;

si.,_71 advertisers

-
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measure used; a measure of learning is valid onT;y if the purpose o
Reliabilitw of a measuring instrument means

advertisi,ng is to teach facts.

that it gives consistent reslts when the same thing
,

.

more occasions.

is measured on tOo or

Where a rubber.yardstick measures my heiOt today at 65

inCces, and tomorrow at 70 inches, then the measuring instrument is
UnrgJiable.

,

Reliability is a necessar7 but, no: a s,_fficient condition for

validity; if today

I

say that t...to dlus two equals f..e, and tomcr-om

say

I

the same thing, I'm beirpg perfecty consistent o7- ro iable, but com,DictePy
invalid.

.

Precision of a reasurinc inst-rument refer

to its abilit/ tc

distinguish'between different quantiti(2s, the power to eiscrimin.ate; a
ruler marked ofC at onc-IFoot intervals is not as pr :ise as one .man-Led c-:

at one-inch intervals, that

hetri

it cnnot discrimil)a-e prec.isely

is,

fine differences in height.
.

The data collection-nethod deals -1th the specif'c dat8-gal
nne najor kinc.

processto be used,.of whrIch therL: an_ seyeral.

collectfon are:

t.e1.3phone quest:Hilmaire;

intervi by mail, c.rsonal
:cal

direct observation of behavior; mech!

Eitra

recc----dig ,devlces a

_Dstitute

a

fFms, photoc,4.hs,

for or in addition to per_onal

i::ach of

and 'recoraings; and content analysis c f advertisinr cr other data.
these data-collection r

correct decision on

tvt

ing" and actual experiir

is

A

!-2road subjece: of study inital

.od to us

'th \orJ.

on bot

Tiust bc

I

L

hak

o-

ods.

A decision on response method, when hunan

is

,..--ubjects are

based on.the preVious decisions regarding dependent variables J.,nd
.

collection methods.

The mayor -response modes are vf,rbal response

respondent says), behlayioral resrbrsc 6,60t
0
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(knat the

rocronnent dOPC, and
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-physiological resDc71se

(

;Diuntary internal chandes in the respondent's

body).

The samp3inq cf data is another Variable.
of hurnans or animals or ina-imate objects, it

perform a comp1et

iirveror

,

Whether dealing with a study
is almost never possible to

or census, of the whole population.

A

sample of those objects, me -.ning a portion that is representative of the
whole population, must b-,It s -lected.

A sample of people, a sample of adver-

tisements, a sa7ple of television stations. a sample of locations--in short,
whatever popul,7-tion

is imvclved, some systematic plan for selection of a

representativc

ortLn mLst be forMulated.

sampling is

d

=c_

this proceduTe 3re

The most common application of

researzh involving human subjects; more details On
.:iven

in the following chapter under "The Sample Survey."

A decisThr on tresearch design deals with the frequency and timing of

data collect,on and the kind of conclusion desired from the study.
"after-only" c
one occasion;

The

"po--test" design involves collection of data on just
_static descriptive study du.'ing one slice of.tiMe.

The "longitudinal" c :sign involves collection of the s.;me data from the

.same people or sources at several points in time.

The "before-and-after"

design measures the change that taket place at two points in time, before

and after some event, andpight be considered a variation of the longitudir_e

nal design.

Th.,.

7,2i--and-after-with-contro1" dcsign involves data

collection at two pcints in time from two different groups of persons, one

group having been exposed to some treatment between measurements (the test
group) and one group which has not been exposed to the treatment (the control group); this is actually the classic design for a controlled experiment,ofhe principal and most reliable design far determining cause and effect'

_
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and the basis of scientific knowledge in meny'fields of study:

The "after-

only-with-control" design involves data collection at one point in time
(after some planned event) from two groups, a test-group and a control
group; this also yields cause-and-effect information and- is a variation on
the classic controlled experiment.
There is one principal distincti.on in conclusions than can be drawn
from the various designs.

The first three (after-only, loneitudinal,

before-and-after) are descriptive studiebs which can describe the existing

situation or tell you what happened, but they cannot determine why they
happened--they reveal effects but not the causes of these effects.

The

latter two designs, both involving a control group, can determine both'what
happened and why it happened--that is,

it determines both cause and.effect.

More will be said about this extremely important area in the next chapter.
The independent variable is trie name given to some treatment deliber-

ately introduced or caused by the researcher, so that its effects'can be
.

measured.

Sometimes called the "treatment" vAiable, it is a necessary

condition for a controlled experiment.

Any quality of advertising that can

be manipulated can oe an independent variable.

ror example, if the-task is

to determine the difference in readership between four-color illustrations,
L.

two-color illustrations and black-and-white- illtistratlions, the researcher

would construct three ads di.ffering oilly in those respects; the independent

cvariable in such a case is "use of color."

It

is the "cause" in a con-.

trolled experiment designed to measure cause and effect.
0
Another research variable is reseaTch environment, whi6h may involve

both a stimulus environment and a respOnse environMent.

The stimulus

(whatever is used to evoke a retv)nse, from the respondent) may be A question

38
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or an ad or a product or any of a nur7er of oects, depending on the
,

The stimulus may be admini-Stere"d personally or imperson-

proble-1 at hand.
.

/

,,

.

----'---

ally, from a remote location orlf in the-same location as the respondent, in

a laboratory or in the responaent's home or in some other

One

I

of the most important aspectslof the advertising research environment is
i.
.
h

the nature of exposure--whether exposure to'the advertising takes place
naturally under real-life condjltions of selective exposure, or whether the
_

respondent' is fold to pay attention as in an auditorium or studio or
.

classroom.

In short, natural exposure vs. forced exposure makes a great

deal of difference in the results obtained in communications research.

The

most desirable research environment is one in which-both exposure and
measurement take place in a naturalistic situation without the respondent's
awareness that he is the subject of research.

Conduct the research.

After specifing the questions that need answer-

ing, the methods of'design and data collection have been decided up0n and

put down in writing in a complete research plan, the researcher is ready to
actually execute the research pqan.

In this phase, the scientific approach

/
is followedthe procedures are explicit, the data-collecting is objective,
Ex-

the plan is followed in detail no matter how the results turn out.
.

.

tremely systematic and painItaking attention to detail is necessary.

Analyze the data.

This is the exciting phase of, a research study,

comparable to the thrill of discovery and creation in any field.
research Preparation may include dummy tables, requiring

The pre-

y that the blanks
-

be filled in with percentages or scores or other figure-s ZStatistical
calculatIons are performed as necessary, and the figures

39
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rechecked for
1

31

accuracy.

it

is

another part, for
proceduTe

r.IutT

p-Dssit'e tc cneck ore part of the data against

7ficatic.

'

1,Jhere results seem illogical, the entire

be r.-ch,:cket, to be sJre there is no error.

Since most

re quantitatiVe, the analysis stage will

advertisin

Tesearch stuo'ies

resjit in

number of statical tables, summarizing the data in-as much

/

detail as r,ecpssary.

necessary.

or cross-tabulations of the figures may be

Break,

Depending on 11-hl magnitude of the job, a computer may be used

for extensTve calculations;
while others, may require a

,)r2 smal i

jobs, hand-tallying may be sufficient,

k calculator or pocket computer.

At this point, after all tables

Interpret and report t. results.

have been prepared, the resarcher does a "flashback" to the specific questions formmlated in the first step, probil.em clarification.

purpose of the study has been to answer those questions.

The principal
There are probably'

more.data and more tabulations than is actually needed to answer .those
specLfic questions.

This requires that the researcher be selective, pick-

ing for initial interpretation only those tables which have a direct bearing on the principal specific questions.

Xdditonal tabulations can be

used to qualify,the principal findings.

Regardless of the complexity of the complete study, a short clear
understandable report of the principal conclusions must be produced; on
the other hand, the report must be complete, reporting all the data, the
methods used', and so on.. One way of getting around this dilemma is to

prepare a "three-staee" report.

Pa-rt

I

forward one-page report of the principal

consists of a _simple straight-

conclusions--the specific problem,

and a short rion-echnical statement of the prineipal findings without
qualifications.

Pact

II

is a somewhat expanded version of Part

40
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the key tables supporting the principal findings, and mentioning the
rjecessary qualifications for those conclusions.

brief statement of the research methods used.

It should also contain a
Part 111

is a complete

technical report, with a full detailed description of methods,used at all

- steps of research planning and all the tables or other data produced by the
study.

Parts .1 -("executive sumMary") and II should be free of technical

jargon and should be understandable by.non-research persons.

A great deal

of adVertising research has beeh wasted because the final reports were too

detailedor too technical.

Research is uSeless unless the results are

used in decision-making.

Decis'ion-makers canq use the results unless they

understand what you say.

The best safeguard in this rqspect.-is to 'have

tk.

someone who is Unfamiliar with the'project read.the report before distribut ion

Other Participaats in the Research Process
These steps involved in a researth 'study have been discussed as though

one person or organization were actually doing the-whole job.

'In fact,

various consultants and sub-contractors may be brought in at various stages..

the-amount of outside help depends on the size and skill of the adve'rtiseris
'or-agency's research'department, the size and complexity of the research,
money available, .and other factors:

time availagl)

"Defining the problem" is usually handled by the advertiser and/or the
agency, without outside help.

"Secondary research" is usually alSo an inside job, though university
researcher's orother specialists may be called in for 'certain jobs.

41
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In the primary research phases, however, consultants and commercial
researFh firms are frequently used.

Data-gathering in particular isalmast

always farmed out to commercial firms which have standing forces of field
interviewers.

Data analysis, after the data have been collected, may be

sub-contracted to a computer...data-processing firm, which will provide all

statistical tabulations required.

Some commercial research firms will

perform both data-gatheringand data-analysis; others are specialists
for ohly one of those functions.

While sub-contractors may provide their own interpretation and report
,

of the results, the final interpretations and'reports dre usually accomplished by the sponsor.

The wide range of commercial research services available are illustrated in two publications--Bradford's Directory of Marketing Research
Agencies and the ARF Directory of Research Organization Members.

While all parts of the research process are important, the,first step
(defining the problem) and the last step (drawing p6nelusions) age probably most important, and only the sponsoring advertiser or agency can
assume final resporisibility for their correctness.

A
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CHAPTER III,

THE'MOST COMMON ADVERTISING RESEARCH PLANS

Certain kinds of research procedures are more common than others in
These will be called "advertising research plans,"

advertising research.

and'each inplves a particular configuration of,desidn, data collection
methOd, research environment, and other ciariables.

These "most common" research plans are applicable to a wide variety
of adverti:sing problems, and many specific applications are given in the

chapters on Media Research and Message Research.

At this point, however,

a general des,cription of these pop.ular research plans will give a broad

understanding of"what is,to follow.

The most common ones are the sample survey, the survey panel, the
laboratory experiment, the controlled field experiment, controlled observation, content analysis pnd attitude
-r-- measurement.
Each will be discussed in terms of., several characteristics:

research

design, data colliection method, response method, research environment,

A

,

dependent variables, indepehdent'variable, and sampling procedure.

Some

chapters.. Response
of these features have been-discused in earlier
,
t'S

method can stand a little elaboration at this point before detailed descripch plan.

tion of

Three response methods.

A Person's response to any stimulus may be

measured ,in one or more of three ways:

behavioral, physiological;-and

>

.

verbal.

When a person deliberately takes some sort of observable physical
actiOn, thiS is known as a behaVioral response.

Behavioral response to

0

advertising can take the form ofvisiting a 'dealer; mailing-.a coupon,
35
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talking to friends,'horrowing a product for a. trial, or buying a product.

The ultimate criterion of advertising effectiveness is, of course, a
purchase7-a behavioral. response.

When something changes in a person's internal mechankm, this iS
,

known as a physiological res,onse--an involuntary reflex action, usually
uncontrollable by the,person.

PhySiological response is reflected by

heartbeat, sweating, breathing, electrical output of the brain, muscle
contraction, and eye pupil size:

Since physiological res"ponse cannot be

determined #ery accurately by observation, a person must be connected to
some sort of laboratory appa-,tus to get accurate measures.

Such changes

are often too subtle to be c

uch use in measuring response to .messages.

However, all of the above re

onses have been used in advertising.research.

One of-the most promrsing of these at present is eye pupil size or.
"pupillary response"--the pupil dilates (grows larger) when 'a person is

'exposed to something unusually pleasing, contracts (grows smaller)when
exposed to something unusually displeasing.

Brain wave measurement by

electroencepfialograph '(EEG) has also'been'fOund relatqd to communications'
effects.

When a person responds to a stimurus with words, either spoken or
written, this is know as a verbal response.
advertising ,i--search takes this form.

Probably.the great majority of

'Mail questionnaires, telephOne

interviews and personal interviews are all primarily measUring verbal
responses.

This is the most indirect measurement Of the three types, con-

sisting of reports of what a person says he thinks or feels or doe:

Such

reports must a,lways be taken with a-grain of salt, since verbal, responses
are quite controllable by the resporrdent.

44
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ne what sorts of biases and errors are

research has been done to

ing and interviewing techniques to reduce

obtained, and to refine ques:

survey is the most

its limitations, the question-and-answer

Desp

verbal response error.

wic1;1'y

used data-collection method in marketing and

In those situatirs where it is 'possible,to obeain

advertising research.

behavioral or physiological response data, they are to be preferred over
verbal responses if it is practical to-do so.

The Sample Survey
The sample survey--somel.:7e

called a field surve

a poll or simply

a survey--is the most freque-rtH used acvertising research plan'.

Basically;

it may be described as askin,: Lotestions pf a sample of persons who represent
some larger population.

terms of the research methodt; already

Distinguishing feature
discussed

descric2d as follows:

the-sample surve
Research' design:

questionhaire:

Data collaction m

personal, or mail

or. telephon,

report
Response method:
natu'll, real-life (usually at home),
Research envir-nmc it
aware7ess, knowledge., attitudes,
Dependent var
buyinc - -,fer.7ces ( .e., any verbalizable responsel
none

Independent va- at :=2:

Sampling:

ust_ily -andom

The complete sample survey procedure, after clarifyinga.problem to
'be'investigated, inclUdes successive stages of planning the sampling,'

questionnaire construction, data collection and data-processing.

Let's

discuss here the most crucial technical aspects of these stages in the
persbnarinterview sample. survey.

Sampling.

SampAing Is the procedure by Which the researcher can

-determine-i:he Characteristics of.a large number of people (a population) by

4 5 A,
(1
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analyzing just a few of them (a sample).

Sampling is necessary becauJ

it

would be impossible or financially'prohibitive to talk with all the persons
in a giVen population.
again that

Fortunately, it has been demonstated time and time

sample--chosen in the proper way--isTepresentative
of the
_

population from Which it was selected.
First, let's clarifY."population."

Before sampling, a.pop3n
in

must be defrned in terms that are meaningful to the specific

advertising, this is frequently a population.of prospects for rhe r]?r7zuct.
-r

The population in a survey for a soap manufacturer might be " 71

aci_11:s

in the U.S.", or "all adult women in the U.S." or "all adult

iri the U.S." or "all adult married.women who used.powdered soap
year."
-

thf

7

sst

The purpose of the surver and the nature of the problem 6-ci th-

kind of product involved, all must be considered in arriving at a.very --_;-

cise verbal description of the target population.

Only then can thc .

researcher consider drawing a representative sample from that noDulation.

7

Frequently, after defining precisely the target population,

it

is

necessary to41rst select a sample from a 1argeri3opu1ation, th!a1 screen
out with appropriate questions the Persons to represent
tion.

the tar7,:...:t popula-

in the case of the soap manufacturer mentioned.before, there is no

master list of."all adult married women'who used powdered oap in the.last
year"; therefore, the re earCher woubl first select'a.sample from the "all
U.S. households" Population, then ask soMe screening questiOns to determine
age, sex, marital, status and soap usage--endingcUp with'a smaller'group who
'a.re a representative sample o

population sample are thenat hand.

the l'arget population.

Only the target

e questions pertinent to the problem

39
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is not uncommon for non-researchers to be very skeptical as to

whether a small sample can really be representative of a la0e population.
How can a sample of 1,600 persons in an election survey be a---1 accurate

reflection of the entire U.S. population of 100 million voCig adults?
There is not room in this book to go through all the mathemztical proof
and empirical verifications of sampling theory.

For full understanding

and acceptance, it is certainly desirable to study the subject further.

For the moment, how ver, you are asked to accept the assumption that
scientific samplin

of human popuations is a valid procedure that ros

been proved in practice.

usually. accurate within

Natioral election

one or two -pe7-centage points, prc %

de pa-tia

:roof.

.

-0

The first s:ep in samping is
of people to be interviewed.

:ecidir

or

lc sample size, the number

The next step i_ decidyig the method of

selection, the procedure which will insure ge_ing the right people from
the right population.

In the discussions of sample size and method nf selection that follow,

assume that.the aim is to draw a sample from the population defined as.
CI

"all adults living in U.S. householdst"

The desirable sample size,will be affected by the popula-,:ion homogeneity, the sampling procedure used, practical conSiderAions of time
'and money and"personnel, the desired precision of the results, and the
degree of confidente desired in the results.

L.
It may seem strange that size of the populatipn has nothing to do
with sample size.

A,sample of 1,600 persons is just as mea:

ful for

tre erhire U.S. as it is for a single city, everything else being equal;

thaX is, the sampling error is the same in-both cases.

47

Homogeneity simply refers tc the degree to which people are alike on
the characteristics being studied.

If everyone in a populatiOn were

exactly alike, one person would adequately represent the whole group.

The

More the people in a population are ali\ke, the sm.:, ler the sample can he.

In most studies, howen2r:, little information
and this, determinant cf sample slze

homogeneity is avaMat e

igric7:±c!.

Time,"money and 1&:..7.sonnel a7so aFfect sample size.

Regardless o';

the

7.,ther consideraticms, H there ia a limited' lmount of time, money or

samoie sft

eopit7 to do the
The Tiumber

must

r_uced appropriately.

:

:he collected data

into whi:

sc; affects s'ampLe

i

-:ication or race--the

The more br.,a

ill be arlyzed

!owns used--als by sex or age or

Ample needed in order to get a

-,rger the total

ningful number in eacn breakdpwm or crs-tabulation,
Amount of prcisior required also de:ermines Sample size. -That is,
it's necessary that
sampl

is require:, than

-esults be accura:

within five per cent, A.larger

if accuracy within ten per cent is lolerable.

expected occurrence of a characteristic will affect sample size.
This

be known only -oughiy in advance, but if a split of 50-50 is

expected in a two-choicerSiituation (say, a national election), a larger

sample is needed than if a 30-70 split

is expected. ,

Finally, the degree of confidence desired in the results affects the
size of sample.

If 70 per cent confidence is desired, a smaller sample is

required than if 95 per zent conrienc,-2 is needed.

Sim71e tables of sample

si7e ;equirements are a..3ilab1e in most-books on survey research and can

be mastered with a few Finutes of study.
Once the correct sample-si'ze is dete -Mined, there are Several ways

of going about the actual sample selectio- process.
.

I
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A randOm sample is one

41

in wl-Hch every individual !.as an equal chance of selection.
popdlation listing of nam:,z or 11,:wsehold5

'Then a c,Dmplete

is available, a systemat.c random

sample can be drawn by designat-ng units ateequal intervals tiiroughout the
list4--flor example, tO draw a sa7ple of 200 from a liste'd popi ation of

200,000, you would go down the 7ist choos-ng each 1,000th na. A simple
random sample is obtained.by assigni.ng a number to eve-y uni

in ia popula.

tion, then selecting the sample lembers 'rom-a table cc: random nL-1'-ers.

An area-probability sample is d-awn by :---arking off a geographic area into

segments (say, census tracts), :hen chc. ,ing from a,tabje of randorr numbers

enough of, he numbered segments to give the desired sample-size.
The mechabics of drawinc a sample ,7.re too deta7led to be spelled out
here.

There are non-random procedures (less acceptable) such as quota

sampling, availability .samr7;11-i74and others which wiil not be discussed
here.

The basic general rule, however, is that no Personal biases of the

Sampler 'or th ,!

interviewer should enter into'the sclectinn.

Sampling

directions should be specified before an interviewer ever goes into the
field--specifyinc exactly where he.should go and who he should t

1

te.

Even the most con-seientious interviewer will choose the convenient hoilses

and pleasant interviewing situations, and avoid unpleasant or dangerouslooking locations, if left to hrs own judgment.
tinct bias in the survey.results.

This would lead to a dis-

Furthermore,-there must be no sdbstitu-

tions in the original sample as drawn; if a person cannot be located the
first time, a certain number of callbacks (usually, at least three) must
be made.

Even Ihen..no substitution is made, since this too would result

in some bias.

An 80 per cent completion rate for: a selected sample

is

considered good% while 50 per cent completion is considered the minimum
rate for unbiased results.
,

inrIsummary, the printi'pal ruin in drawing a san'

k to deliberately

make as many decisions as vsible by chance--flippinc a coin, 'choosing
numbers-From a random numbers

,

and so on.

happens is completely absent of personal biases.'

This insures that whatever
Almost anything that is

decided subjectively, rather than letting chance decide,
distort the survey results.

is liable to

Understand, "chance select'on" is not the s,ame as

"haphazard selection"--rather it

is a highly deliberate mechanical proc dure

that is set up to insure a random and therefore represer-ntive sample.

Questionnaire construction.
sample survey.

The questionnaire is tl=ie heart of-any

No matter how carefully the other survey staces'are car-

ried oit, ifthe right questions are not asked, or if thtyLre.asked in
such a way as to distort the results, then it's all meaningless.
Questionnaire writing is an art, ratber than a science, and even vle

most experienced surveY researcher follas this general -ule; write questions, pre-test them on small groups,

reN)ise the quescicms, then pre-te'lt

again and so on until be is satisfied that the questions and the questionnaire format will give the desit

information accurately.

Five or six

pre-tests and revisions a're not uncommon; the most experienced quest:ion

writer is usually surprised at the variLty.of meanings wh:th respondentE
get from questions that seemed perfectly clear and direcc

him.

Let's consider here four aspects of questionnaire wri:ing--question
'subject-matter, question structuring, questio- wordirA, ana question
sequence.

"Subiect2-matter!' refers to the kind of information that is needed

from the respOndent.

Most of it can be clasSified as facts, opinions,

knowledge, and reported.behavior.

A "fact" question asks the respondent
5 0
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for some objectiVe descriptive data about himself--his age, sex,,income,
marital statut, occupation, religion, race and so on; suCh information is
often referre

to as "demographic data" or "background data" or "classifi-

.cation data."

An "opinion or attitude" question asks the respondent how

he feels about something, rather than for objective facts.

Generally, a

pE:.rson's feelings for any pbject--a product, a political candidate, an

advertisement--can be determined as for or against, favorable or unfavorable,

likind or disliking, the object.

All such feelings maynot be a

simple choice of for or against, and different degrees of feeling may be

obtained by,approprigee attitude scales, discussed in more detail elsewhere
in this chapter,

"Knowledge" questions attempt to find out what the respondent knows,
how much he knows, and the source of his knowledge, about various topi7cs.
Since answers to knowledge questions depend on memory, s)metimes it may be
desirable to use aided-recall or recognition questions; knowledge about

-

advertising or about a product or about.the mass media may be More easily
elicited in this way.
"Behavior" questions ask the respon.dent to report on-some actrOn he

has takenWhat products he bought and when, whi0 media he has seen or
heard recently, and so on.

Reported behavior is not always the,same as

.

actual behavior, because of .faulty memory or a deSire to please the inter--.
viewer or other reasons.

Consequently, advertising researchers go, to great
1

lengths to Verify and-cross-check such answers, and where possible, they turri

lo actual observation of behaVibr rather than rely ok verbal'reports; forQ,.
example, a ,"pantry check".of products purchased is.sometimes used instead

of questions about products prchased.

5'1
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"Question structuring" refers not tlb how'a'question is asked, but to

the form that the respondent's reply takes., A completely "unstructured"

question allows the respondent to answer in his Own words, with the interviewer recording just what is said.
.

The completely "structured" question

forces' the respondent to give one of several predetermined possiblei
answers.

Each has advantages and disadvantages for specific purPoses.

An unstructured question--also known as an "open-end° br "free
response" question--encourages the respondent to talk freely about the
-

topic at hand.

It's especially useful when the reSearcher doesn't knoW

in advance what kinds Of answers to expect or when a greatlnany different
kinds of responses are expected, or when he wants the respondent's own

.

thoughts on a subject before asking specific questions, or when he wants
to get at underlying, motivations.

But the unstructured question has some

.disadvantages;,the interviewer must record the answers almost word for
word,.which 'may take up considerable time ahd regu.ye considerable space
on the guestionnaisre; if the interviewer'abbreviates the answers he may

diStort the meaning, or the abbreviation may not,be clear to the person

who later analyzes the answers; since the responses of many people must
.usually be summarized into.categories, the analyst's-category system may
not accurately reflect what the respondents actually thought.

A structured question presents the respondent with a limited number
of fixed answers to choose from.

This may range from a simple "yes-no"

choice, to a lengthy list nf multiple'-c'hoice responses.

Since the answers

are pre-cod:A with letters'or numbers, the interviewer has an easy job
recording the answers, and the analyst has an easy job tabulating-the
responses.

The.primary disadvantage Ts that the respondent is forced into
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a specific answer which may not completely reflectall he.thinks about the
topic.

Question wording deals not with what is said, but how it is said.
People will answer highly intimate.personal questions if they're asked in
6e right way, or they may balk at answering simple impffrsonal questions
if the approach is clumsy.

The respondent may misinterpret a question

that is poorlY worded, and the survey results will be misleading.

The best

form of insurance against faulty question wording is pre-testing--this preliminary tryout of a questionnaire, arid subsequent revision, will catch
many wording errors.

The kinds of wording errors are infinite, but three of the major kinds
are ambiguity, misperception, and loading.

Ambiguity means that a question

has tore than one.meaning; if some respondents interpret a question one
.way, while others interpret it another, the summarized results will be meaningless.

Misperception refers to the use of words unfamiliar to the re-

A loaded question is one that suggests a particular response

spondent.

more than another, or one that is _biased in a particular direction.

Other wording problems arise from assuming too much knoWledge on the
respondent's part, from overly-long and complicated questi.ons that are
difficult to follow aurally, from the, use of stilted language that sounds

unnatural to thb respondent, from;the use of double negatives, from Wog:.
icar sentence construction, and many other sources.

It cannot be over-

'

.

emphasized that pre-testing, alon

w th knowledge of the Survey subject-

matter and of the kinds of respondents in the sample, is the best guarantee:.
f correct wording.

Question sequence deals with the order in which questions are asked.
Even though. indiVidual questions. may be properly written,, the sequence can
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affect and distort i'he rosRonses.

Before a questionnaire goes directly into the crucial questions of a
survey, It is often desirable to get the respondent into the right frame
of mind through the use of an introduction-and some warm-up questions.1

The introduction includeS the interviewer's very first words to the
respondent and everything up until the-first question is asked.

While

the introduction shOuld be written out, the interviewer should n-y to say
it to the respondent in a normal conversational manner, rather than appear
to read it from his questionnaire:

The purpose of the introduction is to

identify the interviewer, his sponsor, and the,broad nature of.the survey.
It shou!d be short and worded in everyday language.

It should be straight-

forward, since a humorous or frivolOus approach might convince the respond-

ent that his timewould be wasted.

It should be neutral and

otherwise some respondents might be convinced they're dealing
It should be firm and matter-of-fact in assuming that the respond-

enemy.

ent will cooperate rather than ask for permission to cbriduct the interview.

The purpose ofkle warm-up section is to put the respondent at ease
with simple easy-to-answer questions.
and never be analyzed.

They may be irrelevant to the survey

Where possible, however, if they can serve the

*

basic purpose and at 'the same time provide usefurUformation, so much the
better.
Past

warm-up stage, the real questions start.

One general rule

is to start with uAStructured and general qbestions dnd gr'adually work up

to he structured and highly specific questions.
words

Another rule:.

if 'the

0-1 one question sugiOt answers to another question, then the sugges-

tive question should appear after the other.
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Once the main questions in the heart of the questionnaire have been
written, the questionnaire should conclude with the demographic or classification questions dealing with facts about the respondent--age, -education,
occupation and so on.

To summarize, the generally accepted sequence of iteds within a
qbestionnaire is:

introduction, warm-up questions, questions dealing with

the principal subject-matter, and finally the demographic questions.

Interviewing.

After a questionnaire has been written, pre-tested and

rewritten (perhaps several times), the researcher must assemble interviewer
materials and brief the interviewers.

Interviewer materials usually include some or all of the foLlowing:
three-ring notebook, map of the ihtoxviewing area and specific.addresses
or names to call on, the correct number of blank questionnaires identified
by case number, extra questionnaires for mistakes and practice, a

letter of

introduction, income cards or other materials that wrll be shown to the
respondent, instructions and tips for interviewers, expense forms (for
time,.mileage, etc.) and a writing instrument.
The degree of briefing and training depends on the complexity of the
surveil and the eXperience of the interviewers.

Before going to work, even

trained interviewers need at least one briefing session to familiarize
themSelves with the questionnaire and the respondent selection procedure.

A briefing session may include a demonstration interview by the supervisor,
followed by questions on,procedure.

It is often required that eaCh inter-

viewer conduct one or more practice interviews with outsiders, followed by
another briefing session with the-supervisor.
It would be impossible in this short space to provide a complete
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"how-to-do7it" procedure for interviewers.

Much research has.been done

and books written on various aspects,of.interviewing.
structions are:

Some general in-

always follow instru,:zions carefully; studY the question-

naire for complete familiarity; be neutral, informal, conscientious; read
the questions to respondents just as they are written; ask all the questions, and in the order written; record comments completely and accurately;
interview only at the place-and with the particular person specified; check
each questionnaire after the interview to insure completion of every item.
There are certain,characteristics common to good interviewers:
they're generally interested in people; they're able to inspire confidence
and put others at ease; theytre

nconspicuously but neatly dressed.

Mature

women are generally highly effective as interviewers, except for special
4:inds of samples.,

Verification of a small proportion of each interviewer's work is a
standard practice.

The chief interviewer or research supervisor usually

conducts this by telephone with a few respondents, asking just a Tew
questions to Check on the interviewer's performance.

Falsification,or

error- in these verification interviews can lead to Scrapping an interviewer's work and dismisSal.

Criteria for evaluating the sample surve
use of sample surveys, and their import

Recause of the extensive

ce in making advertising decisions,

the Advertising Research Foundation xs published a list of criteria to be
used in conducting and evaluating such studies.

Any one of these rules,

if violated,.may invalidate the results..

Under what conditions was the study done? A
statement of the method employed should be made
available in such detail that the study could
be duplicated therefrom.

1.

t.
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2.

Has the questionnaire been well designed?

3.

Has the interviewing
reljably done?

4.

Has the best sampling plan been followed?

5.

Has the sampling plan been fully executed?

6.

Is the sample largd enough?

ten

adequately and

or"

7.

Was there systematic control of editing,
coding.and tabulatiOn?

8.

Is the interpieton forthright and logical?

The ARF kft,,hilic on "Criteria for Maiketin9canJ Adverticing Research"
,1.-7,1iFt;,fl if the crucial evaluation points.

They parallel some of the points already made

i

preceding discussion

on'the sample survey.

The Survey%Panel

The survey panel

is simply a sa0ple survey in which the same sample

of persons are interviewed on several occasions.

Distinguishing features.

The panel survey differs from the sample

cuivey on the following research methods:
Research design:
longitudinal
Data collection method:
usually mail
Sampling: Rapdom sample of agreeable long-time respondents

The survey

)anel has certain advantages and certain disadvantages

when compared with surveys conducted with different samples of persons.
It permits,tracing changes in awareness, knowledge, attitudes and reported

,behavior of the same persons over time.

It permits the gathering of cer-

tain standard data, such as demographic characteristics, just oncc rather
than in every survey.

Some research companie, have standardlzed,continuing
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panels with several participating sponsors; this means that questions on

one sponsor's topic is mixed in with questions from other sponsors to
reduce research costs.

There are two principal disadvantages.

One pertains to the kinds of

yeople in the panel; people who agree to participate in a panel, usually
for cash prizes or premiums, are not typical of the whole population in
many ways.

Another disadvantage is the "conditioning" of the panel members;

after a number of surveys, they often 1!ecome sophisticated or "test-wise"

and don't respond in the normal fashion of a naive respondent.
Panel surveys are widely used for certain purposes.

It's up to the

individual researcher to determine whether this plan is suitable to the
problem at hand.

The Laboratory Experimert
The laboratory experiment is the classic plan for conducting conIn this plan, a small number of.

trolled studies on human respondents.

people can be studied Einder higHly controlled conditions, thus assuring

uniformity of the research environment, control of the treatMent variables,
and various other factors.

Distinguishing features.

In terms of the various method9 employed in

a research plan, the laboratory experiment may be described-aS follows:
treatment and control groups, pre-test
Research design:
and post-test
Data collection method: observation, mechanical laboratory,
apparatus, personal interview
verbal, behavioral, physiological
Response method:
Research environment: artificial, unnatural exposure
conditions
Dependent variabies: all verba and physiological
easures
measures, some
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Independent variables: controllable as desired
non-random, convenient, available subjects,
Sampling:
No 11im -D being representative
small sample.
pf a population.

Advantages° and disadvantages.

The principle advantage of the labora-

tory 2xperiment is its ability to determine cause-and-effect relationships
(effect).
between an advertising treatment (cause) and ah immediate response

This is achieved through control over the treatment variable, use of a control group, and the research environment.

A great variety of data-

collection tec!Iniques and response methods may be employed.

The principal disadvantages are an unnatural research environment
and a non-representative sample.

The research environment usually creates

forced attention to the treatment variable, often from a highly authoritais motitive person under classroom-like conditions where the respondent

vated-lo do his "best," a situation quite different from the normal adver.,

tising exposure situation.

The subject is aware of measurement procedures

which tend to be obtrusive and reactive.
Previous research has shown that laboratory experiments tend to give
differdifferent results than sample surveys for a variety of reasons-,'one
small or no
ence is that' sample surveys tend to show either extremely
laborachanges in attitude as a result of exposure to advertising, while

tory experiments tend to show significant changes.

There is a strong

artifically inflate
suspicion that laboratory experimental conditions may
the effects of communication.

Nevertheless, laboratory experimentation has produced most of the
evidence regarding communications caUses and effects.

And it is the only

method suitable for tightly conjolling certain advertising message variables which would be unmeasurable otherwise.
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The Controlled Field Experiment
The controlled field experiment (CFX)

is prObably the most

sophisticated and-most valid research plan used in adrtsirg "research.
\)

Not only can it cppture the advantages of the two most widely used.planS-the sample survey and the laboratory experiment--but it avoids their disadvantages.

It can measure cause-and-effect under natural conditions of

exposure without the subject's awareness that his reactions are being
measured.

It

is also expensive, time-consuming and requires the most

rigorous design and execut,ion of research planning.

It lends itseif to measurement of themest importaRt,questions in
advertising research.

how should it be spent?
used, and how?

How, much money should be spent on advertising, and

Which media or combinations of media should be

Which messages or campaigns are most effective?

Results

can be measured in terms of behavioral response--notably sales--or verbal
response, or both.

The controlled field experiment--or CFX--will be descrjbed here in
some detail because of its importance and value.

Each of the words in the name of this plan are keys to its distidguishing features.

Controlled means that the researcher controls media placement, message
production and distribution, arid manipulates the form the advertising takes.

For example, if the purpose is to measure the difference in effectiveness
of two campaign themes, A and B, the researcher produces the two campaigns
to exact specification, then insures that one group of respondent9cis

exposed only to Campaign A and the other is exposed only to Campai

B.

Field refers to the specification that respondents receive the me'Sage
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"in the field" under naturalistic conditions rather than in a laboratory
11.

or other artificial situation.

They receive it under real-life conditions

of selective exposure, without awareness of receiving anythina special,
or of being involved in a research project at all.

Consequently they pay

:1.,Lura1 attention as they normally do and also res ond naturally.

Simi-

,

tarty, there is often no awareness that responses will be recorded;
behavior and partiCularly purchasing behavior can be measured through sales
registration or auditincf records., Under no condition should subjects make
---a conscious connection between/ihe advertising received,

their subsequent

behavior, and the measuring process.

Experiment Nans that the study ccntains the essential elements of a
scientific experiment--one orlmore treatment groups, a control
randomization of subjects to treW_ments.

grodp and

In the simplest form, there is

one treatment group and one_control group of respondents; the treatment
group receives,the test message, the control group does not.

Measuring

the responses of a control group reveals what would have happened without
the advertising; the net difference in the responses of the treatment and
-control groups reveals the incremental effects of the test advertising
ove'r and above everything else tI;at has transpired in the test period.

Example:
_

testing campaign themes by CFX.

The following simple

example will illustrate its . principal distinguishing characteristics.

Assume that the advertiser has a new brand of toothpaste called
"Sparkle!-Dent."

It has been on the market for a short while, has received

some publicity but no extensive advertising.

Two distinctive features

have been established in product research--it actually gets teeth white

and it really stops bad breath. To conduct a nationwide newspaper
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adver:ising:campaign, which advertising theme shoUld be used in a ne;.--)paper

sampaign--"white teeth," or "sweet breath"?

This question can beanswered

by a controlled field experiment in a limited area before embarking on a
nationwide campaign.

The _advertising acenCy is instructed to prepare a

month-long newspaper advertising campaign (20 full-page ads, one each day
on Monday through Friday for four weeks) for each treatment.

One group of

prospects wirl be exposed to the white7teeth campaign and a second group
to the sweet-breath campaign.

A third croup, a control group to receive

no advertising of the new toothpaste,

i-, added for reasons that will become

clear.

The researcher then selects 12 cities which are similar in a number
of cruciai respects--popuration, toothpaste usage, income, one 'daily news-

paper in each, and other population characteristics related to toothpaste
buying.

The first step is to randomly divide the cities into three groups,
ach'to receive o
se

ral ways

/--shuffle

y one of the three 'treatments.

This might be done in

the simplest is to put each city name on a white card,
cards thoroughly, then deal them into three piles sight unseen

as in a card game.

The next step is to randomly assign the three treatmeOts to the three
ps; this may be done with three cards shuffled and dealt blindly to
the

hree groups of cities.

This will provide an arrangement like this:
Cities 2, 5, 11, 6
Campaign A (white-teeth):
Cities 4, 7, 8,
Campaign B (sweet-breath):
3, 9, 12, 10
Control treatment (no advertising):
1

Space has bean purchased in the newspapers of the twelve cities. for

2
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the test.

The next question is, what dependent variables should be

measured?

This depends on the advertising goal for the,product--is the

goal increased awareness of the product's existence, increased knowledge of
its good features, improved attitudes toward the brand, or simply the
ultimate criterion of success, sales?
ables could be measured.

Any or all of these dependent vari-

Since sales measurement is feasible for this

product'and is the most crucial measure of effects, sales

is chosen as the

dependent variable in this/example

(In practice, all of these dependent

variables arid more might be used.)

Sales will be measured both before and

after the campaigns, so firm dates for the measurTment and advertisin,q are
set, and the test k launc!lcd.

The time-diagram below illustrates the execution of the test and the
P

results obtained.

January
Sales* before
advertising
Campaign A
Campaign B
Control

-

February
Pages of newspaper
advertising
(20)
(20)

5%
4

.

(

5

March
Sales* after
advertising
17%

20

s

10

0)

*(Proportion of newsnaper'-subscribing families
purchasing one or more tubes of Sparkle-Dent
toothpaste.)

The results from the preceding diagram can be reduced to a simple
statistical table and the results analyzed as 'follows.

Campaigh

Sales
Before After

A

5%

172

13

4

20

5

10

Control

Change

+12
+16
+ 5

63

Net Change due
to Advertising

+7
+11
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The different city-groups are

Note the "before advertising" coluTal.

approximatery but not exactly equal in Sparkie-Dent sales, a random variaStatistics tables

tion encountered almost anytime that samples are used.

can reveal just how much random variation is tolerable within the bounds of
chance.

Because the

Why the five per cent sales level before advertising?

product has been,available for awhile, though not widely advertised; only
rarely.does any product measui-e "zero" sales.
zrea:ment.

Noi note the results from th(7. "co-.tr

Sales increased

frcm five per cent in January to ten per cent in March even though these
cities received no test advertising.
for a control group;

This illustrates the real reason

it reveals that many other thinas were happening in

the toothpaste market apart from our test advertising.

Shoppers were

seeing it on the shelves and making impulse purchases; wc)rd-of-mouth influ-

ence gas operating; possibly other promotion or pubiicity

to completely black-

since in a large company it's alr:,r), never

out all *promotional activities once they're started.
it

is a very important one,

ic this

Tn

no control group;

there

it would he 'impossible to determine the magnit-idi

The malor point, whi

of all tL

on sales apart from the test newspaper advertising.

1

rices

As itis, the changes

,in the control group are merely subtracted from the changes in the other
treatment groups to provide a true measure of the treatment influence.
5epeat a basic principle that is essential

in any form of research:

To

one

can never determine accurately the effects of any treatment unless there
is a control group to indicate what would have occurred without thp treatment.

It's as true in advertising as it

is

in drug research, where a

"placebo" drug is always given to a control group.
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The example above is the best way to refute the argurent still hearc
frequentl.y in advertising circles that "you can't really measure the effects

of advertising in the marketplace because you can't separate it from all
It's truc that you cannot control or eliminate

the other marketing forces."

all the non-advertising influences on sales--such as product quality, free
-n

publicity.
the

word-of-mcut, a reservoir of good will, etc.

But

researcher can hold all those other forces constlnt and allow foi-

their effects

th

e of two things:

the use of a :control group.

randomization of treatments and

The use of the controlled experimental design

does give a true measure of the incremental

effects of any particular

advertising treatment over and above other influences that may be operating.
All experimen..-ation--whether in psychology, medicine, or in any other
rnental eft-acts o= the test treatment.

To

t

newspaper advertising txperiment,

analy-is ,of

the ;_icevious summary'is reduced to a still smaller table:

s,ales

Net

'Due to Advertising*

Treatment
Campaign A:
Campaign 8:

White-Teeth
Sweet-breath

plus

7%

plus ll%

*(after subtracting control group change)

It's obvious that campaign 8
toothpaste at this timc.

If,

is more effective in selling Sparkle-Dent

in addit.m to sales measurement, the

researcher,had simultaneously conducted sample surveys on awareness, infor-

mation change, attitude change, and other consumer responses, he could
obtain diagnostic data to clarify the reasons why the campaigns operated
as they did.

In short, by combining verbal response data with the

OP"

behavioral respdnse (sales), the researcher can determine both what
.

happened and-possibly why it happened.

Other CFX variations.

The preceding example is just one application

of this highly flexible research plan.
The independent or treatment variable in the example was
"campaign themes."

What other independent variables could be used?

To

determine the optimum level of advertising expenditures, the following
treatments might be used:

50 per cent of normal, normal (control treat-

ment), 200 per cent, 300 per cent and so on; Several national advertisers
have conducted experiments of this sort.

Or the independent variable

might be "different media" with treatments as follows:

$100,000 in rad o

vs. the same amount in television vs. the same amount in newspapers vs.
the same amount in direct mail, and

o on.

AnOther independent variable

might be "market size" in which one would set up separate treatments
large cities vs. medium-sized cities vs. small cities.

experiment with vehicle trea
80 quarter.pages; vehicle

nt:

for

One might also

20 full,pages vs. 40 half-pages vs.

xpenditure by contrasting effects of 40 pages

vs. 30 pages vs. 20 pages vs. 10 pages.

In short, the independent variable

in controlled field experiments is limited only by the number of message,
media, money and market variations or "causes" that raise questions in
the mind of the.advertiser or his agency.

The examples above do not(nearly

exhaust the possibilities.
The dependent variables and data collection methods, used in con-

trolled field experiments are also oJite flexible.

In the preceding

example, sales was chosen; sales micht be measured by store addits,
pantry inventories, sales registration data or other means.
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Other

behavioral dependent variables that- 5light be used are:

visits to retail

dealers, coupon-Teturns, requests for de7onstrations and so on.

Sample

surveys might be employed to measure such communication effects as awareness, knowledge, attitude, buying preference and so on.

In short, almost

any sort of dependent variable (except possibly physiological responses)
can be measured in a controlled field experiment; the nature of the advertised product, product uses and advertising goals_ should be the principal

determining factors as to which of the many dependent variables should be
chosen for measurement.

Experimental designs of other sorts are pbssibie,in,controlled field
experiments.

The previous example was the "classic" controlled experiment

in which only one independent variable is used--the before-an&-after-with:,

control design.

The basic cOntepts of other designs are relatively simple.

In die

factorial design, the effects of two or more independent variables and,
their interacfions with each other can be determined; for example, different levels of expenditure in different media has been the subject of
experimentation by Ford and DuPont.

The latin sguare design permits'

evaluation of the influence of three different variables at once, but
cannot measure interaction between those variables; it is simpler but less
informative than the factorial design.

There-are many other sorts of

experimental designs-7crossover, ran6omized blocks, and so on.

The point

A

is, controll'ed field experiments lend themselves to any sort of experimen-

tal design to measure either simple or complex effects.

CFX test units.

Controlled field experiments mayalso be classified

according' to the test unit which is manipulated.
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Three of these types

OD

are the "test market" 'technique, the "split-run" technique, and the
"checkerboard" tec'Inique.

The test-market technique is illustrated by the example-used earlier..
A group of cities_or markets.are selected, then the individual markets al-e
randomly assigned.to the various treatments.

The test unit whicn was
a

randomi.zed is "markets"--hence the name, test market.

The test markets

chosen as jnits are usually non-contiguous, isolated .from each other and
free from outside media influence.
The split-rL-7) technique uses individuals or in.dividual households as,

the treatment units.

Starting from a listing of individuals, in,e two7

treatment experiment, every other person is designatedAB AB AB AB AB-to for'M two randomized groupS, A and B.

Whele there are three treatments,

every third person is designated--ABC ABC ABC--to form three randomized
groyps, A, B, and C; and sccon for-any number-of treatment groups% 'The
,split-run technique is frequently used i;n'magazine.and newspaper.advertising

resea4h, where a complete listing of subscribers is available for a

particular vehicle.

It

is also useful

in direct-mail resear(.h, where nail-

ing lists of particular kinds .of individuals are available; for sxdmple,
an automobile advertiser mitght experiment with two or more treatments among

Ford owners, among ChevrOlet owners, among ministers, among teachers, or
any other group for which a listing-is available.

It has even been used

in television, in those communities where a split-cable feed to alternate
households from a community antenna is available.
The checkerboard technique uses areas within regions as the treatment
units.

A city or other market area can be laid out it, grids or.census

tracts like a checkerboard, and these tracts,can be randomly assigned,to,
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variouS treatments,onetreatment per tract.

The Milwaukee Journal

pioneered'in developinb\ a continuing research facility using the checker-:

_board technique.

All three of these techniques are amenable to advertisers wishing to
experiment with two or more advertising treatmen:..s.

One variation which

tan be used with any of them--at somewhat less costis the "black-out"

-

In an ongoing advertising campaign, after a sample

advertising method.

of markets or individuals or tracts has.been randomly divided into
two groups', the advertier simply withholds or "blacks-out" the advertising

from one group which thereby beLomes a mitiurgroup.
!

Cnmat;m0c th-o cmv-

in media costs 71a., offset the cost of the research.

The controlled field experiment is the only advertis-

'Values of CFX.

ing research plan which can measure cause-and-effect relationships,
'between advertising,and its effects, in a real

life situation.

is a

It

,

relatively new technique and not many advertisers have used it extensively;
the number of users is growing, however, and it is significant that some
Of the'biggest and most sophisticated advertisers--Ford, DuPont, American
,

Oil, and Scott Paper, among others--have been quick to adopt it.

One

important point to remember is that controlle'd field experiments can be

used, in certain forms, by small advertisers as well as large ones.
\

More

will be heard about it in the years to come.

Attitude and Image Meisurement

Attitude and image measurement is actually just one ingredient that,
may be used in many of the research plans'described and is not, strictly
speaking, itself a complete research plan.

But because of its widespread
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usage for all kinds of advertising research problems, it

is included here

along with the other complete plans.

Attitude and image measurement is used very frequently as an ingredient of .sample .surveys, laboratory experithents, and controlled field

experiments.

Definition of attitude and image.
is "a mental or neural

The simplest definition of attitude

predisposition to respond. favoraL

toward some particular object."

r unfavorably

For most things with which a person is

familiar, he has developed feelings of liking or disliking, for or against,
favor or disfavor, in varying degrees.

The simplest way to illustrate

this is to have you rate your feelings toward the common objects
,(referents)

in Figure 1.

Most people have no trouble assigning an attitude rating to any of
the objects above, whether favorable, unfavorable or neutral.
This exercise also illustrates that people can have attitudes toward
physical objects (castor oil), toward people, toward abstract concepts
(communism), toward organizations (Ford Motor Co.) , toward consumer product

(Crest), toward product advertising, toward a whole advertising

medium (television) or toward a particular media

Digest

ehicle (Reader'

The attitude scale example reveals both'the-direction and intensity
,

of attitude but not the underlying reasons.

For exaMple, .one5 attitude

toWard Votkswagen cars may be a resultant of many forces--previous exper:

iedtv with the product, its 'relative preformance compared with other

brands, visual impressions, the reactions of friends and family, early
childhood impressions, and possibly advertising and other forms of mass
communication.

It should be noted that advertising is only one

many influences on an attitude toward a product.

70

1

the
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Figure

1

ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE

ATTITUDE OBJECT (REFERENT)

Indicate your feeling toward each object by
checking one response on each line belowNeither
Strongly
like nor Mildly
Mildly
Strongly
dislike
dislike
dislike
like
like

''Hard-rock" music

Communism
Spinach
Chocolai_e ice cream
Dogs

Sunsets

Crest toothpaste

Country-western music
Volkswagon cars

The U.S. President
Reader's Digest
The Ford Motor Co.
Television
Ca,ter Oil
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image refers to beliefs, reputation or "perceived product

Th

attributes."

The term is commonly used in many ways--the imag

political 'candida.te, corporation image, product image and medi

are only a few.

of a
image

The primary concerns in advertismg research are with the

latter three.

A brand image is a set of beliefs about the attributes or characteristics of 'a particular brand of product.

It's the "mental description"

or profile of a brand with a nomber of characteristics.
a car, for example
might be:

In the case of

the salient characteristics on which the image is based

pickup and getaway power, initial cost, maintenance and service

/

requirements,xappearance and styling, safety, riding comfort, trade-in
.

value, durabllity.

(Those are some of the actual image traits used by

one major /automobile. manufacturer in its continuing consumer surveys.)
Figure 2 shows how this is measured.

A person's rating of a car on any particular image trait may or may
not/be related to his attitude toward the car; however, by analyzing brand

age data, it's possible to get some ideas (i.e., hypotheses) about the'
underlying reasons for favorable arid unfavorable attitudes.

This cab be

illustrated by analyzing the attitudes and images of a particular car as
determined by a consumer survey.

In this.example, assume that a consumer survey of 100G car-buying
prospects reveals that attitudes toward Volkswagen.are distributed as
follows:

Strongly like
.Mildly like
Neutral
Mildly dislike
Strongly dislike

(210)
(120)
(360)
(180)
(130)

21%

TOTAL

(1000)

100%

72

12%
36%
18%
13%
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'Figure 2

CAR IMAGE QUESTIONNAIRE

Compared with other cars you might
consider bUying, how would you rate
Volkswagen on the qualities below?,
Good picku P and getaway?

Low initial cost?

Attractive appearance?
Long-tiMe durability?
Economical operation?
Ease of handling?
Smooth ride?
High trade- in value?

Trouble-free maintenance?
Right size for my needs?

73

(theck one space each line).
Below
Above
average.
Average
average
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To determine some underlying reasons for liking the Volkswagen,.the
researcher can break out the image data for just the 210 people who

Table

"strongly like" the Volkswagen.

shows the results of this cro8s-

I

tabulation.,

TABLE

I

IMAGE PROFILE ASSOCIATED WITH FAVORABLE
VW ATTITUDE

ImageRatingDistrftut
Among 210 "FaVorable" People
'Below
Above
Average
Average
:

c

Nolkswagen Trait

Avee

"Above"-"Below"
Difference

Good pickup and getaway

20%

55%

.25%

Low initial cost

70

15-

15

Attractive appearance

10

30

a

-5o

Long-time durability

4o

30

30

-10

5'.:,.

t

Economical operation

80

10

10

+7o

Ease of handling

60

10

30

'+30

Smooth ride

30

20

50.

-20

High trade-in value

20

65

15

+ 5

Tratuble-free maintenance

40

2fl

40

,

0-

\

Right size for needs

30

60

+50

The "image profile" table shows that, among people with a favorable
attitude towards Volkswagen, 20 per cent rated it above average on "pickup
and get>way" while 25 per cent rated it below 'averagu; the difference of
,7 4
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minus five per cent indicates that "pickup and getaway" is a mildly negative
feature of the Volkswagen.

But on "low :nitial'cost," the difference of

plus 55 per cent shows this is a highly positive feature.

"Attractive

\ and, has a difference of minus 50 per cent,

appearance," on the other

revealing this to be a highly negative feature of the Volkswagen.
In summarizing tkis image data, we may conclude that some "reasons"
for a fa/orable attitude toward VOYswagen are,

in order, "economical

operation" (+70), "low initial cost" (+55), "right size for needs"

(+50),

Furthermore, Volkswagen is liked despite

and "ease o'f handling" (+30).

some negative features such as "appearance" (-50) and "ride" (-20);) these
may be called-"unimportant reasons" for this particular group of people.

Apparently, such features as "pickup and getaway," durability, trade-in
value and trouble-free maintenance are of neutral value.
Those are the "reasons" for liking the Volkswagen:

A similar image

analysis could be performed on the 130 people with unfavorable attitudes; by
looking at thefr-strongly negative image ratings, their "reasons" for disliking Volkswagen could be determined.
This example, of analyzing attitude and.image ratings is only one way'

of "massaging the data."

It

is relatively more simple (but possibly less

revealing), than such complex statistical techniques as 'factor analysis,

discriminant analysis, multiple regression analysis and the like, for which
the use of a computer would be necessary.

An image profile consistin.
shpw a "halo effect"--that

i

,

,r many beliefs about a brand"Will often

a positive attitude toward-a brand would

produce many favorable beliefs about the product image.
The definitions of attitude and-image are summarized as follOs.
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Pttitude is an overall fayorable or" unfavorable feeling toward a referent

object (product, advertising wedium, company, etc.).

object is a set of beliefs about its characteristics.

The image of that

A person can per-

ceive an infinite number of characteristics which go to make up on object's
-

image, but he is said to have only one attitude toward it.

An arialysis of

the image or beliefs associated with an attitude can be useful

in deter-

mIning ttle yea'sons why the attitude exists7.-negative aspects to be corrected

and overcome, positive aspects to be capitalized upon.

Such analysis is

particularly valuable in determining "selling ideas" or "propositions" to
be used in advertising.

It also is useful

in product improvement, since

no amount of advertising can.hope to overcome an unfavorable belief that
is based on a truly bad characteristic of the prodUct itself.

Methods of attitude and image measurement.

A brana's attiatude and

image can be measured by exactly the same methods.

All the techniques

that are described in the remainder of this section can be applied to both
attitude and image measurement.

Consumer surveys usually incorporate atti-

tude and image measurement in thc same questionnaire;since on the surface

they look the same, this often leads to confusion in analyzing the results.
The remainder of this section will discuss attitude measuyement cnly,
for simplicity.

But keep in mi-nd that these are also tools for image

meaSurement.

The three major ways of expresing an attitude--verbal, physiological,
and behavioral responses--have already been described in some detail. .
The verbal response, as expressed in sarriple surveys--by personal inter-

view, telephone, or mail questionnaire--is the most frequent method of
attitude measurement in advertising research, and will be discussed in
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some detail here.

(The chapter on message pre-testing will describe

_
physiological attitude research techniques in more detail.)
There are many, many different techniques for the measurement of
conscious verbally-expressed attitudes in surveys.

These are sepae.ated

below into several general types--monadic, relative preference, complex,
and hierarchy scales.

Monadic attitude scales.
object at a time.

Monadic refers to an absolute ratirrg of one

For example-irChleasuring tke height of two people,

John and Bill, monadic measurement requires independent measurement ef
John's height (say, 73 inches) and Bill's height (say 70 inches).

To

observe only that "John, is taller,than Bill" is relative measurement, to
be discussed later.

Several monadic scaies are described below.

The checklist is simply a listing of objects with the instruction to
Here's an example:

check those that are liked or agreed with.

"Here's a list of different toothpaste brands.
Put a check-mark beside those you like. You
may check as few pr as many as you like."
Check those
youplike

Toothpaste brand
(attitude object)
Colgate
Sparkle-Dent
Crest

(

)

)
(

)

*

The dichotomous choice requires choosing one of two responses, like
or dislike, for each of the objects listed.
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Example:

"Here's a list of different toothpaste brands.
Beside each brand, indicate whether you like
or dislike-I
by checking the appropriate box.
Be sure you ut one checkmark for each brand."
,

Toothpaste brand

Check one
DISLIKE

LIKE

Colgate

SparkleDent
Crest

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

The multiple chojce requires choosing one of three or more categor:Ized,
response expressing varying degrees of attitude.\

This type is frequently

called "a verbal rating scale."

,

"Here's a list of different toahpaste brands. Beside
each brand, indicate the degree bo which you like or
dislike it, by checking the appropriate box. Be
sure you put one checkmark beside each. brand."

Strongly
., Brand

like

CHECK ONE FOR EACH BRAND
Neither like Dislike
nor dislike
Mildly

Like
- Mildly

Strongly
Dislihe

Colgate

Sparkle-Dent
Crest

.The multiple-choice rating scale can use many other descriptive. l'erms

and any number of degrees of attitude.
Excellent, very good, good, fair, poor.
take the form:

One common usage is smply:
A nine-step verbal scale might

Best of all,.like extremely,ulike quite a bit,

moderately, neutral, dislike moderately, dislike'extremely, despise.
The well-known "Likert scale!' is named after a prominent psycnologist,
Rensis Likert, and is widely used in basic communications researc;1; to a
series of controversial statements (rather than objects), the subject
checks one.of these:

Strongly agree, agree, neither agree flor disagree,

disagree: strongly d!sagree.
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is anOther
widely uced technique in adver.

The semantic differential
tising.

It

is really an "expanded dichotomy" with seven steps to allow
The results from several different scales

for varying degrees of feeling.

may be combined to arrive at an overall 4titude score.
Example:

"Indicate your attitude toward each of the
toothpaste brands, by marking all three
scales fOr each brand. Be sure you rate
each brand oq all three scales."

COLGATE TOOTHPASTE:

Unpleasant

Pleasanr.

TasXes bad.

Tastes good

Dislike

Like
/

I

SPARKLE-DENT TOOTHPASTE: Tasant

:

!

Unpleasant

..-:

J

Tastes bad

Tasles good

'Dislike

k Like

Many variations of the semantic differential' have been deviseefor
use in advertising research.

For example, the varying degrees of attitude

might be presented in this fashion:

Like

0

-3

D i.s 1

i

3

Neutral

Like

irTh

/

Dislike

When numbers are attached to t(he seven steps of the semantic differemti:1, it becomes a combinatitlii of verbal and numberical scaling--the

numbers may run from +3 to -3, or from 7 down to 1.

'7 9

With the semantic differential, as with other scales, the scale may
run from like-eo-dislike, or from dislike-to-like; where several scales

are used for each object, the sequence is usually alternated, to avoid
s,tereotyped responses.

The "calorimeter" is an expanded dichotomy with numbers attached,
making it a combination of verbal and numerical scaling.
Example:

"For each of the three toothpaste brands named below,
indicate your feeling by checking one box in.the
column below it."
,Colgate
toothpaste

Strongly like

-,...

Neutral

Strongly dislike

(+ 5)
(4- Li)
(+ 3)

(+

4)

(+ 3)
(+ 2)

(+ 1)

(+ 1)

0)

(-

1)-

(-

2)

(4" 5)
(+ 4)

(+ 5)

(4- 2)

(

Crest
toothpaste

Sparkle-Dent.
toothpaste

(

0)

.

.

(+ 3)
(+ 2)

(+ 1)
(
0)

(= 1)

(.-

1)

(-

2)

(-

2)

(- 3)

(-

3)

(-

3)

- 4)

'(-

4)

(-

I.;)

(-

5)

(-

5)

(- 5)

,
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The numerical (or quantitative) scale.is basically an arrangement of
numbers, from low to high, indicating degree of feeling.
Example:

"At the left, you will see a thermometer rating
scale, which indicates degrees of liking for a
The highest possible rating is 100,
product.
Beside
the lowest possible rating is zero.
'each of,the brands of toothpaste shown at the
right, plcasç write i,n your rating, indicating
You can write in any
now much you like it:
rating from zero to 100 for any brand.'

---100 like
= 90
So
70

60

- 50 neutral

Toothpaste

40 C

Colgate

30

Sparkle-Dent

20

Crest

Write in
your_rating

10

,-75

0 dislike

It too can be called an expanded dichotomy, or a combinatien of
verbal and numerical scaling, if verbal "anchor points" are added at the
ends of the scale.

The variations on the numerical scale are almost endless.

One method

of, empoasizing negative ratings is to run the Scale from minus 100 to plus

100, or minus 50 to,plus 50, thus:

-50
1

-40
1

-30
.,1

-20
i

-10

0

1

+10

+20
1

81

.

+30
1

+40
1

+50
1
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Respondents are able to visualize numerical scales in telephone
interviews as well as in personal or mail interviews.

One ingenious

telephone interview usage is the "telephone dial" scale.

Respondents arc

instructed to look at the numbers on the dial, which run
They are then given the name of a product and asked to rate Their feelings
according to the'telephone dial:

"1 means strongly dislike, 9 means

strongly like",and so on.

This concludes the discussion on monadic scales, with the final
thought that these are only a few of the possible variations.

The results

from all these different kinds of scales are highly correlated with each
other.

In deci4ing which of them to u.Se in a particular case, the degree

of precision required may be the deciding factor or previous

usage may

be the deciding factor; everything else being equal, one should use scales
that give comparable data to other studies. 'Ease of use by the respondent

is also a very desirle virtue.

Relative preference Scales.

These attitude.ratings involve relati-ve

comParisons of one object with another, or with several others.
The paired comparison scale As widely used in advertising and.markp.t.

ing research.

No,matterhow many brands are to

T'ated, the respondent

only:makes a comparison of_two at the time, until all possible pairs have
been rated.
.

Example:

.

"I would like for yeu to evaluate three brands of
toothpaste for, me"Colgatej Sparkle-Dent and Crest.
,

Tell me, wach one of each pair you like best ....
Cojgate or Sparkle-Dent?

Colgate orCrest?
Crest or Sparkle-Dent?

2
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In summarizing the results of such a survey from a number of people,
statistically computed percentages determine the final ranking of ihe
three brands.

One problem with this technique lies in the large number of
With

pairs that result when the number of objects to be rated increases.

three brands, there are only 3 pairs; with four br?.ndS, 6 pairs; with

five brands, 10 pairs; with six brands, 15 pairs, with seven brands, 21
pairs; and so on.

It's less time-consuming and less confusing to the

respondent to use seven monadic scales than to use 21 paired' comparisons.

The ranking or "order-of-merit" method is a way of getting relative
preference judgements without going through a large number of paired comparisons.

With this method, the respondent is simply asked to rank the

objects in order from first to last.
Example:

"I would like your evaluation of three brands of
Considering these three ibrands-toothpaste.
Colgate, Sparkle-Dent and Crest--which one do
you like best'i

Which is, your second 'choice?

Which is your third choice?"
Mark 1, 2 and 3 fc:q first,
second and tihird choice

Colgate

I

Sparlde-Dent
Crest

This too can get confusing for the resly)rident when a' large number of
objeet-s, are to be rated.
,

In personal Interviews, this is handled by pre-

senting the'-respondent with the entire listlof objects and letting him
.

put the appropriarankings beside each

I

on/e

(o "self-administered"

.question).

One.flaw in the ranking method is that no allowance is made for
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different decrees of feel;ng between different rankings.

For example,

assume that a respondent rates Colgate, Sparkle-Dent and Crest as 1,2,3. in
that order.

His true feeling may be, however, that COlgate is a great

deal better than Sparkle-Dent, and Sparkle-Dent is only slightly better
than Crest.

The constant-sum rating is one way of indicating the magnitude of
differenOe between different rankings.

This inVolves taking a certain set

number of total "points" and asking the respondent to allocate any number
of points to each of the different,objects being evaluated.
Example:

"I'd like for you to evaluate your liking for
three different brands of toothpaste.
If you
had a total of 10 points, how would you divi.de
them uR among Colgate, Sparkle-Dent, and Crest?
The more points you give, the better you like
the brand."
Out of your totnl of/ien points,
how many do you give....
Points

Colgate?

Sparkle-Dent?
Crest?

It's obvious that point allocations of 7, 3 and zero to three brands
mean something qui.te

ifferent from 5, 3 and ,!--even though the rankings

are the same.

One clever variation on this method is to substitute money for points-that is, the respondent is asked ti divide up one dollar among the various
.brands instead of theoretical "points."

SometiNies in,such a survey, the

reSpondent is given a number of real.pennies, or Lickels, etc., with the
names of the products spread out oh cards; the respondent actually places
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money on each brand, depending on 11-is evaluation of it-. -This would

seem to be a highly realistic method of obtaining true product attitudes.
Both the monadic and.the relative preference scale types are easy to
construct without extensive prelimjnary research.

Complex scales. Thesescales are not widely i_Jed in advertising
research for covc.lal reasons--they require a great deal of preliminary

resenrch, they frequently requireicumbersome statistical analysis, ar,d

moru vdlid than the

thev
cussed:

implcr typoc aliend), di-

Three of the better-known ones--Thur.stone, Guttman and Q-sort

techniquewill he drucsod here briefly.
5

All three were develOed by

psychologists for basic attitude research on non-advertising topics.

The Thurstone Scali nr "mcthod of eqUal-appearing intervals" is an
11-step verbal scale consisting of whole statements which have
intervals

of equal numerical value ir between.

The respondent chooses the one state-

ment wNich best describes his Altitude tOward tJe test object.
Example:

"I'd like to find out how you feel about different
-brands of toothpaste.
From the 11 statemeRts
below, Please mark the one that comes closeSt to
N
your own attitude.
First of all, which statement best expresses your
feeling toward Colgate toothpaste?
If somebody gave me some, I'd give it
away just to get rid .of it.
definitely dislike At.
would have to force myself to use it.
would use it if no other was available.
neither like nor dislike it.
It's OK but there are others
prefer.
It's better than most brands.
I

I

I

I

I

prefer it to all other brands.
It's the only brand
would consider
using; ptrfect.
I

I
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The scale above is a fictitious one, not developed from basic
research.

In a real Thurstone scale, the choice of statements is a very

tedious process; they're not decided in grab-bag fashion from an armchair.
The procedure in devising the scale runs something, like this:
select

first,

large number of statements (sometimes.200 or 300) representina

all possible degrees of feeling toward an object:.

These may come from

consumer's free.cOmments, what experts have said, content analysis of ads,
anywh-re.

Each of the, say, 200 statements is typed on a separate cPrd.

A number of "expert" judges (researchers, copywriters, marketing people,
, psychologists, etc.)--as many as 50 to 103--is then selected.

Each one

is gisien the deck,of 200 stateMent cards and told to sort them into piles
ranging from no.

I

of cards per pile.

(least fa'vorable) to-no.

11

(most favorable)--any number

The average placement cf each card by the fifty judges

determines its location on the scale.

Then 11 of the 200 statements are

chosen, based on their statistical .average and variability, to represent
the 11 degrees of favorability.

These are then checked with a separats

panel of expert judges, and if they hold up, only then are thf7.y ready for
use in an attitude survey'.

The development process is actually much more

tedious than described above, but this provides a rough idea.
The Guttman scale or "Cornell method" is theoretically.a very sou'n

process, but it too is extremely time-consuming and laborious.

"hierarchy" scale in the sense that anyonendorsing or agreeing
certain scale.position also agreeS With a lower scale position.
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Example:

"I'd like to find out hoW,you feel about
different brands of tootlipa..ste.

First, let's take Colgate.
Beside 'each
of the statements below, Put a plus mark
beside the highest position on the scale
you would endorse."
I'd
I'd
i'd
I'd
I'd

buy it at $5 per tube.
buy it at $1,per tube.
buy it at 50 cents per t
buy it at 10 cents per tube.
take it if it were given to me.

This is one form of "hierarchy" scale, meaning that the various steps
form a ladder of successively more favorable attitude.

If the highest

price checked is the $1 price, the respondent would also buy at all lower
prjces; if the highest price a respondent W25 willing to pay was 10 cents,
he would not buy at any of'the higher prices, but wc..ild agree to take it

at the lower position.

The use of "price willing to pay" in the above

example is only one possible way of measuring product.attitudes by the
Guttman method.

This is known as a "hierarchy" of responsesmeaning that agreement
with

any

statement implies agreement with all the leSs favorable state-

,

ments and disagreement with all the more favorable statements.

The development of the Guttman scale is so complex that no explanation
will be attempted here.

The theoretical concepts of unidemensionality and

a hierarchy of responses ark:: useful, however, in understanding consumer
behavior.

The Q-sort technique of.attitude measurement was developed by
psychologist William Stephenson.

Like the Thlirstpne method, Q-sort uses

statements arranged along an 11-step continuUm.
that the judges or respondents

a fixed total
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It diffe5, however,
of statements

in
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usually 48 or multiples thereof) and a fixed number prescribed for each
of the'll steps.

'le purpose of this sorting is to force judgments into

a "normal" or "be..1-shaped" distribution whjch facilitates statistical
analysis.

When 48 statements are used, the respondent is forced.to sort them
thus:

Number of
Position
(Most favorable)

No.
No.
No.

2

3

3

5

'N.

4

5

No.
No.

5

6

6
7
8
9
10

6

`No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

(Most unfavorable)

statemen3
9

1

6
5
,

3

11

2

Example:

."Here are 48 cards, each containing'a statement about
toothpaste.
I'd like you to use them to tell what
you think about COLGATE toothpaste.

Now here is a sorting board with 11 pockets. The
left-hand side of the board is for statements that
you think are most descriptive of Colgate, the far
right position for statements that are least
descriptive of Colgate.
Prease put two statements
on the far left, 3 in the next pocket (etc. through
the various positions) :!n6 finally 2 in the far
right pocket.

Sorting Board
No. of statements for each position

Most like
Colgate

2

3

5

5

6

6

6

5

3

2

Least like
Colgate

The respondent repeats the process for the other brands being rated.

.

One

complQxity of the Q-sort technique arises from the initial selection of
48 Statements.

These are choSen from a larger pool of statement's, much as

in the Thurstone method.
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A variation of the method lies in havino respc-idents sort out a large
number of brands or products into 11 piles, rather than sorting out 48
statements regarding one brand.

(Few products, however, have 48 brands

which can be used.)

ther,usage is in pre-testing ad headlines or sales propositions or
themes.

Forty-eight different ad headlines for a particular brand can

be written, for example, and these sorted out into 11 piles along various
dimensions:

persuasive to non7persuasive, interesting to dull, etc.

This

usage more properly belongs.in the pre-testing chapter, however.

Hierarchy scales.

A hierarchy .)f attitudes, or product preference,

4//has already been defined as a "ladder" of successively moTfavorable
attitudes.
that

the highest point on the hierarchy with which you agree implieT,

would also agree with or endorse all lower points on the ladd,-r,

and reject all hiyher points on the ladder.
One such hierarchy, a "ladder of adoption of new products" is:
awareness, interest,"evaluation, trial, adoption: This theory, based on
sociological research, postulates that people appear to go through a

series

../

of distinguishable stages in adopting a new idea or product--awarenes,
interest, evaluation, trial and adoption.

Awareness is tha knowledge that

a new idea, product or practice exiFts; interest

is the active seeking of

more information to determine its possible usefulness; evaluation is the
weighing and sifting of that information, either mentally or In discussions
with others; trial

is the tentative trying of the product; adoption is the

full-scale continuing integration of the product into attitudinal and
buying Processes.

Psychologists have postulated another three-stage hierarchy of human
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behavior--conition, affection, and conation.

Translated fcom the

technical jargon, the theory is that people pass throunh successive
stageS of awareness and factual knowledge (cognition), favorable

::titudes

and feelings (affection), strong motivation or desire for actIon
(conation), possibly eventuating in the action itself--in the case of
advertising, purchase of the product.
This illustrates another assumption of hierarchy scales or models-that a persor, must pass through each stage of the process in order, without
skipping any stages.

A similar "ladder of product preference" developed by advrtising
practitioners is the AIDA hierarchy:

attention, interest, desire and

action.

One large ahtomobile manufacturer has conducted continuing attitude
surveys to determine, among other things, consumer position on a product
preference ladder.

The marketing process for any particel3r make of car
to

is visualized as one of moving peopi:: up the ladder from unawareness, to

awareness, to "knowledge that the car-maka is in a particular product
class," to 'consideration of the make as among those makes you might buy,"
"first choice."

Another major automobile manufacturer has used a similar but simpler
"buying probability" hierarchy based on consumer surveys.
to lowest rung,

For the highest

it reads:

Would probably buy
Would strongly consider
Might consider
Would, definitely not consider
Aware that it exists
c

The hierarchy scales have one principal distinction from the other

kinds of scals discussed.

A person's position om th
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scale.is not
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determined by a single goc:stion in which he checks one or more re!:nonses.

Rather, e series of questicn

is aA^d and a person's place in the hier-

archy is determined by cross-tabulation of all the responses.

This can

be illustrated in the case of the "buying probability" scale by the
following survey questions:

When you think of new automobiles, which
make comes to mind first?
What other makes come to your mind?
If you were going to buy a new car today,
which make would you probably buy?
What other makes would you want to shop
before making a final decision?
'Mich makes, if my, would you definitely
not consider buying under any circumstances?

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

In summarizing the results of the above questions to establish the

distribution of consumers on the buying probability hierarchy, the data
would be compiled in this way for each car make:

Those persons naming Car:X

Level of Hierarchy

Q.
Q.

Awareness
Definitely not consider
Might consider
Strongly consider

1

1

Q.

1

Q.

1

Q.

I

or
or
or
or
or

2

2 and Q. 5
2 and NOT Q. 5
2 and Q. 3 or 4
2 and Q.

3

Here's how the responses to such a ,survey among persons identified as

prospects, might be summarized in the case of three fictious competitive
cars--the Constellation, the Chevalier, and the Mayflower.

% of all car prospects
who...

Const.

.

(a.) Are aware
(b.) Would definitely not dinsider
(c.) Might consider
(d.) Would strongly consider
(e.)-Would probably buy
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852

45
40
38
25

Make of Car
Chevalier Mayflower
90%
20
70
50
35

700'

40
35
25
15
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aote th2

to the

the pr.-portion who fall into categories b. and c. add up

,.-zr who are aware.

Another category, not shown, is the "unaware"

group-15%, 10%, and 25% respectively for :he th;ee makes.

The total for

the three makes in category e. adds up to 75%--obvioesly 25`', of
the prospects have named other makes.
Hierarchy scales are not, strictly speaking, attitude scales; they
can

a number of dependent variables Vfects ranaing all the

way from awareness to behavior reports, with the strict defiion of

a

favorable attitude being only one "effect" that might be desirable.
In concluding the discussion on hierarchy scales. it should be nbted

that the "hierarchy" theory has not been validated--that is, no one has
definitely established that everyone passes through the same stages up
the ladder of product preference, nor that,these'are the crucial stages
even if there

a hierarchy.

Like much other valuable marketing data,

most advertisers would try to keep it secret even if they had developed a
valid scale.

However, the concept is-exceedingly useful in analyzing

_he marketing and advertising process and should not be-discounted simply
because it has not been thoroughly validated.

In fact, very few c-sas of

tiuman knowledge or measurement have been thoroughly proven to everyone's
satisfaction.

Hierarchy scales are the only tools discissed here which are not
suitable for image measurement.

All the others--monadic scdleE., relative

preference scales and-complex scales--are equally applicable to both
attitUde and image measdrement.

Coni,-,61ed Observation

(

Sometimes it is possible to set Up a situation in which people are

09.
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watched without their knowledge while they view television, listen to
or perform other activities.

radio, read newspaper and magazines

Their

reactions may be observed through a one-way mirror, which appears to the
respondeint to be a mirror but is transparent from the other side.

hidden clAeras can record their reactionS.

Or

Or someone in the same location

can surreptitiously observe and record subject behavior while ostensibly
doing something else.

Or hidden microphones can record comments.

When a live observe.- 's used, his observations may range from impres-

sionistic description of behavior to highly quantified ratings and precoded"categories.

Filmed and recorded observations have the advantage of

being all-inclusive and permanently available for analysis by several
researchers.

Observation, if properly controlled, has

c advantage of being an

"urobtr.,3ive measure," not alerting the respondent that he is being "tested".

This, of course, results in data that are uncontaminated by artificial
testing conditions or verbal caMouflage.

Distinguishing characteristics.

-ihe research environment, the data

collection method, and the response method are the principal distinguishing
characteristics of this plan.

timulus exposure, staged; response
environment, surreptitious

Research environment:

Data collection method;

personal recording and mechanical
recording of selected responses.

I

Response method:

Conversation, facial expressions,
gestures, bbdily *Movement, focus of
attention; spontaneous and .unstructured.

3
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One can, of course, observe responses

Uses of -controlled observation.

to advertising in any situation where it naturallY occurs.

For most useful

reSults, however, the stimulus exposure should.be "staged" so that the,
resporident is exposed to particular media or advertising of intere7:: to
0

tne researcher but in an-environment where the subject doesn't suspect
that he is.being deliberately exposed and observed.
One example of such research i. the cl

_.sic "peek-a-boo" study con-

ducted by Curtis P-ublishing Company many yars ago.
to take part in an "eye test."

Adults were invited

After appearing.at the designated address,

each respondent was required to wait his turn for the "test" in a specially
designed waiting room.

beside whic

The waiting room contained a comfortable chair,

was a magazine-rack and reading lamp.---Behind -the-chair,

unknown to the subject, was a one-way mirror; an observer watched the
subject without his knowledge.

As the subject killed time by looking

through the magazines, the observer was able to record which ads and magazine articles captured attention, the amount of time that was .,,pent with
t.

each, and other reactioiis.

In such 3 si.tuation, certain effekts of

specially planted ads can be determined.
,

The "candid camera" technique is another app1ication4

By staging the

kinds of ads or posters that are exposed to unknowing subjects in a fixed
location, a hidden camera can make a record of their focus of attention,
conversation, and other reactions.

By planting a confederate on the scene

to ask,seemingly casual questions, more Specific verbal responses can pe
obtained.

A device called the "Dynascope" haj been used to measure attention to
progrdm5 awl commercials.

9 I-

This consiSts simpiy of a camera

mounted on top of a television set, to record attention t. programs and
commercials.

This is not exactly surreptitious observation, but the

reasoning is that after a while the viewers will tend to forget the presence of the camera and react naturally.
Another advertising researcher used graduate students as "spies"
ir own homes to observe and record responses of family members to

in

While ostensibly reading bnoks and

television programs and comercials.

magazines, the students were actually watching and recording on predesigned forms the reactions cf their unsuspecting family.

This technique

has also been used to obtain behaviorai reaction to newspapers and magazines.

Another application of controlled observation is reported
and analysis of public conversations.

n a study

The investigator simply statiuned
O

himself in -,rious public gatherinn places and re,Ljrded the spontaneous
comments of t-..rsons nearby.

The variety of topics covered by tht:: conver-

would hardly ever
sationalists, however, rarely included advertising and
way to
include particular advertising of interest to the researcher; one
stimuli in
circumvent this problem is to plant particular advertising
hopes that the people nearby will notice and comment upon

it.

Controlled observation is applicable only for certain specific
problems of advertising research,

It does haVe advantages over many other

plans, notably in that subjects can be exposed and

!easured_wit.hout their

knowledge.

Content Analysis

The end product
itself.

;

creation of advertising is the adVert...ement

These physicai products take the'forM of printed ads.for
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newspaers, magazines, outdoor or direct mail media; for the broadcw;*
media of radio and television, the physical prod:Jet may be permanently
-recorded on film, video-tape or sound reeordings.

This physical manifesta-

tion of the messagethe resultant of all the creative effort, business
planning and research'pre-testing--cen be studied and analyzed for various
purposes.

The method for such study is known as content analysis.

Content

analisis is a research plan for the objective, systematic and quantitative
description of the manifest content of advertising or other forms of
communicaticn.

The key words in this definition are objective, syste7i3tic.

quantitative and manifest.

-These words distinguish seientific content
_

analysis-froril the ordinary informill analysis of everyday life In watching

television, listening to radio or-reading newspapers and magazines.
Systematic means-that-the_selection of adverti!Ang for analysis must'
be based on a formal, predetermined; unbiased plan.

insures-that it

will not Le simply, an argumentative, biased collection of data to prove a
point.

Quantitative.means that the results of the analysl3 are usually

expressed numerically in sorne waypercentages, ratios or more compl-x
statistical summaries.

Results are more meaningful when one can say "The

theme of 'speed' was used in 30 per cent of Ford newspaper ads and in
20 per cent of Chevrolet ads' rather than the vague statement "Ford
appears to use the speed ...Ilene more often than Chevrolet."

Objective

means that content categories or codes for analysis have been defined

beforehand, and that these are deined so precisely that different coders
would classify the content in the same way.

Manifest content refers to

those ad elements that can be actually seen and coUnted rather than

t.
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reading "between the lines" for hidden meanirigs--the denotative content
-rather than any possible connotations of whaL has been recorded.

Distinguishing features.

From this general discussion, it will be

gathered that content analysis differs in one crucial respect from other
advertising research plans previously discussed; it is not human behavioral.
research, that is; the object under direct study is advertising content
itself, n t the response of people to advertising.

observation of content
after-only
any aspect of pictorial, or verbal
or Orgarfizational presentation
complete enumeration of population of
ads, or:random sdmpling from
prescribed vehicles and vehicle units'.

Data collection method:
Design method:
DependeriT
variable:
.

Sampling:

.

,

Uses of content analysis.

The arialsis of published or broadcast

!

advertising has several research applications.
There at=e certain general principles oi communication, learning,

persuasion, Nisual perception, readability and motivation which have been'
reasonably well estabiished through,basio psychological research.

A

listing of these principles, together with a statement of advertising
objectives, can be useful as a'guide to both the creation and evaluation
of advertising.

In pre-testing, the actual content of rough or finished

ads can be checked against these principles; where'the ads doKt fit the
prescrlption, they can heirdified.
Content analysis hg'several procedural advantages over other forms
of adveTtising'research.

The basic research material, in the form-of

-printed ads or recorded commercials, is readily available, permanent and
doesn't require human subjects \ These factorswadd up to savings in.time
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and money over other research methods.
for behavioral reSearch, but it is

It cannot serve as a substitute

useful adjunct sometimes when research

with human subjects is impractical.
Readability anie.lysis is one familiar form of content analysis.

The

baSic factors involved aremord length-and sentepce length; it has been
demonstrated that verbal messages using shrt words -and.short sentences
are read more quickly, compTehended better and more likelY to be read
completely than.the same* message using long sentenees and long words.
Rudolf F1esc6 116s developed a formula for quickly analyzing and giving a

-

numerical'Oeadability score to written mateelals.-

,

,

Vari6Us other formulas dealing With-other aspects of read.abilityfor
example, the Gunning "Fog Index," Gillie's Abstraction

Index and the Dale--

Scholl Indexhave also been developed.
Television scripts can also benefit from content analysiS.

The

Dupont company's advertising research department developed a coding system
based on psYchological principles; content analyses were used to make

praictions of :Jfectiveness and chanqes were-made if a script seemed to
be laa-king.

ome basi.c research and experimentation in print ad layout and design -

.has been cqadUcted by the avertiSing Research Foundation and-the HRb-

,../

4

' Singer Company.

This led to.the formulation of several layout principles

for high "attenticn value" agains't which ads can be compared.

The amount

A

of whit2 space, color 'usage and other factors are impertant ingredients
which can be checked by content arialysis.

Another usage of content analysis is in the evaluation of competitive
advertising.

rf there is reason to feel tha
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a competitor's newspaper

51

advertising has been unusually successful, for exiMple, content analysis of

.themes, persuasion strategies, thoiCe of words:or use of illustrations
and color can produce some tentative conOlusions on why the advertising
was successful.
krg.

Or ap advertiser might ana,ze his own brand's advertising over a
'certain period-to determine if pre-determined advertising themes or
other-Content goals have been met.

Another usage is,to compare highAeadership nds and low-readersilip
ads.

If quantitative differences in content are found, the researchers

'may conclude--subject to further test--that the observed differences migITt

be.a causeof the difference in effectiveness.

(These "possible causes"

are only. hypothe5es until verified by.experimentation.)

From the above discussion, it is seen that content analysis can be
It is no substitute

us-ed in both pre-testing and post-testIng messages.
-

for behavioral research, sihce it provides no direct evidence of advertising's effects-Ion people.

But, combined with behavioral rc..search,

it can

,

help provide understanding of why ads have performed well or poorly.
Addjtional discussion of cOntent analysis is found
.

chapters.

Mao
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tiEDIA RfSEARCH

Ii1 GtNERAL

A

An advertiser who allocates a certain amount of money for advertising
is, quite naturally, interested in getting the most for,. his money.

Part

of the advertising dollar goes into development ofdmessages, another part
.

into the media which carry the messages:

Determining themostefficient media is the primary function*of media
research-nto measure and compare *different media and different vehIcles in

terms of vehicle distributiop, vehicle exposure and advertising exposure.
Media research must provide quantitative data from which objective deci,)

'sions can be made.

No advertising budget ever dev.i'sed., even.in the largest
,

cdrporation, would permit us,e of more than a fraction of all the advertising time and space.availabre.

Out orthe innumerable combinations'of

media vehicles available, something more than.gueg'sWork is needed to put

together that particular "media mix" or "media schedule"mhich is.most
efficient in reaching a productis'target audience.
What is media, or media-vehicld, efficiency?

lt is a function of

both the number of produFt-prospects reached and the cost of reaching
them.

A highly efficient vehicle is one which reaches a great number of

prospects at low cdSt.

per-thoudand (CPM)."

distribution as

The usual

measure of media efficiency is "cost-

This can-be further specified in terms of (a) vehicle

cost-per-lhousand circulation units obtained, (b) vehicle

exposure as cost-per-thousand prospects exposed to the vehicle, and
(c) advertisement exposure as cost-per-thousand prospects exposed to the
1

vehicle space carrying the advertisement.
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quastions Involved in Chcosinq Media
Here are some of the questions that occur to an advertiser at this
point.

Which of the media--television, radio, newspapers, outdoor, direct
mail, skywriting, matchbook covers7-are best for this par,ticular product?

Should the amount of advertising be spread equally among the chosen media,
or should some get more than others?
ones'get?

How much more should the favored

Should the advertising appear simultaneously in the chosen

media, or should the usage be alternated among them at

dif4ent
/-

times?

Assuming the amount for a given medium is decided upon, how should
it be allotted among the many vehicles in that medium?

In any particular

vehicle, should the advertising be spread out equally over time,-or
bunched in some time periods and eliminated in others?

Is it better to

use many E77-11,--ads, or a few large "blockbusters"?

All these are questions that must be resolved by media research.

Typical Media Research Studies
A good way to get the feel of media research is to look at the titles
of some of the research studies already performed recently.

Most of the

studies reported below appeaFed in the Journal of Advertising Research, an
official publication of the Advertising Research Foundation.
Media research studies can deal with a single vehicle or a

comparison of several vehicles, with a single mediumor a comparison of
several media, with vehicle "mix" studies or media mix studies, with

media andvehicle "image" studies, and with reviews and discussions of
advertising strategy and research methods.

The unfamiliar terms should,

become known to you through studying this and the succeeding sectiqns.

/01
Nb.
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"Single vehicle" studies are those 'which report on the effectiveness
of one vehicle.

Agostini's article "Analysis of Magazine Accumul'ative

Audfence" tells how.the accumulative audience of several successive issues-r
of asmagazine can be determined from knoiling the audience size for-two
issues.

Another Agostini article "The Case for Direct Questions on

Reading Habits" was a coMparison of two methods for determining how often
a person reads a particular,magazine.
Ylank Space:

Bogart's article "The impact of

An-Experiment in Advertising Readership" ells 'Row the

readership of a newspaper advertiseMent is affected"byiother.material
appearing on the same.page, or the influence of."cortitext."

Engleman's

article "An Empirical Formula for Audience'Accumulation" shows how the
accumulated audience for 13 issues of a magazine can be estimated with a'
simple formula.
It should be empha'Sized that most of the studies reported abcve,.and
1

those that follow, are based on actual empirical research and are not
merely speculations or armchair discussions; the essence of effective
decisioR making ries in the use of scientific evidence, and not in unsupc

ported opinions.

"Multiple vehicle" studies report on comparisonsof several vehicles
with each other, and on the eff4tivenesS of various combinations or
"mixes" of vehicles-

AgoStini's article qHow to Estimate Unduplicated

Audiences" presents a formup for estimating the combined audience of a
magazine mix, from.information-about the individual magazines' audiences.
Day's article "Linear Programming intledia Selection" discusses the
advantages and disadvantages of using a computer mathematical techniqu
linear programming, in picking from a long list of vehicles thosefew
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that, will,represent the best mix for reach.ing a desired audience.

Dower's

afticle "Net At;diences of U.S. and Canadian Magazines" is an additional
If

stUdy to verify Acstin1's formula for estimating the size of unduplicated
audiences'for a particulPT combination of magazines.

Caffyn and Sago'vsky's

t,

articit"Net Audiences of British Newspapers" is another test of the same
formula applied to newspapers, illustrating that both newspapers and
magazines can make use of the same research methods.

(As will be illus-

trated later, however, the print media and the broadcast media muSt use
different research methods' and measurements and this results in'some dif-

.

.

_

ficulty in-making a direct comparison between them.). 'Garfinkle's article

"A Marketing Approach to Media Selection" presents a method for comparing
various vehicles in (terms of the number of present customers and-pros-

pective customers reached.

Kuhn's article "Wet Audiences of German.

Magazines" points up the import,ince of knowing how to determine the
unduplicated or net audien'ce_of, a vehicle mix.

Marc's article "Net

Audiences of French Business Papers" deal- with vehicles for specialized
audiences rather than Mass audiences.

Corlett's article "The IPA

.

National Readership Study" shows how the audiences for 30 British newspapers were determined in a single-interview survey.

Dudek's article

"Relations Among Television Rating Indices" tells how the value of dif,

ferent televisPon programs is dependent nof only on,the size of their

audiences but also on how much they like the program.

Massy's article

"DiScriminant Analysis of AudienOL Characteristics" tells of a statistical
technique for comparing vehicles, showing that,.some vehicle mixes reach
the s'ame persons while others reach quite different segments of the public.

There are fewer studies of a whole medium, or several media, than of

7
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vehicles, for the simple reason that it'5; difficult to make-a single

generalilaqon that will apply to the many diverse vehicles within any
single medium.

Research on media vehicies can thus be more precise than

and dison whole media, despite th'e need to know about the advantages
.
advantages of advertising in the various-media.

Ziff's article "How tc)

Locate Purchasers of a Product"'points out that to select the best medla
for advert-Icing to current customers, you have to know who those '4istomers

-

are and what media they use.
,

Product Affects Recall:

Buchanan's article "How Interest in the

Print Ads vs. Commericals" compa?.ed print and

,-broadcast'media adyertising effectivelfess in terms of teaching product
facts.

Landis' article "Exposure Probabilities as Measures of Media

Audiences" reports on a measure of exposure designed to solve a knotty
Problem in
,

4dia research, the direct comparison of TV program and maga-

.

zine audience size.%
"Media image'. studies are aimed at determining how one's attitude

toward, or image.of, a vehicle or medium can enhance the irrception and
comminication value of a given message.

'For example, Magazige Arand

Magazine B may"'deliver the same nUmber of advertising exposures for the

same message among the same people, but if Magazine A has a better reputation for honesty, the ad space,may automati,cally deliver greater believability for any message placed there.

The attitudes toward or 'ipages'of

media are sometimes called igualitative" variables to indicate that they
have no precise num6rical value.

Weilbacher's article "The Qualitative

Values of Advertising Mebia" discusses seyeral kinds ot qualitative value9
of a vehicle--audience characteristics, editorial per5onality, contribution to advertising effectiweness--and'evkoates those qualities in terms
m'edia
of research techniques, media coiriparisonst vehicle comparisons, and
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selection. .Meissner's article "Sales

rici Advertising bf Lettuce" cor;peres

_the attitudes toward different media and the re1ationShii5 of those attitudes with sales.

-Kotler's article "Toward an Expl icit,Mode..1 for Melia

.SelectiOn" demonstrates a way to assign numerical values to qUalitative
image inTOrmation, so that it can be figured in with quantitative data in
evaluating vehicles or media.

Among the most valuable articles on media research are those that
deal with research methodoloqyA

Such studies determine the validi.ty and

practicality of different research methéds in obtaining accurate data.
,

.

Just as a watch must be an accurate instrumeht in measuring time,

so ar&

advertising research tool must be an accurate instrument for its,measurewent task.

Cahala.h's article "Vi-asuring is4wspaper Readership by Telephone"

compares telephone interviews with persbnal interviews as data-qathering
methods foc, determining'?magazine vehicle audience size.

Stock's article

"A Comparison of Eight Audience Estimates" comparts the audience figures
obtained with eight different kii.ds,of questions relating to magazine
readership.

Copland's article "Some Fundamentals of Poster Audience

Measurement" deals with the peculiar problems involved in determining
outdoor advertising exposure, and,compares several different methods of
measurement.

Kirsch and Banks' arfiscle "Program Types Defined by Factor

An'alysis" describes a statistical method for determining TV program types

and the audiences or those'.typts.

Henry's article "Belson's Studies in

Readership" shows how the questionnaires and intervie0ing merhods used in
1

determining audiences of print media, can create large errors in the final
figures.

Allen's article "Photographing the TV,Audience" illustrates O/ie
.

.

method fot,determin.ing the difference between circulation and audience of

V

0

05
00.

s.
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a TV commercial, this study showing that half the tiire no one was

watching even though.the set was turned:On.

Zangwill's article "Media

Selection,* Decision Programming" is a comparison of two computer methods
r-

in determining vehicle mix audienees.

After this-Froad overview of=the kinds-of studies that

go under the

name of media research,.it's time to turn to the research methods uSed.
A

The 4?rint media and tile broadcast media will be consldered separately,
since somewhat dijferen't methods must often be used for each.

4444- .

e
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Meissner's article "Sales and Adverfisipg of Lettuce" compares

selection.

_the attitudes toward different media and the reiat;onship of those attitudes with saies.

Kotler's article "Toward an Explicit Model for Media

Selectioh" demonstrates a way to ass.ign numerical \alues to qualitative
image information, so that it can be figured in-with quantitati-ve data in

evaluating vehicles-oT-mcdia.
Among -the most valuable articsies on media research are those that
det'al 'with research methodology.

Such studies determine the validity and

a

practicality of different researchjmethods in obtaining accurate da,ta.
;

-Just as a watch must be an accurate instrument in measuring tiime, so an
advertising research. tool must b.ie an accurate instrument for its measure-

Cahalan's article "Measuring Newspaper Readership by Telephone"

ment task.

compares telephone interviews wi:th personal interviews as data-gathering
methods for determining magazine vehicle audience si,ze.

Stock's article

-

"A Cemparison of Eight Audience Estimates" compares the audience figures

.

CI

obtained with eight different kinds of 4uestionf'relating,to.magazine
readership.

Copland's article "Some Eundamentals of Poster Audience

Measurement" deals with the peiuliar problems invol.ved in 8etermjning

outdoor advertising exposure, and compares several different methods of
measurement.

Kir'sch and Banks' article "Program Types DaTined by Factor
3

Analysis." describes a std*,istical me.thod for determining.TV program types

and the audiences for those types.

Henry's article' "Belson's Studies in

Readership" shows how rhe questionnaires and interviewing methods used in
determining audiences of print media 'can create large errors in the final
,

figures.

r

Allen's article "photographing the TV AudienCe.illustrates one

method for determining th ;,.. difference bettiveen circulation ahd audience of
..;

-
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Measuring Distribution of Print Media Vehicles
No original research is needed to determine distribution, defined as
the number of Copies circulated.

The Audit Bureau of Circulations (ABC)

provides an actual cowl': of the number of copies of a newspaper or magalrne

delivered-under specific conditions," ABC was'founded to provide assurance
to'advertisers that the circulation reported by a publication is accurate.

Since the cost of print advertising is based on the number of copie

i

which an advertisement appears, this basic figure is important but doesn't
'go too far toward measuring uehicle effectiveness.

ABC follows a very

rigorous bookkeeping and verification procedure to insure that a newspaper
o

magazine delivers the n'umber of copies contracted for.

The advertis-

ing researcher can rest assured that circulation frgures are accurate as
reported by the ABC.

NcY

more need be said here about the methods used.

Some fictitious figures for magazines and newspapers are given below:

Maga-zine

Magazine B
4

$35,000

Cost, 1-page non-color ad.
Circulation (No. of copies)

7,000,000

Circulation efficiency
(Cost per 1000 copies).

$50,000'

10,000,000

$5.00

,

$5.00

The example above illustrates 6at,jwhile the-total cost of an
advertlsement space may va6, considerably from vehicle to vehicle, it is
generally prof3ortionaj to- circulation within any given medium, andcthe

Circulation cost-Per-thousand will n'Oevary_too much except under certain
conditions of specialized audiences,-Ortferred treatment, etc.
0

1
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Issue Audiences of Print Media Vehicles

Measurin

The research methods for measuring audience exposure are +put the
Consequently, this section will

same for magazines and fc

,.idience research, with the

be,primarily a discuss;

-

standing that the discussio4c1,s r.:ally about bothicinds of the major drint
media.

The reason for tiiis approach is tWo-fpld:

more research has been

published on magazines than newspapers, and it, is a good Mental exercise
for the beginning media researcher to take a given magazine example and
think it through for a newSpaper example.
.

-

**the principle variables to be measured for determining audience
exposure to a magazine or newspaper are:
.

Audience size:

the numlier of persons reading the average
issue, or total issue audience

the kinds of persons 4n the issue
Audience comPosition:
audience, in terms of-demographic characteristicc
such as age,.sex, education, income, etc.;
product buying and usage characteristics such
. as heavy users, average useltS; and non-users;
other pertinent audience charaCteristics
.

the amount of issue exposure
Amount.of audience exposure:
by individuals in the audience--number of'times the issue is picked up, the number
of days it is,read, the number of items read
and so on; al§p, readershiP of different
specific issues of a single magazine.
How is such information obtained?
method.

The sample 'survey is the principal

Personal interview surveys, telephone surveys, and mail'suryeys

have all been used for audience research.

Under some circumstanjegs one

method will be better than another, under other circuMstances the.m 4
telephone and personal MetKOds are. equally gopd.

Much methodologic

methntivia 13,?se under wh6t

research has been deveted:to
circumstances.
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Planning and executing a media research survey involyes a.great deal
.

of painstaking attention to the nuMerous ue/talls of surveiy procedure
described earlier.

The most crucial concerns in audience 'surveys are

those of sampling and question writing--the u'

'r1Le validity of the data

rest heavily,on these two'aspects of the pr

re.

Sampling.

The fiTst step in sampling for media research is to define

the,crucial population.
of the study.

The crucial population is dependent,on the purpose

In a single-vehicle study (one magazine or one newspaper),

the crucial population iS "all persons in the circulation area who have
read Eit least one is.sue" in a specified time period; if a complete list

of magazine buyer's names is available,

may be a -elatively simple

mattetIv'to draw a random sample of persons from that list.
7

On the other hand,

in a multiple-vehi,cle,study in' which the purpose

,,is to determine the individual and overlapping audiences of a number of
Vehicles, the procedure is more complicated; the crucial population is
defined as "all persons reading at least one issue 'Drone magazine on
the list" in which case it is more practical to select a random sample,bf
the centire U.S. population, and use screening questions to weed out those
who .don't qualify as a reader.

In the case of specialized magazines,

such as those'intended for physicians, a complete listing of this special
-populiation may be available through a professional, organization or a 'marllist firm".,

In such a case, either single-vehicle or multiple-vehicle

stuiies can utilize siMple random sampling fromHthe list.

Again, in the case of a particular product whose buYers are known,
a

the advertiser may define his drdcial population as "all owners br users
0
of the product"; if a listing of that popgation is available, a simple
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random sample of those, persons can be drawn from.the list More easilY.than

from a sample of the entire population.

In the case of a diaper manufac-

turer; for example, a listing of his crucial population of recent mothers
may be obtainable; similarly, a truck manufacturer. can obtain a listing
-veying the media habits of that crucial popu)atiOn.

ofCtruck owners for

ies, however, are multi:pie-vehicle studies'of

Most majc

.upulation, in which case listings \of the crucial

the entire U.S. adul,

population are either unobtaidnable or-inconvenient.

Such studies are

often sponsored and paid 'for by several advertisers, with the.actual
research carried out by z commercial research firm.

From theSe

cated" studies,.separate tabulations of the results pre then tailor-made
P

for individual advertisers or media.
For illustrative purposes, let's focus, here on a personal interview

sample survey of the entire U.S. adult population, in which data on
several magazines and on several products, are gathered.

Assuming that a

,completely random and representatiVe sample of this population 1-Ns been

\

A

dra0n, the validity of the questions becomes the crucial concern:

An operational definition of "a magazine reader"

Question writing.

must be arrived at before the proper questions can be phraSed.
"reader" someone who

(

)

Is a

has seen the cover or (b) has riffled through the

pages or (c) has read at least one item, or (d) someone who usuallV reads
it, or (e) what?

Defining readership is'a game any number: can play, but

.

the usual definition of-a reader is someone who has at least' looked into
an issue.

From this,'it-follows that magazine audience size is the number

4

of_people who look into the average issue. , Data from several issues
usually necessary to determine,the average issue.
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Three generai types of questions for determ;ning reading behavior

are unaided recalLaided recall", and recognition.
"Unaided recall" questions on issue reading are those where no Clues
An

are give' -land the respondent must rack,his memory for the answer.

example !f an unaided questioning sequence would be':
(1)

P

ever read any magazin
eagazines have you read

!uring the last year?
Did you happen to see
.the March 21st issue of "A"?
Did, you happen to look into it?
if YES:
Can-you-remember what was on the cover?
Can-you remember anything you saw'in that issye?
li

.1,AGAZINE A IS MENTIONED:

--.

(4)
(5),

(6)

'

Unaided-questionS 1-4 rely on the respondent's memdry, willingness
to think about a relatively insignificant event, desire to please the
interviewer and many other factors which may lead to an answer.. which is

consciously or'unconsciously distorted.

QuestuHs 5 and 6 attempt to get

some factual ver:ificati(.1 of the readership clair

'doubts as to reliability.

hird-

:an you remember wha

m-last issue of Time magazine, or some

but these al.so,leave

.s on the cover of the
,T specific inside that

_

issue?
%

"Aided recall" questiOns on issue reading give the respondent more

information on the magazines hi questron and produce different results.
An example of an dided questiaoing se,uence would be:
(I)

r'm going to read off the names Df several
name each orle, please tell
magazines. As
me'if you have seen any issue of it during
(INTERVIEWER REAL:, LIST OF
the last year.
MAGAZINE NAMES.TO RESPONDENT)
(FOR EACH MAGAZINE SEEN BY RESPONDENT,
DicLyou happen to see the
INTERVIEWER ASKS:)
It had a picture of
last issue of "A"?
on the cover?
Can yoll remember anything.you saw or read in
the issue?.
I

(2)

(3)
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Question

1

provides the respondent with specific maNzine names and

more readership claims than the unaided sequence.

produce

Question .2 aids

the re pbndent in visualizing a particularissue, and it would produce a,
larger number of claims than the unaided sequehce.

Question 3 attempts,

to verify reading of a particular issue by getting the respondent to
recall (unaided) something he saw in the issue; such.a question'prodUces
under'estimates of Audtence size, since it has, been amply demonstrated that

many known readers of an. issue can't recall anything in particular from
.it--or can't be sure that something they retail rjading came from a par- :
ticular issue.
J'P,acognition" qUestios provide the reSpondent with even more .. informa,

me azino issues, by actually, showing him the logotype, or the cover

tion

or perwips comr . of the contents cif magazine issues.

(The logotype is the

'-Jrm,7,'_ showing the magazines naime on every cover.) .A recognition

starirlarz

questioning .,..7.aence might run something like this:
As 1
rpu each one.....,please"tell me,:jf you happen to

are.the logotypes of,several,.,Magazines.

Ave seen any issue of it during the last year.
(FOR EACH MAGAZINE MENTIONED BY RESPONDENT, INTERVIEWER
PRODUCES A PARTICULAR ISSUE OR ISSUES AND SAYS:) Here
is. an issue of "A" tha,t you may not have happened to'.
Do you remember ,,,,hether br not you have
read-yet.
Let's.leaf through
looked into this particula:- 'ssu ?
r,
if you recognize anything.
t:he first few articles to s
F.TER LEAFING .THROUGH PART Till AL OF THE ISSUE, INTEREWEP: SAYS:). Just for the -ecord, now that we have

(,,

ben through.this issue, wou_d you say, you definitely
h,-..ppened to read it before, or di.dn't read it, or
ar-en't you sure?

Only
are coun.

persons

.

lechnique

t'

persons who say definiteiy they remember reading the issue
iis audience.

An additional technique for eliminating

3iM issue reading falsely is the "confusion control"
").Aeral dummy items that didn't actually appear in the issue
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are inserted in the interviewer's copy; if the respohdent mistakenly
claiTs to have,seen the dummy items, he may be eliminated from the subse-

quent tabulations or his responses might be given reduced weight in the
overall tabulations, to allow for his "confusion" or exaggerated claims,
The "recognition" technique for determining issUe audiences'is

considered by many to be more accurate than either the unaided recall or
aided recall techniques.

It has been compared with other Aata from known

issue readers and found to be a practicil method for comparing the audiencet
of several vehicles.

However, much methodological research is still

underway to produce more precise and accurate audience figures.
Audience efficiency illustration.

The audience for several issues

is averaged to produce figures on "average issue audiente" to provide a
more stable figure.

With data on average issue circulation and average

issue audience, it's possible to make some additional judgments on vehicle
value for the advertiser.

Here's the previous example using circulation

figures, with audience figures added, and an audience efficiency computation.

"Efficiency," as in the previous example, is the cost-per-thousand,

abbreviated to CPM, which makes it possible to compare on the same,basis
different vehicles with varying circulation or audience or other measures.
'(.4)

'

Cost, 1-page non-color ad
Circulation (No. of copies)
Circulation efficiency (CPM copies)
Readers per copy (average)

Magazine A

Magazine B

$35,000

$50,000

7,000,000

10,000,000

$5.00

3.36'

Issue audience (No. of readers)

Audience efficiency (CPM readers)

23,500,000
$1.49

$5.

oo

2.50

25,000,000
$2.00

,
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The example aboVe shows Why audience figures are better for comparing
magazines than are c:rculation figu'res.

On the basis of circulation, one

would assume that Magazine A and Magazine B are equally efficient for the
advertiser..

But because Magazine A haS more readers per copy, it produces

readers at a reduced cost-per-thousandi.e., Magazine A is more efficient
in terms that are meaningful to the advertiser.

Prospect audience effic)ency Hlustration.

Even.more important to

the advertiser, however, is the number of prospects for his product who are in the issue, audience'; money invested in edvertising to people whoere not

current or Iuture prospects for the product is wasted.
The sample survey abome;' in which the jssue readership data were

obtained, also obtained other data on demographic characteristics (age,
...sex, occupation, income, etc. )

and on product buying and usage.

This

additional information can be used by advertisers to get an even better
estimate of the e'ficiency of particular vehicles for particular products.
,

This is illustrated below by looking at the prospect audience for
three advertisers:

a soap powder, an airline, and a teenage Omple

remedy.

In the case of the soap powder product, the market or prospects are
defined as "female adult household heads."

For the airline, prospects are

defined as "adults between. the ages of 25 and 60 who have ridden a comer,
cial airline in the last two years."

For the pimple rerneçiy, prospects are

defined as "13-19.yearolds with allowances or incomes over $9 per Week."
(The prospect definitions were arrived at by previous surveys which
correlated product buying with demographic characteristics.)
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Ad cost
Circulation
Circulation efficiency (CPM
Total audience (average issue)'
Aud.ience efficiency (OM readers)
".'\13 POWDER PROSPECTS
..)f total audience
.

.

Magazine B

$35,000-

7,000,000
$5.00

$50,000
10,0oo,000
$5.00

23,500,000

25,000, tm0

'r

'

No. of prospects
Prospects per copy
Prospect audjence efficiency

Magazine A

25,5%
6,000,000
--

$2.00

34.3%;

8,580,000

.85

.86

$5.83

$5.34

,(CPM prosPECts)

AIRLI,NE PROSPE:TF

% of total audiehce
No. ot prospects
Prospects per copy
Prospect .audiecce efficie

11.9%

2,800,000

3i3O
8,000,000
,

.80

.40
.$12.50.

$6.25

(CPM prospects)

.PIMPLE REMEDY PROSP CT5
33.7%
9,100,000

% of total, audienc
No. of prospects
Prospects per copy

1.3

Prospect audience efficiency

$3.85

20.0%
5,000,000
0.5
$10.00

(CPM prospects)

The illustration above shows that Magazines A and B are equally
efficierc for reachihg the soap powder market.

Magazine B is considerably

more eficient for reaching the airsline.market, $6.25 CPM vs. $12.50.
tAagazine A is considerably more efficient for reaching the pimpry-faced
market, $3.85 CPM vs. $10.00.-

The.major poirits &re that the prospect-audience is a more useful

group for selecting-media vehicles than the total audience, and,that each
vehicle mus= be evaluated in terms of its efficiency for a particulae
.7ircduct.

Tnere is no such thing as "the best advertising vehicle" but

only "best advertising ve-;:les for particular products."
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ln additiOn to "total issue audience" which tells bow many people
.have the opportunity for exposure to a single advertisement insertion in
a single issue, the advertir,or is also int(

audience' for several

of :Ale

,Hie

..ed

in t

cumu

Je

same. pu1icaon, anj thu "unduplicated

audience" for several different publications.

Accumulative audience.

Differet issues of the same publication

always exhibit some audience turnover.

That is, of the people who read

the June issue of a monthly publicazion, some will not read the July issuc;
and some persons who didn't read the June issue will read the July issue.
The "audience turnover" varies from one magazine to another; this means
that two magazines with an equal average issue audience may have different
accumulative audiences over a period of time.

Accumulative audience may

be defined as the number of different people reached by two or more
issues.

Magazines A and C, both monthlies, have identical audience size for
each month in the table below, and they have an identidal average issue
audience, but their accumulative audiences are quite different, 34 million
for A and 29 million for C.

Magazine A

Magazine C

June audience

24 million

24 million

Julyaudiencer

.23 million

23 million

'AugUst audience

24 million

24 million

September audience

23 millic7

23 million

Total audience

94 million

94 million

Average issue'

23,500,000

23,500,000

Accumulative audience

34,000,000

29000,000
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How cot.

wU

:lativc

differc..ncen

0

ce occur?

e

Because Maga ine

3

:

.5 ,7.udi nce-"turiluver"--that
is, fewar people,
4

drop out of and come into each suceeding issue.

The accumulatIve audience

is t.he total number of people who read any one or more of the four issue's.

Here's how.the 34 million accumulative audience was obtained for
Magazine A.

.4
Magazine A Audience (in millions)
.

Issue,
.

Issue

June
July
August
-September

audience

-

Accumulative

Old
audience

dropouts

AccumulaNew
audience

audience

24

24

--

24
23
24
"23

20

4

3

21
19

6

3

11

4

.tive

""

27
30

.

34
,

"Old audience" is defined a$ the number of this issue readers who
.

.

..have 'read at least one-prev tous.

.
I

-

ssue in the series.

"Accumulative dropouts" is_defined,as the number of this issue
non-readers who/have read at least one previous issue in the.series.
"New audience" is defined as the number...of readers of this issue who

have not read any p

vious issue in the series.

An issue audience dbnsists of "old readers" plus "n4w readers."
The accumulative audience:in any series"consis'ts of the "old audience"
plus

the "accumulative dropouts" plus the "new audience."
For 'June .(the first issue of the series), there is no old audience

and no accumulative dropouts, consequently the 24 million new readers =
isSue audience = accumulative audience.

For July, there are 20 MilliOnold readers from June, 4 million Arop,

outs from June, and 3 million neW readers.

8

The July issue audience.is
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thus 23 million,. The June-July accumulatiye audience is 20 million old

plus 4 million dropouts plus 3 million new, for a total of 27 million.
For August, there are 21 million old readers from June-or-July,
four million June dropouts and two million July dropouts (srx million
accumulative dropouts); and three million new readers.

The August issue

The June-July-August accumulative audience

audience is thus 24pmillion.

is 21 million old plus 6 mil(ion accumulative dropouts plus 3 millttn
new, for a-totail of 30

The reader eay test his understanding of this procedure by going
through.the same process in'arriving at the June through September accumulative audience of 34 million.
In the table below, the audience information for Magazine A is com-

pared directly with that from Magazine C to explain how the, former has,a
much larger accumulative audience.

That is to say,fA reaches more

.0

different people'.

.

Audience in Millions

.

Magazine A
Drop New
Old.'
aud.

Issue

---

June
July
August
.

Sept.

outs

.

Old

Magazine C
New
Drop

c'

.

AccUm.

aud.

aud.

aud.

out's

24

24
27
30
34

--

--

3

'20
21

4

6

3

19

11

4

22
22'
21

I3
,

6-

aud.

A.
1

2.
'..2.

Accum.
aud.
24
25
27
29

It's worth taking the time to master the simple arithmetic involved
in this example in order to understand'the concept of accumulative
audience.

This example will serve to illustrate two other concepts2iln media
7-2search, "reach" and "frequency."
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1
Reach.

Reach is defined as avvnumber of people reached, and it

identical to audience.

is

Thus, the Teach of the individual issue, or of,

,

the average issue,

is identic.0 for Magazines A and C.

However, Magazine A

has greater reach than C if we're referring to the total qumber of people
reached,with a series of four issues.

Frequency.
reached.

Freuency refers to the number of times each person is

Thus, while Magazine A has greater accumulative reach',

achieves greater frequency.

Magazirle C

This is illustrated in the table beloW:

June-September Issues
MagaZine A
Magazine. B

Average issue audience

23,500,000

23,500,000

Total audience

94,000,000

94,000,000.

Accumulative audience

34,000,000

29,000,000

Frequency of reach

3

2.76

\.

3.24

This table shows that'the average reader in the Magazine A accumulative audience read 2.76 of the four issues, while the average reader for
Magazine C reads 3.24 issues7-that

i

,

his frequency of reading was

.yreater.

This.raises the question as to Which is more.desirible to the
advertiser, reach or frequency? To use a simplified exampk, is it better

to reach 100 mill1on persons with one exPosure each, or to reach 50 million
persons with two exposures each?

In each case, the total number of audience

ekposures is the same and assume the cost is the same.

This in turn

leads to the question, how m ny exposures are necessary foi"- advertising
e.z)

to have an effect on a prospect?

If one exposure is adequate to produce

a sale, then reach is the 'desired measurement; however, if two exposures
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are required uiproduce a sale, then frequency,becomes a crucial measum.
The truth

is, no one really knows just how many exposures ari required to

produce an effect; it probably varies for different kinds. of products and
(

C...

iff'6rent kinds of persons:

for

This is one illustration ofthe need for

.)11

baiic research which would discover the buying.probabilities created'by a

varying number of exposures byproduct advertising,
One pioneering study in this area was conducted by the Saturday

Evening Postto determine if the secodd expoie to ar ad was iess valuab.le
or more,valuable

.than
the first exPosure.' A verycomplicated and ingen.

ious controlled experiMent was conducted which revealed-that the second
exposure

y a person t ,a part,icular advertisement was if.anything even

more effecti've than the first.

Howevv, a great deal more of such research

is needed to be able to assign a PreCiSe value to expocure number 1,number,2, number 3 and so on in order to determine the required amoun.6 of

repeat advertising to the same person to induce producbpurchase.

It

is

.widely believed,,and probably true, that one advertisement:exposure is
1

generally not very effective, and that prolonged campaignsyare necessary
to change attitud(ks and behavior.

There iS no doubt, hoWever, that wide

reach--coverage of an audience with at least one advertising exposure--is
at least a Minimum necessary condi

ion for advertising effectiveness, so
---

reach is universally used as one met od for determining advertising
effectiveness.

it should be remembered that reach is a measurement derived from

vehicle audience size, the size of the audience reached or covered by
or more issues of one or more vehicles.
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Unduplicated audience.

Unduplicated audience; or,neL audierie, refers
eA

to the reach of several different vehicles.

,

(theprevious coricep'f,

accumulative audience, refers.to .the reaCh of several issues of the-same
vehicle.)

For any pair of national magazines, some of the same persons

will'read both and thus be "duplicated";, elie persons reading one or both of

a pair of magazines are the unduptiCated audience.

It's obvidus that when

wide reach is fhe cri.terion for media selectiorr4Hen the objective is to
select media combinations or "media mixes" that will provide the largest
unduplicated audience:

The example below will illustrate this point.

Assume that you, wish to seleet the best pair of magazines out of

Alf three(for the sake of sim-

ti;ree available, Magazines D; E and F.

'plicity in thi,s gxample) have the same average isjue audience, ten million
each.

Which two will give the widest reach.--i.e.., unduplicated

-

Look first at the DE-pair. 'They reaCh almost entirely the same people,
that is they have a high duplicated audience, consequently a low undupli7
cated audience.
^
t3)

;..

Readers of E only

Readers ef D only

-4-4-1-4-4-

(1 mil1Lon)

(1 million)

Duplicated audience:

1

22

9 million-

.
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Now.look at the DF pair. 'They reach 'very few of the same people,
unduplithat is ithey have a low dupricated audience, consequently'a high

cated audience.

Readers of D

(4((l

(8 million)

Readers of F only:
(8 9illion)

a

+:Dupricated audience:

2 million

The'table below sums up the results for the two pairs:

Magazines

Total

Duplicated

audience

audien.ce

UndUplicated
aOdience

D

E

20 million

9-million

11 million.

D

F

20 Million

. 2 million

18 million

A

The DE magazine mix has an unduplicated audience of 11 million, DF
counts 18 million.

Obviously: DP is the better media mix in terms-of

unduplicated audience.

Equally clearly, magazine E's audience duplicates

the audience for D and adds little to reach.
.,When a-large advertiser wants to place advertising in several magazines to reach is Many per-cons as possible, he thus looks at them in terms

of the unduplicated or

of the.accumulative audienc,

c of various mixes.

Just as in the case

seve-11 issues of a single pi

1ication,

the,audience efficiency or cost-per-thousand-exposures can bL computed for

1.23
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combinations of several magazines, by comparing'.the total cost with the
unduplicated.audience size:

in a simple example such as-the one above involving only three magaz(ines, the computation is simple.

In actUality, however, choosing the

best combination of five magazines from a list of 100 available can becorl rather complicated.

Believe it or not, from a list'of 100 magazines, there are
75,287,520 different five-magaz'ne combinations.

This has lecrto the

increasing use of computers in media 'research, and the use of such statis- tical techniques. as linear programming, decision programming, incremental-

analysis, algorithmic analysis and so on.

There -is not room here to-deal

with all thOse complex techniques fo-r determining unduplicated audience
.

.

.

and cost efficiency for varioxis india mixes.

However, the concepts of

those techniques are easy to grasp from the three-magazine example above.
There is a_standard syndicated service available to dvertisers which
simplifies the job of selecting magazine combinations which will maximize
unduplicated audience.

The Starch Consumer MagaZine Reports, publiShed

annually and based upon anational survey of magazine'reading, provides
audience'data for 55 magazines and the unduplicated audiences for all pairs
of those magazines.

From knowledge of undupficated audience of pairs`..of

magazines, various statistical procedures may be uted to estimate the
coverage of 3-magazine, 4-magazine or larger combinations.

Measuring...Issue Exposures...to. Pr...int _Media Vehicles

Thus far, the discussion has dealt with the audience size, or total
..number of people expcw

le

of advertising's poteiaial eftecti-77ess.

ides as a basic measurement
An additional.consideration in

1

-v
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is the,number of times a-pe-son in the audience

evaluating

.mever,

exposes h

a vehicle Unit.

:ake two magazines that are equally e=ficient in terms

For

d-audience;- if one magazine is so interesting that each

of cost-i,

oses himself twice to,each issue, while the other has

audience Fr-77::

r issue per reader, the former is probably more valu-

only one e
able to tI

r.

ing expos-

Thus, the efficiency of two magazines in deliver-

e computed by.an extension 61 the former example.
lustrated in the case of Magazine A -and Magaine G,

This

the same circulation, audience size and audience

both of wh
efficiency.

,

Magazine A
n$35,000

$35,000

7,000,000
3.36
23,500,000

7.,000,000

-age non-color ad

CcC.

on

R.Jaad,

ar copy

'5t1c

,:-.ie'nce

per reader

(-,,-

osures

'Magazine G

1.0

23,500,000
$1.49

efficiency
exposures)

3.36
23,500,000
2.0
147,000,000

.

$

.75

,us that, everything else being equal, Magazine G is

probably a better advertising investment than Magazine A, since it pro-'
-vides twice as many exposures for the same -.cost.

This still leaves unanswered the question, "Just how Valuable is /he
second exposure?"

But it has, at.the very least, some additional value

even though its exact magnitudeLhasn't been determined.
Just

of each a_

the media researcher Measure the number, of exposures

ember to a magazine issue?
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The previous discusF

on

12.-

rocedure by Nni= rea-7--

-1,,.7isurement dealt with the questioning

E'
',.

an

sr

me:__

m:i',1

direc-

qu,

the

ssur::

is (jet: -7; ..e.-i.

determine t=-,: r:erso-,

ring reveal.how

-71() has

.-festion

.,,!

n

times he has loo

Does

37

estionir

r.1ccurately

_

'

'n a conven-

how man} times a

looked into an is-ue.

.

The

ly accurate measurement possible is th -Lgh an extremely airltrolled experi-liental procedure, in whish ,.fifferent copies of

ate:1

sue are placed in a household on differnt days, with severe.]

t

tervieqs amehg the s,he people':
f

r

i-tc the ftsue7

n lying around ,the house for several d

. .e survey mhabl% tennot a_

5ut can

issue.

int-o a magazine copy

erelly accepted a-=4er is that direct

p

the "r---,.=7:nition'

'

looked

times he looke:

-.,.r-son know )ow

tha

...irect

---

t

-e

The Saturday Evening Post/was

conduct such a s.-tudy, under the belief that a " reading "

as the Post might
e such as Life.

:et. more eXPolUres per.persbn,_ttlep.a "look-

While the whole measurenent process was

sompiicated and expensive and conducted among just a few people,
was'something like this:
First day:,

Copy #1 of issue arrives in respondent's home

Second day:

Interviewer picks up Copy #1 and leaves
CopY #2 of same issue

Third day:

Interviewer picks up Copy #2 and leaves Copy #3

etc.

1His

ocedure was followed for several days.

questicr

-eading, however,

with t.--

u, spots betWeen c

_

experimenta
in pages.

Instead of direct

copies had been treated

i-f er the "used" copies were

had been opened at

r)ossible ,to

26

sea.

exact b,:-:

th,,

-.:>u

to them.

of the

T I

that P

,

v,-c7,

7prTcedure,

nature of tie experime

i,...J

Mdeed d

-fer

H.: ':ier, be

dic,.

t magazines 6c.,

times a person exposes

in the

rn glue.! ..:.re--pr

they were e.-?,n

2.fere ur

s study shov.ed -that'ci

1

e

%:',,..osed. .The br

7Hat-had

:t the re,:ider

tiny'

tne e

,2s

recoonid

'it

the experi7erlal copies th7n

hly behave.d differently
azi-ne-reed:r.g situation

direct

seal

:Lire had takc

that is-, f:--

'ry 100 pacyc-c.

rath r

Ic.

t',1,7vn

1

useful m-,--.--asurement th:i.1 a

ut E_2_71:use of

size.

,ct

sing exptif

re and percepti..
':.he next secticr.

exposures is

r7umbe- of

;tmay .:!e, said tnat

..proba:ly a -

to have oc7.7--- d from the

:ealt with

cle exposure, a..71L will

to de

the respondelis;

ere reported under ,

f aier

the d

4a5 found L-7,1:

results.

-.7ures Vic,

s an irlustrati

That. !--1-e

11,:_:Aiod,

-;:as reportec,:

5, only aoout

5..1

rednitio;1

on i ng by

gi.j& the

,

brok.-;71 ge

'

jC

estions

mine := cr
more actula

1!_mber o-'. people us.A

experir.ent .Ath a smal

-_-=

.-

simple "nos:: ,Izount" of audience

ditculties in obtaining aa.c..:ratz, Measureme7t
!

situation,

in the

odditional

the yeexposu. :21.

L"

tjt

because cf the difficL

7 of interpreting

issueexposu es by tie same persoh, -he concept of

7g media vehic.

is nt used wiAely in evaluT

research (,,T,

economical

_

rec7Iniques mi
Nit----1.J:m)d of 111,,-,1,:ul

mcAlt,

t-

i

r-

r

T

sor-ieday result

Further

in a vactical and

:Jong with its sridoubted tht;oreti-
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Measurinq Advertisement Audiences and Exposures i
The previous section dealt with audiences ard
issues of magazines and newspapers.

es c' 4hole
an issue doeln't

Howf:.ver, exc

insure exposure to the advertising mthin the

Vehicles

'edi

iSua

7reviousl

tre media vehicle must take the responS'ibility fcr

-41oted,

-imerthe audience

%

tc specific advertisement space within an issue.

zne thiDt

highly interesting throughout its pages, that cr

'.7vorabie expec-

is

e

tation among its audience, that uses layout and r-brrL,'

,;-

advertisement

the issue reader to every pace, will proba'-bly pr.7::::a

readers and exposures than will a magazine with
but lesser "editoriai appeal."

The abiJity to c7-

is what the advertiser seeks in a vehicle.

issue audience
..,._vertisIng exposures

has produced

Once

that-eXposure, then the quality of the message .de

ctiivaly to lead

-s subsequent impact

in terms of.perception, communication and behavicr-zel rc,sponse.

Remember that adVertisemeni exposure doesr't 7-.3arily mean, advertispment perception--a person may have been expos:

,..thotzt conscious

awareness.of the fact; without remembering or chat7Er.n
result:

ttitude as a

AdvertiseMent exposure-is simply the Opper7Jnity for a message

to create perception -and communication.

The value of a vehicle that is superior in crLaling
A

ekposure is illustrated in the folrowing example,

eff7ciency d'air

be computed just as in the previous examples,
Here, we will compare a fictitious "reading" --egazine (mostly text)

with a fictitious "looking" magazine (mostly picturs).

lit turns out

the reading magazine has a fractional advantage in cre:ti-:a additional
advertising exposures, which,results in much greet,:- efficiency for the
advertiser.
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Magazi7.e

D
>ct

(MostlY

$35,0c

mcn-colc

Cost, ':--paG

ct 1-cs)

7,000 OC.j
23,50C .00)

Cirzultior.
Issue audie7.1:_

1.1

Average ad .:-posur-: :er reader

25,350,0U

Total ad ey7-21sures

27

$

Ad expcsure:
.(CFM ad

The same gLestic,

t-lat =pHed to the crev

m. .:311:able are the

exposure also apply to ac.ertiseiment exposur,-2.

ad expocs, al-A how

JHE, m-,-asure ad eDos_-

ii

icLIy cited Satu7dL:

Rec.arding the valie c:f sacond exposure,

Evering Post e7.Teriment concAuded that a. seconG

:.7.,oE.ore

perhaps more valuable than tne first in creatinc
awareness.

tions on isLue

u

is equally :

7

rarij familiarity a-d
ac.ditional

Logic tells us that it certainly ha f.

even though the exact magnitude is difficullt tc ri'.asTe.

Because of -The

artiflcial nature of the controlled experimens, thius far, the latter zonclus:on is prc:-Jably the :7-..afet,

A praotHL1 method

'31- meesuring advert

somewhat artiCicial condi
'.

measuremer-

that exparimcfla:
do 'differ- in 7rie:r

ng oos.1.:re in

a:

of the "glue- uot' :f.x7.-erF7enta

cLexposure beet obtair

:--pach has conclus'y
to deliver -ea:ers

'-he

3r7y thr

not yet been wo- -A ct.

i=am74e-survey situation

have any yoli

,

r

th-

t

far

-7-st'ratet
t..) the adv_--t',,,e!-

cessage.
A study spon:;ored joi-77.4 by Reader's Dice7-- pf

Post indicates

a ror..7:rivy magazine issue
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Saturday:Eve-'TAdked.

cor,a

s
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1 ife

.-::ncer

de

v:::re advertisemeTe

also surz:star.Cated the betief

-g" magazines

ti-

magazine. and win

'or

,..,eed

dur

up Tzore tilies and deliver :more adver-

p Hcke

ma,gazi les.

.r.-..:'sures than "pL:-.

.

Thes,--

SatLrday
Even ing
Pose

Rea der.

Di ges.

result'S are shown below:

.

:,eeki y,

(mcntr.

text)

tex!:

7ook

Fe

(biweekly,

..,.,-.1y,

pictoral) -

!c:nral)

expoJres

5.0

ceT reader

1

1.4

1.7

1.1

D

of fthe ad expo..s.::ffes took place

1.-he first issue exposure,

-

the -emaindier on subsequent isslue exposures.,

ths7: thc 7ature of the adve--7isement itself di,:.:
thu:s ve

in

that advtrt.,,.3--:,.:7,,nt exposure i,s

.7

ice

for

aL-.1:ornotiv6,

...-Averz-..

peroep7.
.aver2-7e

E'-r P,t vr _
,

1-pe _g-L.

.

'in tr,.re artisinc -7Z:.S5E
.

function ..of the

.F.:77cm

up,

for color ads

ads and pairz-aage ads; for appl

-1:(D3d pro-z.i-ct and

710

tc

affeot:ad_exoosure,

ad exposures was ie.mt ical

ye7lcle and not the rness:g e.
a.hd

./EIS fjrther demonstrated

-iowever,

ads.

-(Differences-

7.he measurement of

tjscussc. later.)
:.!xpcsures

an adv-2rii'serric:.-t in the Saturday

to reader- characte-istics as followS:
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-24

1.6

1.7

54

1.1

1.2

and: over

=liege

1.3

7-aduate
H.S.

1.6
1.3

1.5

ma77-led
t: married

1.3

Ixpcsure alco varied

Issue and adver.: sinc,

corrin other dcohJyraphic

t

characteristics sjch aE incorJ2, occ-upation. oeoraphie recion, ard so on.

cPriclude thatadvertiaemert exposure is a valuable

In

concept, indico.inc ar

ertis:no v-c,=-licie that

IiipsOrtant .funclion cf the

:-Ietliod for recalar

has been eE!staF 'ished ex;Permentalriy,

ye:t ben cevis,ed.

asurrement

UehiCe's Contribution

Measuring the
to Advertisere7-t

in previo.L.:-, dduarsz,

eNoos:ure.:.

I: has

een empiz

(a)

reE

isinle fp7

circuicri,

isue aad

an:

dverti3inc ,iudience
and exposure,s,
_

lile (b)

ig

Ihe media
nce and

:he quality

_

q F

0-7' the adverti__::ng mes=a-c Jetermines advertiE.
t!on.

that

Research on the med a vehicle's,funct

,

-ception and communica-

ha_ been labelled media

resee -Gib, while research 0-1 the adverCcemr-nt's fJr7-ions is

.,411(.:ci

r00)
thrc

re

kinds of me.!---s .7-earch studies which

::nscc7e the apparenti- sharp divisicn betwe:-,-: the vehicle's and the mes-

sage's contribut7ons t..p overall advertisinc effectiveness.
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The-fact.of the matter is, tLe

,ehicle can cortriLJte to a vertising

perception-not only by provicing a larger base of expcsLres, bui by having
a reputation for believability and other quallities, arid by the context in

whch an ad appears.

Tne Jifferentia

value .of two magazines in creatFng

advertising perzeption (conscious awa7eness,of having beer exposed to an
ad) has beem'clemonstrated experimentary in the followinc way:
cal ad placed in,two different magazin

an identii-

with conditions controlled so as

to produce identica7 issue exposure an':.4 ad e:xposure, prodLced different

recognition perception scores in the t.wro magazines.

_
scale unpublished stAy conducted- by th

(This %,,as

a small-

Curtis PublishH2 Company.)

The Advertising Research Foundation has.conclthded, aft,e- a thorough

investigation of the vargous measures el' media effectiveness, that a

reliable method for mea=Prin-the adver77sing percept1,7n value.of different media would provide ':.The a.:!vertiser with a more use'd

prevailing neasures of al..ience or ex;.osLre.

The n,7f7h

measure than the

d tLF perception

measurement hes not yet ben workeC put :D reliably se;)-rate the effect
of the media vehicle fror the adve-tr ino message.

Hn.,

:ver, two kinds of.

'studies are currently wir,t,ly used 7:=1 give clues to the :vivertising percep-

tion value cf different media.
-readership)

T -y are the reader trjfic (or item

t'ile media ina

s'urvey.

In tH&e sample
audience

etc mined, c1ust,

individual items in the issue.

irve'

r which issue

os can be ddded to Find the readership of
Us-ng the "recocnftic-

person has been veriFied as an "issue r-..i.ader," he car

method, onCe a
e asked by the

interviewer to look at every item gn-the issue and inci7ate which of them
has been seen or reac.
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Some magazjnes and newspapers conect their own reader traffic surveys.
-

most rely on the Starch Readership Service and other syndicated comerresearch'services.

-

The questioning procedure goes something like this, though it may
va-

in slight details from one survey to another:

(After the respondent is identified as an "issue reader.")
INTERVIEWER:

.

RESPONDENT:

turn the pages of this issue, please
let me know which iteMs you have at least
seen before.
remember seeing that
(POinting .to item)

As

I

I

one..

,INTERVIEWER:.

(Pointing tQ different parts of the ad) ,Did
you happen to see this part (illiAtration)?
This part (headline)? This part.(trademark)?
This part (printed copy)? How much of the
copy did you read?

FrOn these, or similar questions, ear.h Advertisomiir thilc lornivpc

several scores:
NOTED OR
SEEN:
_ _ _

The per cent of issue readers who say they
had previously seen the advertisement in
that particular magazine.

READ PART:

The per cent of issue readers who indicate they
have read at least part Of the written copy in
the ad.

READ MOST OR,,

READ ALL:

The per cent of issue readers who report
-reading more than half of the written copy.

In addition to those principal scores, the per cent who say they have
read each of 'the Niarious portions. of the ad may be reported7-the per cent

seeing the illustrdtion, the per cent reading the ca-ption, the per cent
reading the trademark; this latter figUre is reported by the Starch

organization as SEEN/ASSOCIATED, meaning they saw the ad and associated it
with the name of the product.
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The main perception scores, however, are the NOTED scores and the
_READ MOST scores.

The NOTED score is generally interpreted as the, attention value of

the ad's illustration, layout and general eye-catching properties.

The

READ MOST score is generally interpreted as a measure of the communicative properties

of the ad, read.ing.the copy beipg considered a necessary

condition for learning or attitude change or behavioral effect.
i

This recog/ition method for meastririg the attention paid, or readership of:' an adiertisement is a measure of advertising perception, not of
1

)communication.

The knowledge of how many people saw or read an ad tells

nothing about /nether the ad had any effect on knowledge, attitude,or
behavior.

An advertiser might use ad readership scores to test the perceptionvalue of two different vehicles.

If the identical ad is placed in two

different magazines at the same time, any difference in eadership score
is -cle:>isy

due to differences in the vehicles.

By determining the ratio

between the readership score and audience or exposure data, a more precise
estimate ofpure perception value is obtained. -Take the following.ficti'-

tions.nxemplc of two mAga7inPs, in which the same advertisement was run
at the same time:
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Ad cost
Ci rcul at i on

Issue Audience

magazine A

Magazine M

$35,000
7,000,000
23,500,000

$35,000
7,000,000
19,000,000

50%

70%
16%

AD PERCEPTION
of issue audience
...Who saw ad
...Who read most

10%

No. of issue audience
...Who saw ad
...Who read most

11,750,000
2,350,000

Cost efficiency
CPM seeing ad
CPM reading ad

.

13,300,000
3,200,000,

$2,63
$10.94

$2.98
$14.83

Thus, while magazine A is more efficient in delivering issue audience,
magazine M is more efficient in delivering advertisi.ng perceptions-, which,

is after all what the advertiser is-more interested in:

it matters little

how large the issue audience is if the advertisement is not perceived.
One may well ask at this point:

How does one know that the respondent

accurately reports the items he has seen or read, since with the item/

recognition method of obtaining item readership data there'i no verification of the respondent's report?

Is

it not possible that a respondent

might exaggerace and claim attention to more items than he has actually
seen or read/

There is an experimental study which indicates that item readership

/Th

scores wtained by the recognition method are accurate indications of what
a pe.-son haS actually read.

The recognition method, or-Iginated by George

Gal'up in the early 1930's, had been in use for several years when the
Ctctis Publishing Company decided it was time to establish its accuracy.
Utley designed and executed what was called the "peek-a-boo" study.
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number of persons (ce,at a tire) waiting in an office for an appointmeni
were ot,served throu:gh a "one-way mirror" from directly behind their chair.

(A "one-Way mirror" is one which appears to be a Mirror from the respondent't S side, bu7 is

transparent from the other. side.)

A magazine had been

"planted" besce the chair in which the subjects were asked to-wait.
While weiti7-1c,

r,7.ost

c

them leafed through the magazine, and an investi-

gator observe:: through the dne-way mirror the items which the subjects
stopped-at an

the ex:tent to which each was apparently read.

was kept of t-

items seen, tii-Ose seemingly read in part, and those seem-

ingly read er. rely.
Several days

A record

I..Titer,

The subjects did not know they were being observed.
unde'r tFe pretext of another purpose, the same sub=-

jects were questioned in their homes about z number of things, including
their readersnip of items in the test magazine.

It was found that their

claimed reading of items, by the recognition method, closely matched
tfreir actual observed reading behavior;

a sMall number of people reported

'reading items they hadn't read, and an equal number reported not reading

a

items which they had read; the net result was an accurate representation

.

of item readership, since the two kinds of errors cancelled each other out.
The Starch Readership Service publishes an annual ADN0311MS report.

These figures are annual agozges for all magazine ads surveyed by the
Starch organ'zation.

These are separated by:

magazines in which the ads

appeared; size of ad; different product categories; use of color; sex of
0

respOndent.

Such average item readership scores provide "norms" against

which individual ads can be compared, and provide advertisers with rough
estimates of the advertising perception value of various vehicles.

A

cost efficiency ratio is also reported,-which makes the vehicle comparison
job easier.
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Media image studies.. The "qualitative value" of a vehicle

is

.

derived from those intangible aspects of a vehicle tnat presumably add
\

A

to its value to the redder and hence add a "halo effect" to any ads that
appear in that vehicle.

Fo'r example, a magazine with a reputation for

honesty and credibility ip its editorial content will presumably deliver
added creaability for the advertising content, over and above sheer
,

exposure.

It seems reasonable that, if two magazines have the same audience
and exposure, the one that is more credible will prm,ide a "climate"
, that wilI result in greater persuasive effect for an advertisement.

Qualitative values are measured by media "image" stddies.
Consequently; many surveys are conducted in which respondents.are
.

,

e+.

asked to rate.or compare magazines on such qualities as:
Attractive appearance
Convenient to read a,.d carry
Writing style ,o
Neo ideas
Thorough toverage
Modern,and up-to-date
Pleasurable to read
Personalized
Stimulating
Fresh and imaginaiive
Truthful and accurate
Believability oradvertising
and so on
'The methods for measuring Media-vehicle "images'

are the same as for

other kinds Of attitude and image measurement deScribed,in an earlier
chapter.

The results of such,studies show clearly.that different magazines
have Clear-cUt differences on various qualities; every publication has,
.

-some_qualities on,ANhichi it issuperior tO other publications, and some on.

Which it is inferior.

The problem in evaluating.such data is-that no one
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knows which are important qualities and which are unimportant in contributing

to advertising effectiveness.

Take the following example of two,magazines which were rated on
4

vai.ioUs qualities in a sampfe survey, the maximuM possible rating being
100.

Average Rating
Magazine P'
-Magazine'Q
Lively
Dynamic
Courageous
Timely
Informative
Enjoyable
Intelligent
Authoritative
Reliable
Ethical
Friendly
Thorough

informative.

55
62

91

90

75

Tg

90
90
70

90
70
55
44
68

,

Magazine P

72
42

89
69
70

.

53

.

'65

69
--. -89

75

is seen as more lively, dynamic, courageous, timely and

Magazine Q is seen as more enjoyable, reliable, ethical,

friendly and thorough.

They are seen as equally intelligent and authoriita,

L.ive.

The questipn is:

which magazine is better in terms of qualitative

effects on the reader and-the 'advertising?

Since.there is no way of knowing which of,these are the more important

qualities, tittle has been added to oUr knbwledge on the effectiveness of
each'as an advertjsing vehicle.

The interpretation of media image data is.still a puzzle to advertisoin

gj esearchers.

This explains to sbme extent why advertisers ust to a

large extent still rely on clearly quantifiable data such as audience and
CI

issue exposuye in evaluating media; while such data do not go'as far in,
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measurihg media effectiveness a

one Might wish, they do provide

unambiguous numerical data oflknown usefulness and clear-cut interpretation.
* *.

Atz,ny nif thc concepts ocdd

********

**

jfl reoceich on the print media are appIN
't

cable to.the broadcast media, radio and television.

However, because of

the differences in physical characteristics and in the communications
II

I

processes, the methods of measuring the concepts of print and beoadeast
advertising are different.

The,next chapter deals with the concepts and

methods or broadrAct media rerch.

4
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CHAPTER VI.

BROADCAST MEDIA RESEARCH METHODS

Radio and television are the major broadcast media.

In evaluating

their effectiveness, the steps in the advertising process already discussed serve as a model:
a Specific broadcast program .(e.g:, the
-Broadcast vehicle:
6-6:30 PM news program, the Lawrence Welk show, etc.) or
time period
-Vehicle unit: a particular jnstaiment of the broadcast
vehicle; or the average instalment

the number of sets tuned in to the average
Distribution:
instalment of the program
the number of times each person is
exposed to the program, summed up for all persons in the
program aUdience (Not as useful in broadcast es in print

---)rogram exposuresf-

media)

Commercial audience,'the number of
Advertisement audience:
people exposed to a particular.commercial time-period.the number of times al5lerson is
Advertisement exposure:
, exposed to a commercial time period, summed lip for all
persons In the commercial audience (Not as t.,eful in
broadcast as in priht media)

,

Similar methods are used in both TV.and radio media research.
.

Because

.

more research has been conducted on TV this section will concentrate on
television reseqrch,-with the understanding that, except %;ihere noted, the

samezmethods also apply.to radio research.

In some respects, broadcast media research is more complex than
printed media research;

in other respects, it is simpler.

One complexity arrives in the Aefinitioh of a television vehicle.
magazine vehicle is clearly identifiable by name,

is the same from one

place to another, has concrete physica) units of distrlbution which can
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be counted.

3ion vehicles

T

provams; or di

however, -ay be defined aS different

.-!nt stations; or'differenc hetworks; or different.time

periods or in c-

In practice, a television

ways.

vehicle must: be

,

defined as a block of time on a television station or network which can
Thus, a TV.vehicle can rangetall.

be purchased for advertising purposes:
e

.

the way from.a single 107second spot commercial on a-single' roCal station

to a 39-week series of one-hour programs appearing on all stations of a
netWork.

Another complexity of broadcast media :-esearch is
.process.

in the measurement

A television message leaves, no p-,,sical, tangible/race that it

'has entered etc:use-hold.

-There is no material "countable" object which

can serve as di7'.:A eviderz-52-olf broadcast vehicle distribution, as con-

trasted with

.:f.rint media where physical vehicle units are received
.

by the audienc

.

The "recognition" techniques for measuring print audiif ncit imre)ssible for television, since an interviewer

ences are d-iff'

cannot usually

audience and
many times on d
- confusion

i

a previously run program or-comaercial in obt ining
In cases where the swim commercial app ars

e data.

7ent broadcast vehicles, there is great possibility of
the specific vehicle unit on which the Commercial Was

attepded.
.

.

in at, leapt one respect,.however, measurement of .broadcast aUdiences

is simpler than magazine or, newspaper audiences--and that's because of the,

single fixed reception time.
only once,

A.particular instalment of a program appears

it a prescribed time, and there is no waiting .to allow for it
,

I

to reach the total audience; the broadcast,is received at a particular
time pr not at all,:as contrasted with a monthly magazine where a reader
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may -delay exposure for several days or weeks and accurate Measurement

requires allowance for a suitable delay in order to get accurate total

audience data. -Only rarely woud a person'be exposed more than once to a
One-minUte commercial time slot.-

Because of the impermency and the fixed receptio

ime of broadcast

o1 the concurrent 'type;

Vehicles, much broadcast media measureme---::

o. Ire is conducted siMultane-

that is, measurement of distribution and

With print media,

ously, or almost so, with the broadcast

tJlkes piece after exposure.

measurement is retrospective', i.e,,

The principag methods for obtaininc

1--,-c.:=_E-Et ratings are MeOhanical

recOrding Of sets in use, continuous diari,-a.-77. of

.iewing behavior.kept-in

Ea 2-f'illese is.discussed

the household, nd coincidental intervie

in sime detail in the sections that follow, ale-7

ith some other less.:

use,d types.

.Mechanical Recording of Broadcast Recept,-n
,

"Nielsen rating" is a term known ITT ,ilmost every household to mean
the popularity of television and r'adio pr-D74s.
/

programs are based on mechanical recordir--

Nielsen ratings for

f set tuning with a gadget

called an Aviimeter.

The Audimeter was developed and patented by the-A. C. Nielsen Company
and was first used to measure radio programs in 1942.

The Audismeter is a

gmall box-shaped electronic.device connected to a TV or radio set in a
household.

It records the exact times when a set is turned on and off

and the station(s) or channel(s) to which the set was tuned during those
tiMes.

The information is permanently recorded in a removable cartridge

installed in the Audimeter; at specified perJods, the household head
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sends the used cartridge tO Nielsen headquarters and inserts a new.
one.

From the r.:ontinuous record of set operatio- provided by the Audimeter,

one can determine whether and when the set was

ied before a particular

program, whether the set was switched before a 7rogram ended and whether
the set was tuned in during commercial periods.

It can detect the flow

into and out of any given time period or program.
As with many other forms of aavertising research, Nielsen ratin,,

re

based on a sample of H.S. households, the sample chosen to be as nerly
representative of the total TV-owning popula:ion as pos.sible.

size of about 120C

meter hoL=olds may seem srna1

rearchers, when prc, .2cted
-7i-iron U.S: househo

:s.

o the non-

sentative of approxHately sixty

r,

No,/ever

The szmpl::

the faws of statistical probability

provide 95%assui-ance that such program ratUngs arelaccurate within about

3.

That is,

program with a re-Ling of 50% based on a sample of 1200.

households almost certainly

95% confidence) means that between 47%--

-and 53% of U.S. homes were tuned in.

This "erPor" of plus or minus 3%

could be reduced to about 1% by using a sample of about seven thousand

homes, but the increaSed precision is not generally considerec worth the
six-fold increase in costs.
One important point to keep ln mind regarding the "Nielsen rating".
is that it is a measure of vehicle distribution or circulatic-1 and not

a measure of audience or exposure.

It

is a highly accurate measure of the

number of sets turned on and tuned. in to z particular program, but it does

not indicate how many Persons, if any, are in.the audience or actdally
exposed.

.A set'in use may have several persons paying attention, or
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As such, the Nielsen rating corresponds to the number of.copies of

hone.

a magazine issue_circulate,d, not to.the audience of a magazine issue.
short,

In

is a precise measure of the first step in the advertising

it

process--distribution--a. only through the use of additional methods can

the size of the broJAca: aujlence be deterr ed.
ures are generally refe--ed to as audience figures-

Th,a, Niesen

but it mug: be Lept in mind that this is mar-ly a convenience term, not

corresvanding to :he precise definition of E.Aience (number of person
expose.,.:) used _'..,, lere:

That liMitation mu-: be kept in mind in d.iscuss-

inn three see. Ae program measuresobtainec from the national Nielsen TV
-total audience, average'audi2nce and.share of audience.

ra:ing figurl

-..n total audience" rating of a program is the number, and

The "Niel

)

11 TV homes tuned in for at leasl six minutes.

percentage, of

The "Niels n average audience" rating is the average .number of persons tuned in

r:

r minute throughout the program, and i's equivalent .to the

average number pf homes tuned in through the whole broadcast.
(

The "Nielsen share of audience" rating is perhaps most important to
the advertiser in determining the popularity of his program compared with
17 L,,mpestino ptUglaMS nn thA air at the same time.

It'is computed by

-r
tividing the vogram's total audience by the totarnumber of sets turned
on at the same. tin

The following fictitious example'will clarify these three measures.
The national ratings for all threenetworks during. the 9:30-10:00 p.m..
period on Thursday, June 17 are as follovis:
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Projections from Nielsen Spmple
Total TV Households:
60,000,000
9:3-10 pm, June 17, sets-in-use: 40,000,000

Network
ABC
CBS
NBC
Combined
Base

Tote) "Audience"
Au7ber Rating
221,000,000

le,000,000
14,000,000
54,000,000

37%
30%'

2'3%

907

60,00o,000 loc:;

Average "Audience"
Aumber
Ratir-g
15,000,000
13,000,000
12,000,000
4o,000,oio

Share of "Audience"
Rating

25'

(37190)

22'

(31:119o)

2C

(23/90)

41%
33%
22%

54,000,000

100%

67

60,00o,uo 10C:

Note that tne combined total "audience" is 54 -illion, the combined
average "audFence" is 40 milT767:- This is caused bN some people
switcigngfrom ore networ, to another (for at leastix minutes with'each)
during the 9:30-110 periol- and being cou.qted twice i.- total audience.
The combined average auci ence must equal the total sets-in-use during
the period, 40 million.

From these fictitious figures,

't

is apparent that average audience

and total audience ratings give somewhat different, evaluations of the.
programs.
successful

While NBC.had the smallest total audience by far, it was
in keeping viewers tuned in for tke whole pr6grem, or for long

periods of the program, a
average audience..

therefore it has a proportionately higher

It's conceivable that one network mig'it have the

highest total audience and the 14est average audience, and vice versa.
Average audience is almost always lower than total audience, thougha program which "hooked" all.of its total audience to watch-the entire
-program would have the same rating lor total and for average audience.
Despite its accuracy as a measure of distribution, the medhanical
reception recorder has some disadvantages and limitations.

It provides

6o audience or exposure data; the_mechanica4 devipe is subject tO occa-,
sional malfunction; people forget to take out the old cartridge and insert
a new one; they sometimes neglect to mail

in the used cartridge; installer

tion and servicing of the Audimeter may condition or "contaminate" the
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:norma) viewing and listenir9

of the household; per-Mission must

be Setured to install the deies in the first p:ace, and those households
that agree may nOt be truly representative of those that refuse to-take

The latter point--securing cooperation Of a tr0y repLOentative

part.

sample of households--is.probably the'biggest single problem connected
with mechanical reception recording.

Instantaneous mechanical r asurement.

One othe:- problem associated

with mechanical devices is .the c:ielay in reporting the results to the ten-

'tral tabulation office--cartridges are generz ly mailed in and replaced
every two '14'Peeks,,with

correspondinr lag in reporting results to the

advertiser.

The desire for immedie information on ;roc-ar reception has

l

d to

several variations on the mechar'cal measuremerA limited nu.-;ber of sets

in metropolitan arL-- can be connected by

direct t,ire to a (zentral poin:; :et tuning is atc.-ted the instant it
occurs and automatic tabulaticn makes 'it possible t

obtain ratings from

a single city continuously, while a program is on---le air.
severa

Reports from

cities can be combined, tabulated and reperted within a few hours

after a program t-as left the air.- 7hTs tentrali7ed instantaneous measure-.
ment system has :he advantages of speed and -.quick detection of methanical
-malfunction; howeVer, reports can be obtained-only -`'rom metropolitan areas

-with,no sample representation from:,mall towns'or rural areas, ahd the
cos/ is relatively high.

Both Nielsen, with its "Instantaneous AudiMeter,"

and the American Research Bureau, with its "Arbitron," supply thi\s.serv,ice.

Mob'ile,detettion units are the newest wrinkles in obtaining instantaneous broadcast ra/ings.

A truck loaded with electronic detection gear
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pick up electronic impulses while cruising the streets and determfne
()can

Which sets in the vicinity are tuned to which stations, wIth the results
being immediately and permanently recorded on tape.

One such method,

is

X
an eleCtronic Peeping Tom known as "TEST" (Tanner Electronic Survey Tab4lation) demonstrated in Chicago.

A news item also reported that airplanes can be similarly equipped
with electronic detection gear'and gather TV rating data over a wide area
quickly.

Not too muCh is known at present aboutnthe vafidity of these mobile
detection methods, bot:they hold promise of overcoming some limitations of
other rating methods.

Diary Records of Broadcast Reception
A carefully kept diary of broadcast reception can provide data
')

both vehicle distribution and vehicle audience exposure.

'on

Both Nielsen.and

the American Research' Bureauhavea continuous panel of,diary-keeping
hoUseholds to supplement the mechanical measurement system.,,

A well-designed diary Tecord form wilj contain !data an the name of

,

the program, the station OT channel, the time and date Of broadcast, and'
the time spent watching the program by every member of the houSehold.

For

accuracy, the diary should be filled in simultaneousirwith reception, not
delayed until the end of the day or later in,the week.

P mechanical devite

used by Nielsen to. assure prompt diary entries consists of a light-and,-

buzzer system attached to the TV set which reminds!the viewer every halfhour to fill

in his diary.

Even .so, the diary method has several limitations which make it a:
4.
supplementary
device to the'mechanical method and'n..0.4 an adequate
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replacement.

People forget to record what they'have,heard or seen, par-

ticularly in 6-ie case of radio listening which is accompanied by other

competing activity; shorter and less popular programs are likely to Le
ignored by the diary keeper while viewing of the most,popular programs
tends to Le exaggerated in the record-keeping process; the households

which agree to keep diaries may not be truly representative of those
which refuse to cooperate; too much awareness.of the record-keeping

process probabG distorts normal behavior to some extent; accurate recording becomes difficult when thCre is more than one radio or TV set

in the

household.

1-n spite of its limitation.s, the diary method can provide data from

people and places where the mechanical devices cannot be used, and it can
provide valuable data on audience exposure and audience characteristics
which is unobtainable otherwise.

For this reason, the diary method is

widely used as a supplement to the mechanical system.
All-media diary records.

One of the principal problems involved in

comparing broadcast media. with print media is that different research

methods are customarily used, and different criteria for circulation and
:

exposure are.necessary because of,the natdre of the media the'mselves.

One

way out of this dilemma may lie in having a person keep a single diary in
which he would record eXposure to all media--print and' broadcast--in a

comparable manner: .The Advertising.Research Foundation has evaluated a

pilot study orthis measurement method, the ARB-RKO study conducted
Detroit in 1965.

ih

Besides the comparison of different medi.a obtained in

the diary, this study also compares diary,data with that Obtained by
'telephone coincidental, telephone recall and personal interview methods,
thus providing a valuable methodological comparison.
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Coincidental Telephone Interviews on Broadcast Reception
J,

An army of interviewers is scattered randomly around the U.S., each
of them continuously telephoning a randomly selected sample of telephone
homes in his respective vicinity while TV and radio pr..ograms are in

progress; that's a brief description of the coincidental interview technique.

It provides an average audience rating based oA the program being

seen or heard at the instant the call

is made; by combining results from

all over the country, an average minute-by-minute audience rating is
obtained on every program on the air during the interviewing period.
From this basic information, the share of average audience can also
be figured, along with data on the number and kinds of persons exposed in
each household.

Thus, the coincidental method_provides measures of both distribution
and audience exposure, but cannot provide data on the total audience for a
program nor on audience "flow" from program to program.
Coincidental ratings were first provided by the Hooper survey company
in 1934--as the well-known radio "Hooperatings"--and since the advent of
television a similar TV service has been furnished by Trendex.
Some of the advantages of coincidental measurement of broadcast reception are speedy tabulatioh and 'reporting, inexpensive'cost, avoidance'of

reliance on memory, almost universal telephone ownership, low interview
refusal

rate, and,no "conditio ing" of the respondent's by repeated data

.collectEon from the same peopli as in the case-of mechanical or diary
!

methods.

There are disadvantages of the t-lephone coincidental method:

its

inability.to measure total audience and audience flow; some undependability
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in personal oral reports of program reception (including some exaggeration

of attendance); the problem of multiple receivers in the household; the
necessity to keep the telephone interviews brief (usually about one
minute long); a growing proportion of unlisted telephone numbers.
The advantages of this method 'far outweigh its deficiences, however,
for certain kinds of program reception data.
which, it

One particular usage fôr

is especially well suited is in quick .ratings of competitive

network program popularity.

Network TV executives are particularly inter-

ested in the popularity of their own programs compared with those bf
competing networks.

In cities where all networks can be received, the

relative popularity of a network program competing against other network
programs can be quickly ascertained and'tabulated:

Other Ways for Measuring Broadcast Reeeption
The precediny discussion on the three principal methods of broadcast
.media

research--mechanical recording, diary, and coincidental telephone--

accounts for the major part of such measurement.

But mention should also

be made of other measurement methods used in broadcast media studies-personal coinciriciaal, porzyual luster recall, personal unaided recall,

ImaideJ recall, and various combinations of those methods.

Personal coincidental:

This

i

like the telephone cointidental

method, except that face-to-face personal interviews are made.

Through-

out a given program or time' peQod, espondents are questioned about
programexpOsure at the momelit. Ihe inteiviewer arrived.

_

.Person0' roster recall.

In this aided recall method utilizing per-

sonal interviews, respondents are shown a list of proYrams and static:ins
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and asked to indicate which they were exposed to during a previous
prescribed time span.

Personal unaided recall.

This differs from the roster aided recall

method only in that no list of programs or stations is_shown, deptnding
entirely upon the unaided memory for exposure informati.on.

Telephone unaided recall.

This is different from the personal unaided

recall onl-Y in that the-interviews are conducted by-telephone.

Combination terephone coincidental-and-recall.

Respondents are asked

in a telephone interview about both coincidental and previous broadcast
exposure..

Combination telephone coi-ncidental and diary.

This method combines

broadcast exposure information obtained by the coincidental telephone
method in one samPle of homes with information obtained by the diary
method ip another sample of homes.

Combination tele hone coincidental a

d

ersonal roster recall.

This

method coMbines broadcast exposure information obtained by the telephone
coincidental method in one sample of homes with informatiOn obtained by
personal roster recall

in another sample of homes.

Combination mechanical, recorder and diary.

This combination is self-

explanatory, using two different samples.

Recommended Standards'for Broadcast Media Research
If the reader is confused at this point by the-great variety o
methods for measuring program distribution and exposure, welcome to the
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Some methods measure one thing, some measure another.; when they do

club.

measure the same thing, they tend to give different results because of the

diffring techniques employed.

Confused by the welter of conflicting

results and techniques, broadcasting and advertising executives cooperated

Research Foundation in the 1950's to study the probwith t_Advertising
he
d

lem and come up with some recommended standards against which the various
methods could'Le_evaluated.
,

After 'intensive study, the ARF's Radio-TV Ratings Review Committee

came up with a set of 22 ideal guidelines for broadcast media measurement.
None of the methods previously described fills the whole prescription,'but
some of them come closer _than others.

The seven principal recommendations

are as follows:
1.

Broadcast reception should bel'measured in terms of set tuning

(vehIcle distrftution or circulation), not in terms of persons exposed to
the turned-on set (vehicle audience or exposure).

While it wguld be

extremely desirable to know about actual attention to the set or audience
eXposure, no satisfactory way of defining or measuring exposure has yet
been formulated.

Of all the various levels of exposure that could be used,

set tuning or program circulation is the most objective, simplest and most
understandable.
2.

The
_ unit
_ of measurement should be the household, not the number

of sets or number of individuals.

"Number of households" has wider appli-

cation for several reasons, though it is recognized that the number of
sets does not equal the number of\individuals.
3.

.A11 sets owned by the household should be measurpd.
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4.

The entire reception area.c)f the stotit-.(s) carrying the program

should be measured.
c

5.

The measurement should be representative of all households within

the reception area.
6.

Ti

measurement should report the average instantarieous audience

ather than tptal program audience.

The average audience figure automat-

ically weights households in proportion to the amount of time spent with
a program, permitting uniform comparisons of programs of different duraA total audience measurement, on the other hand, counts all house-

tion.

holds equally regardless of how long they are exposed and for this reason
is unsuitable for comparing programs of different duration.
7.

The measurement should express the number of hduseholds reached.

Program Measurement can be expressed either as numbers or a5 percentages

of some total; because different bases may be used in calc-ulating per
centages, confusion in comparing different programs may result.

Report-

ing in terms of absolute numbers of househofds tuned in eliminates this
source.of variation.

In addition to the seven printipal recommendations above, representing the basic infOrmation that should be reported in eYery broadcast media
study, certain other data were recommended as supplementary information.
The following 15 items, not to be regularly reported, pertain to useful
but non-essential data on broadcast reception:
8.

Total househbld audience;

9.

UndupliratcH househoid audien:.e to two or more broadcasts;

10.

Program audience size meaaurements as percent of all households;

H.

Households using any receiver Dy 15-minute time periods;
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12.

Audience characteristicssuch as sex, age, product usage,
income, etc.;

13.

PrograT:1 audience size measurements for specific segments of a
program, such as commercials;

14.

Full network audience'by specific tire periods;

15.

Audience figures should be based upon a probability (random)
sample;

16.

Audience fiaures should be based upon the average daily program;

17..

The measurement hould be reported for each commercially sponsored
segment of the broadcast--that is, each sponsor of a multjsponsor program should have audience information for his segment;

18.

All broadcast hotIrs from 6:00 a.m.

t c)

midnight should be measured;

/
19.

The measurement should be available at varying frequencies,
depending upon the importance of the market;

20.

The measurement should be available within one month of the fast
measured broadcast;

21.

There should be adequate control of samplfrg errors, by rigorous
specification of the design and size of samples--a random sample
of 400 is minimum for.lecal measurements, 1,200 for national
measurements, durina each 15-minute program period.

22.

The net effect of non-sappling errors should not exceed the
sampling error--non-sampling errors jncluding such things as
non-completion of saMple, conditionjng of tuning behavior,
interviewer or reporting errors, and data-processing errors..

It.has been mentioned before, but -is worthY.of reiteration, that

every reference to broadcast audience above really means circulatiOn or
distribution of sets-tuned-in

This is one of the sources.of confusion

in.,

media measurement--the term "audience" as used in broadcast media research
doesn't mean the same thing 'as when used in print media research.

The

chapter on "The Advertising Process" is a useful reference to keep the
distinctions between distribution and audience clear.
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Evaluation of Different Measuremen: Methods
Against Recommended Standards
s:anderds of brcadcast media measurement as

With the se 'an

guidelines, one c

CO7 'are and evaluate the 11 principal methods.

Only three of the refthods--combination-telephone-coincidental-and-

diary, combination-telephone-cOincidental-and-personal-roster-recall and

combination-mechanical-and-diarysatisfy all seven standards for both
radio and television media measurement.

The deficiencies of the other methods are as follows:
Measurement method

Deficiency:

DoeSn't measure

Diary

Average instantaneous audience

Personal mister recall

Same as above

Personal unaided reca1,1

Same as above

Telephone recall*

Same as above

Mechanical recorder

All sets in household--can't
measure out-of-home sets in
use (portable, car, etc.)

Personal coincidental

Same as above

Combination telcoincidental & telSame as above

-recall*

Tel-coincidental*

Same as above

they
*(Telephone methods have an additional limi:atioh:
are representative of,all households ,only to the extent
that telephone ownership approaches saturation.)

It will be noted that no single method satisfies all crIteria--only
the coml)ined methods provide all the siata needed inadequate broadcast
,measurement.

This illustrates, a point that occurs :ime and again in any

form of advertising research--a variety of researchmethods and techniques
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is usually

eeted to give a true picture of whatever situation is being

investigated.

One other point should be made in closing out this chapter on broadcast media research.

The mobile-mechanical method is still in the develop-

mental stage at this writing; if it can be perfected, it could eliminate
many of the problems associated with the currently available methods of
measuring broadcast distribution or circulation.

This still leaves unre-

-;.

solved, however, the problem of measuring indiS/idual audience members
exposed

a broadcast--a problem for which there is no immediate

prospect of solution.

For the same reason, advertising exposure is an

unknown quantity in bruaricast media research:
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CHAPTER VII.

OUTDOOR MEDIA RESEARCH METHODS

The principal forms of outdoor media are posters and car-cards.
Po_Lers are the familiar billboards seen mounted along streets and
highways, scmetimes called "panels."

Car-cards refer to the ads carried

on the outside of buses and other public vehicles, sometimes called
"outdoor transit posters" or "transportation advertisements."
This is a relatively neglected medium from the standpoint of research.

This is possibly due to the fact that outdoor advertising represents only
one or two'per cent of total advertising expenditures in this country.
Becan5 f. of the dearth of published outdoor media research studies,

this discussion will necessarily be brief and confinedprincipally to
posters.

DLJe to the peculiar physical nature of the medium, outdoor research
**4,

methods are somewhat different from those used in other media.. However,
the familiar advertisine process concepts of vehicle distribution, vehicle
exposure and advertising exposure will be u.seful

in understanding the

basic principles of poster, measurement.

In thetpos,ter medium, a vehicle may be Considered as all poster

locations (billboards, etc.) available for advertising purposes from a
single poster firm within a single city or geographic area.

(This may

be comparell with the magazine medium; in which a vehicle,is a single
magazine, title, such as Reader's Dilgest or Saturday Evening Post.)

A poster vehicle or "buy" is generally available to advertisers in
30-day segments, thus defining the vehicle unit as a 30-day showi'ng of
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posters within a single geocraphic area.

(In the 7agazine medium, the

vehicle unit is defined as one issue.)
Vehicle distribution for posters is defined as the number of posters
available or used in a given geographic area.

In practice, this is trans-

lated into the per cent of coverage of major traffic routes in an area.
For example, a "100 showing" is the number of properly located posters
required to establish complete 100% coverage of major traffic routes in an
area; a "100 showing" in a large area such as Los Angeles might require
400 posters, whereas in a smaller area such as St. Louis only 150 posters
might be required for

(In the magazine medium, vehicle

"100 show:rig."

distribution refers to the number of copies :irculated for a specific issue
of a specific magazine.)
/

Veh icle exposure for posters, ap

i

n othir media,

is defined as the

number of people who are known to have the oportunity.to see the poster.

This means tht anyone travellino along an apropriate route in the proper
direction who passes within range of a postershowing is counted as a
meMber of the vehicle audience, equivalent toDne exposure.

This is

usually translated into a percentage of the Mal area population, yielding a "per cent coverage" figure.

(in the magizine nedium, vehicle

exposure is equivalent to the number of peoplewho have seen or looked
into a copy of a particular issue.)
The.Traffic Audit Bureau is a national research Irganization which

provides reports on the number of people and number o'vehicies passing
within' range of poster locations.

This is useful advace information for

thetadvertiser, telling him the amount of exposure he .1n expect to obtain

with any size showing in a particular area.
7

The Traffi Audit Bureau's
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function for poster aGeertising is quite'sinilar to that served by the
Audit Bureau of Circulation (ABC) for the magazine and newspaperraedia;
one,difference is that.ABC provides data on vehicle distribution.(circulation) while the TAB is concerned with vehicle exposure.
One interesting difference in the poster advertising process, as
' compared with other media, is that poster vehicle exposure is the same as

poster advertising exposure.

The poster is both the message and the

carrier of the message; it's impossible to be exposed to one without being
exposed to the other.

This may be contrasted with TV and radio commercials

wlech are.only part,of a larger vehicular context, or wh magaziHe
newspaper advertisements wnich are only part of a copy.

nd

'In both broadcast

and print media, the audience pays deliberate attention to the vehicle out
of persona] choice; in the case of posters, exposdre to the vehicle and
the advertisement is purely incidental, or accidental, to other purposes
of the audience, and this probably affects the way in which the message is
perceived and communicates.
kit-let methods are used for actually conducting poster research on

vehicle.distribution and vehicle/advertising exposure?
POster distribution is, of course, relatively easy to determine
simply by driving along prescribed routes in an area and counting the
-t

number of poster locations.

This is far simpler than for othet kinds of

media and in practice the poster company records are generally accepted as
correct, though some verification may occasionally be made by the advertiser or his agency.
Poster expos-lre data is obtainable by four methods-"-the traffic-count,
the travel sursfey, the fee-outfit-ins; survey, and the photographic survey.
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The traffic-count survey of poster exposure is conducted by counting
.the number of persons walking or riding in the proper direction past the
Previous studies have shown that,the mode of travel

poster locations.

has a direct bearing on the probability of exposure; therefore, pedestrians

and people in passenger cars are discounted 50 per cent to allow for nonviewing, while bus passengers are discounted 75 per cent.

survey research givesjeasonably accuret

This sort of
exposure

es7

random samplings of location

by taking randcm saroli---

along the different routes within an area, on different days of the week
and at different seasons of the year.
The table below, based on a Nielsen survey conducted in Los Angeles,
shows the relationship between size of showina, number of posters, and
poster exposure for different durations of showing.

Los Angeles Pbste-r rxposure

Ion

.

Size of
showing
10
15
2.!)

50
75
100

Number of
posters

Cumulative unduplicated audince
After one week Afler f:-.)ur week_ _ _ . _

),

314'.',

49

57

63%
77-

107
200

647':-,

9.

305
400

84

37
36

90

Note that the size of showing is directly related to the nutber of
pusters, except for minor variations in the smaller showings.

It's also

apparent that a given desired coverage can be achieved with a small showing for a longer period of time or with a large showing for a short period;
for example, 90% coverage can be obta'ned with a No. 25 showing over a

fOur-wcek period, orwith a No. 100 slowing.in one week.
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One advantage of poster advertising is its abi1iy to achieve almost
complete coverage of a given area.

100 showing for four weeks dura-

A No.

tion will be exposed to 93% of the adult population in the Los Angeles
area.

Probably no other single advertising vehicle can approach this

figure--not even the newspaper or magazine with the highest circulation
al area, no- th2 highest rated television or radio program.
hand, the perception and communication rate of posters

i

On the othcr

probably con-

siderably lower for a given number of exposures than in the other media.
An exposure, remember, simply means someone within range of a given
vehicle.

A certain amount of deliberate attention and motivation to

per-

--

ceive is present with newspapers, magazines, radio and television.

Attention to posters, on the other hand, iS almost purely incidental and
other detracting feature about the co,-mcnicatiJn power

non-de1ibera7c.
nf

r-emely bHF na,ure of exposure by passing traffic;

i postr is

*

the message must be briefer and more immediately comp-ohensible than in
the other medi.a.

From the stancoir

of rescarch, thH; rjes that r'ecali,

attitude chance from.a single exposure to a poster

-Tormatiun

message are very slight, resulting in a krrotty problem for reliable
researc.h measurement:

The travel survey method of measuring-poster exposure is accomplished

by selecting

random sample of individuals in an area, then questioning

them intensively on all' their local travelling, by foot or car, during the

veceding week.

Since tne location of all posters in the area is also

known, the journeys can be related to the poster locations and poster
audiences estimated therefrom.

The travel survey relies on accurate

sampling and is highly subject to memory errors and is therefore a more

1St
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indirect and leSs accurate measure cf exposure than t"-e traffic survey.

It does, however, permit gathering inForraion about respondent characteristics, and other.interview-obtarnable data.

The recognition survey method operates by showing, to a sample of
respondents in an area, reproductions of outdoor posters that have .
appeared and asking which have been seen.

An adjustment for mistaken

--posure claims can be made by including some poster designs that have not
appeared in the area.

In Practice, recoanition data can be obtained simply

by adding the appropriate poster reproductions and questions to a travel
survey interview.

I,t's difficult to determine whether a recognition

survey is really measuring vehicle exposure, advertising exposure or adver_

tiSing perception; the same da'..a with variations,are used for all three
measures.

The photographic survey matliod has not been used extensively, but

.it is at least theoretically the best method of measuring roster exposure.
One demonstration of this method was conducted by Alfred Politz.Research.
Cameras facing the highway ware concealed in a poster location and photographs of passersby were taken automatically at selected time intervals.
Special lightina and filters were required to'snap the night-time traffic.
The photographic method has the advantage of not relying on respondent
memory (as in the case of the travel survey) nor on the tallying accuracy
of human,recorders (as in the traffic survey).

However, the (installation,

maintenance and expense of camera equipment make this method prohibitive
for all except special studies.

*****

*.*

*****

There has been even less research on car-card or transportation
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advertising than on posters.

However, in passing it should be mentioned

that all four poster audience measurement methods--traffic survey, teavel
survey, recognition survey, and photographic survey--are equally well
suited for measuring car-card audiences.

1.
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ii.ESSAGE RESEARCH Ill.GEI-IERAL

CHAPTER VIII.

The message itself is the final link in a chain of elements, all of
which rhust be strong in order for advertising to be effective.

Perhaps it will be helpful to repeat here some-of the previous links
and 'the choices based on research, that should have already been rlade prior

to the message decisions.
1.

Market

These-links in the advertising chain inciude:

i produCt.

1ne product should be something for which a

need exists in the marketplace; or, _in the case of a radically new kind

of product

the public must he

educated" regarding their need for it.

The

product must also be of-sufficiently good quality relathive to the other
choices available to the public.

The best adVertising cannot bring lasting

success to a poor product, or one for which no need exists.. "Product
research" also includes.work on the product name, price, package and con-

sumer motivations; alr this is not, strictly speaking, advertising research
though some of the information,developed in product research may-be Useful
in planning advertising.
2.

-

Money for advertising-

Given a good and needed product', too'

little money for advertising can slow down sales, too much will result in
financial waite.
3.

Media.

As just discussed in detail, this means choosing media

and vehicles for maximum vehicle dktribution, vehicle exposure, adverti-'
ing exposure and to some extent, advertising perception.
4.

The final step, Mecsages.

of advertising messages.
1

This require-, both choice and execution

In'terms of the advertising process model, mes-

perception and
sage research is concerned with cnh6nng advertising

communication and certain behaviors, Lncluding purchase.
161
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Message research includes both pre-testing (also called copy
research or creative research) and post-testing, for all varieties of
media, in all stages of preOaration from the idea or concept to the
finished execution.

How NOT to Determine Ad Effectiveness
,

Before going any further, a large dose of cold water should be thrown

on one priMitive but still popular method for judging advertisement effeC-tiveness.

Thi'S might be called the "seat-of-the-pantso method.

Sometimes

i

takes the form of having an '"expert" or critic to look "through a batch of
,

ads or commercials and,pass judgment.

Sometimes,it takes on some psuedo-

scientific trappings, as by getting the opinions of a groUp of experts
Who are asked to judge the quality of the advertising.
Perhaps the best criticism of this method is provided by simply

quoting from an 6Tensive book entitled The Best Advertisements from
Readers' Digest 1955-1961.

Here are the author's comments on how he

selected several dozen ads from 3,387 that had appeared in a seven-year
Period.

So that leads us to the question that started me
writing this preface in the first'place: How did
pick the ads in this book?
I

When the assignment began,
sent a three-page
letter to several hundred advertising leaders
outlining the project and asking for nominations.
I

Several hundred exceedingly helpful replies
resulted.
You would be interested,I think, in
reading the lot.
Most of my choices were also nominated by others,
so the book has a,solid core of almost unanimous
profesSional opinion, unprcjndiced and untA=sed.
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grew prouder and prouder of this advertising business as
read letter after
letter in which my "judges" paid no
attention to whether or not their own
companies had anything to do with the ads'
they nominated. They just called them as
they saw them.
I

I

Other choices are mine alone, without
benefit of readership figures, result
stories or anything else beyond my more
than forty years' experience as a working
creative advertising man.
While subjective judgments G

is sort can be a useful guide to the

technical production quality of ads, several basic research studies have
been conducted that point to one overriding fact:

Experts' in any field

don't see or evaluate thin s in the same way as the public. 'Art critics,

drama critics, or advertising criticsall are.looking and evaluating on
different grounds than the public for whom the product is intended.

An6ther

crucial point is that any group of advertising experts will disagree among
themselves when asked to choose the most effective advertisements from a
larger batch.

And there is no denying that a great many advertisements--

presumably having already passed the "test" of expert opinion--are resounding failures when circulated in the real world.

This is not to.say that creative skill and judgment of writers,
artists, and producers can be diSpensed with--far from it.

,

IRA it does

indicate that the crucial test of advertising is whether it has the
intended effect on consumers, usually the improvement- of attitudes or
sales.

Quite often.an informed opinion is netessary; not every decision has
P.vidctirp available to back-it up, and there is often not time to do
research that ..?4.),J1d

i
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are many cases where research evidence is available, or can be obtained by
sufficient forward planning.

When possible to use research, it

is

in-

excusable to base highly expensive advertising decisions on anything other
than the effe7,ts of the advertising on consumer behavior.

The Lxtent of Message Research in Advertising
Farther on

will be found a listing of typical studies in various

aspects of message research.

New methods and additional sthdies are con-

stantly in progress in advertising agencies, commercial firms and universities.

Most of these studies are never publit,hed, since they deal with

confidential matters Raid for and used by clients.
Most people may assume that all the tremendous flood of advertise-

ments in newspapers, magazines, radio and television are researched before
being distributed.

biggest advertisers.

Such an assumption is largely wrong, even for the
While almost all advertising agencies do some mes-

sage research, by no means is every advertisement subjected to such
scrutiny.

Consequently, much of the advertising that reaches the public

is irritating,

in poor taste or just plain ineffective.

One commercial

research firm has estimated that only one out of thirteen commercials
tested achieves its purpose.

And there is even some direct evidence,

from post-testing, that advertising can have a negative effect on sales;
that is, advertising caused people to think less of the product and
actually prevented some sales that would have occurred without the adver-

The only insurance available to an advertiser, to insure against
ineffective or negative-effect advertising,

1.3 pre-tasting.

When it

is

considered that a single magazine or television ad can cost $100,000 or

P'r7
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more, it's only common sense to avoid expensive mistakes by investino a
small fraction of that amount in mes-s-Sge research.

One large advertiser

is still trying to forget about a recent year-long advertising campaign
costing $60,000,000 in all media which had absolutely no effect on product
sales except to drive many customers to the leading competitor.

Some Questions Involved in Message Research
Regardless of whether an advertisement is intended for the print
the broadcast media or outdoor media, there are several basic gen-

medir-1

eral questions by the decision-maker which can only Pc answered by message
research.
./

These may be generally phrased as follows:
1.

Which selling concept should the advertising emphasize?
Which theme best expresses the concept?

3.

What's the best graphic a proach to maximize perception?

L.

Which persuasIon strategy will maximize communication?

5.

How should the body copy be written?

6.

How effective is the complete execution of the finished ad?

Those basic questions can be elaborated upon as follows.

Out of all the things that might be said about 0 product, which concepts should the advertising concentrate on?

In the case of an automobile,

for example, should the advertising talk about beauty, durability,.comfort,
speed, economy or what?

In other, words, what broad concepts or "sales

propositions" or "sales ideas" should be stressed out of all those pertinent to any given product ank,brand?
Given an effectjvc se1tin9 rnnccpt yr cA1yL, pr,JW,sitiull. what's the

best specific theme to use ln a particular advertisement? 'For example', ono
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can discuss the "economy" selling concefit in terms of initial price, low

maintenance cost, long-life and in several other ways.

Should the same

theme be used throughout a campaign, or should many different themes be
used to express a single selling concept?

Which ones?

What is the best graphic approach for attracting attention and enhanc-,
ing perception?
not?

In a magazine vehicle, should an ilAustration be used or

If so, what kind of illustration?

white or color?
body copy?

How much white space?

What kind of typeface?

Ellack-and-

How much

Or, in the case of a television commercial, what proportions Of

visual and (psoken are most effective?
treatment?

Artwork or photograph?

Should it use,live action or cartoon

Should there be a music background?

ing or irritating?

If so, should it be sooth-

One continuous scene or several different scenes?'

Wat's the best persuasion strategy to use?

Is

it better to 'Use-"two-

sided" messages in which the competition is mentioned, or a one-sided
approach?

Should it be an emotional approach or a rational approach?

an emotional approach, should one use fear, humor, pa*hos or what?

If

Should

one talk about product features or the consumer benefits derived from those
features?

Hard sell or soft sell?

Presented by a famous person, an anony-

mous announcer, or an "off-camera" voice?

If a famous person, which one?

In determing how the body cgav )r.script should be written, it's
necessary to consider such things as sentence length, word difficulty,
special words for special kinds of customers, creation of abstract or concrete images, loose or tight writing, regional colloquialisms and slang,
and various other aspects of the creative art wiiich are difficult to
sPecify.

Finally comes the crucial question:

the finished)or semi-finished ad hold 0?
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how does.the total execution of

If the individual elements of he
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messagethe selling concept, the theme, the graphic approach, the persUasion siratcgy, the body copy--are all/demonStrably effective by themselves,
chances are:that the complete ad execution will be effective..

But there's

always the possibility of achieving an "oil-and-water" combination of
elements which, for some reason, don't mix.

Only a test of the finishd

execution, or of alternative versions of the execution, will provide maximum insurance ayainst a flop.

This is.a form of "quality control" which

should be applied whether or not all specific elements of a particular ad
or campaign have been previously tested,

It may not be necessary to conduct research on ail these questions
for every specific advertrsement or cormercla-1, but somewhere along the
line all those questions must be at least considered.

In the opinion of

many professionals, research on the conch 's and themes of advertising is
of greater urgency than research at later stages of message development.

.Typieal Message Res;,rch Studies
Some of the Published articles on advertising .and communications

research provide a good overviewof interest-areas in message research.
The articles'mentioned below, mostly from the Journal 6f Advertising

Research and from Journalism Quarterhb will illustrate some attempts to
answer through research the general questions the advertising decisionmaker needs to know.

In the realm of research on selling concepts, Fisk's articie on "Price
Rivalry Among Philadelphia Food Chains" determined through content

analysis

the differeht concepts (message strategies, sel1in_9 propositions) used in

competing yroccry advertisements.

ialkherjee's article "A Factor Analysis

of Some Qualitative Artributc3 ur Cuffecn doolL
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to drink different brands of coffee, and rate them on 14 different attri-

butes (taste, smell, etc.); then, through the statistical technique of
factor analysis, he determined which coffee attributes were most important
,

to use as advertising concepts. Axeirod's article "Reducing Advertis na
Failures by Concept Testing" stresses the importance of this phase of message research.

Research on advertising themes is the topic of Henderson's article

"Sales EffecWof Two Campaign thems"; this was a controlled field experiment of .amplete ads under realistic conditions, with sales as the dependent
variabl

Vickers' article "A Pre-Test of Four Australian Paint Ads" also

used comrlete executionis to select themes on the basis of attitude and
,

opinion responses of consumers.

Haskins' article "Pre-Testing Editorial

Items and Ideas foy Reader Interest" describes a method by which article
and adver:tisement themes written as headlines'can be rated for reading
interest as a basis for theme selection.

Felstehausen's article "Headline

Motivation and%..Reader'R'espense in a Farm Magazine" takes a similar approach
to theme selection.

Swanson's article'"What They Read in 130 Daily News-

.

papers" determined the reader interest in various subjects or themes by
computer analysis of readership studies; while his article deals with newS.

StorieS, the same technique has been used in analyzing advertisement
readership.

Probably the.largest body of published message research deals with

graphics or "presention techniques.'

Belk's article "Immediate Recall

of TV Commercial Elements" analyzes responses to a number of commercials to
determine the relative effects of picture, print, voice, sound and length.
Greenberg's articie "Visual Materials and Recall of Magazine Articles"

71
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compared the effects of magazine items with and without accompanying
pictures.

Robinson's article "How al Advertisement's Size Affects Respon-

ses to It" tells how the eye-movement camera was useful
responses to different-sized ads.

in evaluating

Troldahl's article "Predictors of News-

paper Advertisement Readership" compared the relative effects of:cl:eative_
treatment, ad si

and product by analyzing readersh;r2 scorcs of a large

number of ads.(Wells' article "Communicatripg With Children" showed how TV
commercials involving motion were more effective with children than if
"static".presentation were used.- :Ramond's article "Scaling Visual Dimen-

sions of Advertising" describes how laboratory visual equipment was used
to find relationships between variouS ad elements and the viewer's responses.

Typography wac investigated in Haskins' article "Testing Suitability

of Typefaces for Editorial Subject-Matter," in English's article on "Use
of Split-Run Techniques in Studying and Typography," and in Wrolstad's

"Adult Preferences in Typography."

The use of pictorial matter was the

subject of Kerrick's article "The influence of Captions on Picture

inter-

,

pretation". and MacLeans' artile "Picture Sei-t-i-on:

An Editorial Game."

Tinker's article "Effect of Line Width and Leading on Readability of Newspaper Type" is representative of another much-investigated area of graphic
research.

The use of different persuasion strategies has been the topic of a

great deo! of basir psychological research published mostly in various
psychological journals; most of these reports are on non-advertising
topics srch as politics and social problems.

Advertisers have been slow

to utilize the findings of that research, or to do research of their- own
in this very imPortant area.

Kover's article "Selecting Commercial

.17 2
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Spokesmen" is an exception, iTTustrating research on the necessary charac,

teristics of a persuasive spokesman.

Book's article "Recall of Institu-

tional TV CommercialS" reports on differences in the persuasion strategies
to be used for women and for men viewers.

Adams' article deals With "The

Relative Credibility of 20 Unnamed News Sources," illustrating that message
believability can be improved by use of the proper message spokesman.Crane's article "Immunization--With and Without the Use of Counter-

Arguments" investigates ways to "innoculate" people against later competitive messages.

Research on copy vxiting technFques deals with both headlines
body copy.

Ways to. improve understandability or comprehension was the

subject of Goldsmith's article "Comprehensibility of Initials in Headlines"
and Kearl's "Estimating Understanding of Scientific Terms."

Another

.

requirement of good.copy' Fs readability, as dealt with in Carter's article

"Cross-Cultural Application of Four Fiesch.Formulas," Taylor's "Cloze
Procedure:

A New Tool for Measuring Readability," and Haskins' article

"Validation of the Abstraction Index,"

A technique fOr testing and

diagnosing copy flaws of any kind. was described in Carter's article "The
Content.Response Code:

A Pre-Testing Procedure.".

Most of the studies above were conducted in universities and the procedures have been adopted by advertising researchers to varying degrees.
-

The testing of complete executions. (whole ads) is one distinction
'between message research An the print media .rid in the braadcast media.

In the.prinf media, it is feasible to test individual elements of adS--.

separate tests for pictorial matter, body,copy, headlines, etc.

In the

broadcast média',.however, it is more often necessary touse complete
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executions of commercials since each element depends on and interacts
with all the others.

Lindley's article "A Behavioral Measure of TV

Viewing" describes a pretesting method fV-bmmercia1s.

Caffyn's

article "Telpex Testing of TV Commercials" describes a quick and inexpensive method of testing with videotaped "rough" executiefls.
-

Pre-Testing, Post-Testing and Pilot Tests
One distinction that needs to be made in message research is that
between pre-testing and post-testing (sometimes called pre-checking and

r

4

post-checkin'g).

Pre-testing simply means message research that occurs before' an ad

is published or broadcast in one of
consumer reaction to:

e media.

It includes o6aining

individual elements of an ad or commercial; a rough

complete execution prior to production of the finished product, including
TV "story-boards"; even a slick finished production before insertion in
the media.

Aatever form the pre-test ad takes, it is a way of estimating

in advance, usually on a small sample of product prospects, how good it
likely to be.

is

The cost of constructing an advertisement is generally much

less than the cost of publishing or broadeasting it in a multi-million
audience medium, particularly when it is planned to run the ad several
i'tiMes;-- It may be considered as cheap ir,s4.h.ar.,e against an expensive flop,
even when several w..-..rsions must be tested to come up with one_ final'adver-'

tisement.

Post-testing simply means checking on the performance: of an ad or

campaign after it has appeared in one or more media.

Surveys can determirol.

how well an.ad reached and inrluenced its audience in real life.

While

post-test results provide useful hindsight on ad performance, it has a
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_couple of important limitations.

-Cri,L

is that'post-tests of ads as they

appear in the media will reflect not only the effects of the ad'itself but
also some effects created by the vehicle in which it appears; it's diffi-

cult to separate those effects to get a precise reading on the message's
quality.

The other important limitation is that; even if a precise measure

of an ad's quality Ls obtained, it's too late to do anything about

t--the

message has already appeared and can't be corre'cted if it had no effect or
negative effects.

Even the most'skillful post-mortem doesn't help the

patient who died.

Somewhere between the labels of pre-testing;and post-testing are

.

those cas:2s where an ad is actually published or broadcast just once and

the results tested to determine if the ad should be continued in the future
for several repetitions.
cedure.

."Pilot test"

is th

,best term for such a pro!

"Split-run" tests among a small proportion of a magazine's

subscribers can help determine if it shouid be Placed for complete circulation.

Placement of an ad for complete distribution in a small-circulation

publication can help-deterarie if it should be placed in one or more

largirculation publications.

Runnlng a TV commercial

in a single mar-

ket can give clues to its effectiveness before placing it on a national
network; the same ocal be done in the case of newspaper advertisements.

While the results of such pilot tests are mOre expensive than pre-tests on
small captive audiences, they have tiie advantage of appearing in vivo..
.

0

under real-rfe natural conditions of audience exposure and selectibn.
And they have an obvious advantage over post-testingthe ad can be cor-1
rected or modilicd before e\tremely expensive large-scale distribution
is attempted.
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"What Do You Mean, 'Advertising Effectiveness'?"
In terms of the advertising process model, an effective advertisem,nt

is one that creates maximum perception. communication, and eventually
desirable consumer behavior.

These terms are easy to defind'theore.ical 1Y

but more difficult to define operationally--that is, in terms of omething
that can be measured objectively.
First of all, it must be assumed that there is no single leaning for
advertising effectiveness.

Different ads or campaigns are dsi gned to

reach different kinds of people and to achieve different lads of purposes.

By way of illustration,a single advertiser would use diferent kinds of
ads (6)

to reinforce loyalty and repeat-buying among peo;le who arready

buy his brand, (b) to introduce his product to people n a geographic area

where the produce is unknown,'and (c) to capture cu omers who use a competitive brand.

The purpose of the advertising 0 each case is different,

the advertising message itself should be diffeent

and the measure or

criterion of effectivenesS should be differe.
Here are two useful rules for advert'sing effecOvenesS:
1.

The purpose or goal of adverCsing must be clearly stated before
advertising effectiveness cal be defined. For a single
advertiser, the goals w111-3e defined differently in different
cases.

2.

It

The correct measure of-adrertjsing effectiveness must be defined
in terms of the intended pdrpose in any particular case.
is incredible, but true, that many advertisers and agencies will

embark on an experssive advertis'ng program without clearly defining their
goals.

In other cases, a singie goal will be set when in reality several

are needed.

In other cases, the wrong goal or goals will be formulated

,based on inadequate knowledge of the true'state of affairs.

advertising is irresponsible if not downright unethical.
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Such aimless
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Other advertisers, after having d,-Ained some specific goals, never
bother to measure the results.

In advertising, even after specific goais have been set there is
still the problem of deciding which of several possible methods of measurement is best.

There is disagreement even among experienced advertising

researchers on the "best" way to measure effectiveness.

As in many other

fields of education, the best course of act.ion here is the eclectic
approach--that is, several methods of measurement will be descr-ibed leaving

,the eventual choice up tO the researcher.himself, depending on the situ6tion;

Reactions to Product and Reactions to Advertising
When there is a specific goal for advertis'ing, it seems logical to

define effeetiveness as the extent to which a message achieves that goa

.

.

For example, say.that one purpose of the advertising for "Sparkledent" toothpaste is to increase public awarenes5 of it.

To increase

awareness or salience means to plake it a name that pops into a person's

mind when he thinks of buying toothpaste, to maKe it a famiSiar and salient
brand that is,automatically considered when the time comes to buy.

An

appropriate "awareness" question that has been used.on mdny different kinds .

of products is "When you think of toothpaste, what's the first brand that
comes to mind?"

That is a product awareness question.

But one can also

inquire into awareness of the advertis.ing with a qüestion such as "When

you think of toothpaste advertising, which brand's advertising stands out
in your mind?"

There is a crucial difference between questions designed to measure
responses regarding c produCt and responses regarding the advertising for
that product.

Past research has shown that a consumer can have high
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awareness, recognition, recall, and a,ttitudes regarding a,product's

advertking but not regarding the product itself, and vice versa.
..Similarly, an ad can be interesting, believable and comprehensible but
1.4

fail to sell the product inVolVed.

It seems sound common sense to conclude that, since.the purpose of
advertising is to market the.product, then the success of the advertising
should be measured in terms of the product and not the product'S advqrti.s-

ing.' Whether the advertising itself is remembered; identified, or thought
of favorablY is really irrelevant to the main purpose.

However, consumer

responses to advertising can be useful for diagnosing theadvertising in
terms of making it do a better job of marketing the product.

Consequenay,'

.

many sdrveys will ask questions about both a product and its advertising.
But the researcher should always keep' in mind that the creation of favor-.

able reactions to the product is. th& primary concern of the advertiser,

the principal goal of advertising,,and consequently the principal goal Of
message research.

'Disagreement and Agreement Among. Experts

It would'be misleadingto claim that advertising research eXperts'
.are in.complete agreement on the.best.methods of research for any particular measurement problem-.

As evjdenced by the:contents-of this book, tliere

are numerous measurement methods; 011 of them are in 'rise, to vaqing
degrees.

But advertising researchers come in a variety of different backgrounds--

psychologists, sociologists, economists, business administrators,-statis-,
ticians and others.

All are firmly committed to the imprOvement of Adver,.

tising effectiveness through sciehtifiC methods, but they See many roads
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as ieading to the same goal.

This may not seem.so strange upon

considering that, even in some of the "hard" sciences such as chemistry
and physics, the experts are far from unified on theories and research
methods.

In the "softer" sciences dealing with human behavior, the

scientific approach is more recent and there is consequently less unity on
theories and methods.

The considerable discussion and controversy over research methods is
revealed in a survey of research directors from the 50 leading U.S. advertising agencies.

The P.---rican Association of Advertising Agencies (AAAA)

formed a research suhcommittee--consisting of highly respected advertising researchers--to design a study to get expert opinion on various
methods of message testing.

The conclusions below are bpsed on the -40

research directors who replied to the mail questionnaire.
Primarily the study aimed at evaluating nine different advertising
measures:

Advertising-related_ measures of recognition, recall,
comp-ehension, liking, believability, persuasiveness
.

Product-related measures of attitudes and beliefs
(toward the brand or company)
buying preferences,
and behavior.
All these terms are described elsewheire so they will not be defined
here.

They were evaluated both as measur s of individual ads (print or

broadcast) and of advertising campaigns.

Further, the experts judged

the different methods according to their value as measurements of overall

effects of a finished advertising execution rather than for pre-tests of
specific aspects of copy.

Keep in mindIthat these evaluations don't per-

tain,to measuring advertising exposure or perception--rather to communication and effects.
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dere.is how the nine

Validity for individual advertisements.

measures were evaluated in terms of the number of research experts giving
a rating of "highest value" to the measure.

Measuring Method

% rating it of "highest
value" for individual ads
80%
63
63
63

Comprehension
Behavior
Attitude
Recall

Buying preference

53
38

Believability
Recognition
Persuasiveness
Ad-liking

15
13

13

Thus, a majority of advertising research experts believed that mea
sures of comprehension, behavior,,attitude, recall ard buying preference

are clue valuable for evaluating individual ads, in that order; on none
of the measures was there complete agreement.

Note also that most of the

measures labelled here as "ad-ratings" (believability, persuasiveness,
liking, etc.) have little value in the eyes of these experts; however,
another ad-rating measure--comprehension of the ad--was believed to have
great value.

Validity for advertising campaigns.

For some odd reason, the AAAA

study asked for evaluation of only four of the above measures4 plus an
added starter "awareness," for measuring the effects of
paigns. 'Here is hoW those five measures we..-e evaluat d

Measuring Method

% rating i.t-Of highest
'value fer campdigns

Attitude
Awareness
,Buying preference
Recall

75%
59
59
4o

Recognitiop

I 9

.
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A majority agreed that attitude, awareness, and buying preference
are of great value in measuring campaign effectiveness.

Recall and recog-

nition have little value, according to the experts.

Validity rulated to test conditions.

Several other questions were

asked about research.methodology in ad testing.
Exposure of test advertising should be under natural conditions
rather than artificial conditions, by a two-to-one margin of opinion.
There was a two-to-one prefere:Ice for experimental conditions of

measurement (i.e., using a control group) rather than for comparative
descriptive measuremen;:s.

In effect, they favored controlled experimental

designs rather than after-only or before-an&after designs.
Should ad tests use rough or finished executions?

About half said

it doesn't matter, and the others were equally divided between those preferring roughs and those preferring finished executions.
Are the res,.crch methods of different value in testing print and

broadcast advertisements?

Eight of the nine individual ad measures were

judged of equal value for both print and broadcast testing.

However, the

recognition measure has higher value in print ad testing according to
one-third of the researchers, the remainder fepling it makes no difference.
Should, and can, sales be the final criterion of campaign effectiveness?

Even on this vital issue the.research experts vere in disagreement--

exactly.half'felt that sales is the ultimate measure, -the other ;.11f did not.
Furthermore', only about two-third

be measure

of the experts believed that sales can

kr.th sufficient precision for testing advertiLing; this may

reflect the fact that sales arc indeed easier to measure fnr cPrtain

products than for others-
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Some additional comments in the committee report should put the
above findings in better perspective.

These conclusions are based on consensus, but
consensus is not in itself a guarantee of the
There appears to
validity of any measure.
be a dilemma on some measures between the better
measure and the more practical measure
some measurement methods and techniques are
much more a compromise rather than superior.
.

.

.

.

.

.

It was made clear by the experts that individual advertisement testina
is done for a different purpose than campa'gn measurement.

Copy testing

of individual ads is performed as a diagnostic procedure, to determine
"why" an ad doe,. -qell or poorly and to provide remedialiformation.

It

is unreasonable to expect a single advertisement to produce sales, expect
in special cases.

In any event, the lack of complete agreement among the experts indicates why so many different ways of measuring ad effectiveness are used,

many studies using the "grab-bag" approach of measuring everything
possible.

Further methodological research will some day clarify some of

these problems.

CHAPTER IX.

PRE-'ESTNG MESSAGES

Pre-testing simply means testing an advertisement, or some part of
it, before it ls published or broadcast.

One can pre-test selling con-

cepts, themes or headlines, graphic presentation techniques, persuasion
strategies, body copy or whol

'dons.

One can obtain different kinds

of responses--verbal, physiological or behavioral.

On- can measOre reac-

tions to ads themse'ves or to the products contained in the ads.

One can

present the tast materials in homes, testing studios orlaboratories, or to
individuals and groups in their natural habitat of stores, airline terminals or waiting rooms.

In short, there is practically no end to the different ways in which
ads can be pre-tested.

This sect7on contains e discussion of some of the

most important kinds of'pre-testing situations.
fill

A thoughtful reader can

in with other likely variations and combinations of pri; -esting pro-

cedures.

Pre-testing is usually concerned with testing the relative, performance

of alternative executions compared with each other, since there are few if
any absolute measures bf message effectiveness.

General Pre-test Guidelines
'Alio_ there is much discussion and little agreement among advertising

researchers on speCific techniques of pre-testing, ell,will.agree that
pre-testing is desirable.
js not pre-tested.)

(Curiously enough, a great deal of advertisina

And most would agree with these general guidelines

.for copy testing, as expressed by large-agency research directors at recentr
conference
181
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1.

"Copy research is meanftcliccs ano even misl3ading unless it is
conducted among the tergPt prospe,:ts for the advertised brand."

Several studies have st=n that the responses of the general
population, or non-prospects, are different from prospects.
2.

"Copy research is inefficient and sometimes quite ambiguous
unless preceded by_adeguate information about what to communicate
and to whom."
sisting of:

An integrated research program is viewed as con-

market and motivation research, to define the 6als

for a particular product, at a particular stage in its

cycle, in its particular competitive crwironment; concept iesearch
follows, to determine the best message in light of these goals;

copy research deals with the particular creative execution of the
basis concept; effectiveness measurement is needed to trnck
'advertising performance over time in the total market environment.
zz
3.

"Copy research is incomplete' if it measures only responses to

the advertising;.measurement must also include respbnses to the
product.'

M

The attention value of the advertising itself as in

real-life exposure, plus the effects in terms of response to the

product, cs.7-u

4.

c.rucial to successful measurement.

"Copy research is sterile unless it contains informEtion on the
elements accounting for the responses obtained."

It's not,enough

to Inow which ads work and which don't; diagnostic information

on why they were successful or not is essential to true understanding.
5.

"Copy research, if it is to be predictive, must validate its
methods."

_ _

A.copy test or method is misleading and even harmful

If the results in real-life are different from those obtained
in the test.

Somewhere along the line, validity of copy

testing methods should be demonstrated through basic research,
not merely assumed.
6.

"Most copy.research deals with single ads or commercials.
'days must be found to pre-test campaigns." Because of the

minimal
effects of single messages in the real world, single,
message tests may not reveal much.
7.

"The copy tester should work closely with the business and
creative groups of the advertising agency."

This makes him

more clearly aware of wider range of alternative ideaS for
testing, and increases the actual use of the r6L;earch results
e;

in creati_on of the advertising.
8.

"Copy performance measures must _be found wht reflect the
sales goal of adverti.sers."

The u!timate goal of advertising

is sales, and--,even though a6vertising is only one of the

forces influencing sales--methods of pre-testing ads and car
paigns should use measures hat are related to sales; this
requires research which measures sales and communicaLions criteria simultaneously and identifies those communications
measures which are most relevant.
9

"copy researth should lead to thedevelopment of general
?rinciples of ad construction."

Research to satisfy Curiosity

regarding immed;ate problems .and individual ads must be

standardized so 'that a systematic body of knowledge can be
built up

aided by thorough record-keeping on ad performance.

t85
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For the person whb wants to sc

beinn simply a technician,

those are he kinds of problems which can prov:de substantial challenges
and rewards.

The importance of concept testing.
adequate pre-testing of selling con,_

Many researchers maintain that

ts is more valuable than testing

of themes, graphics, persuasion strategies, o: whole ad executions.

For

one thing, this approach provides information at the earliest posc'Jle
stage in development of an advertising campaign-, before the cnnsiderable
expense of creating rough or finished advertisements, eithe-r, print or
broadcast.

Many different ideas for selling a product are always generated

at the beginning of an advertising effortthere is much evidence to
suggest that "what you say" is more important than "how you say it."
Concent pre-test procedures have been used for several purposes-for selecting the best concepts out of rrany available, for stimulation in

creating new concts, for diagnostic information to help the creative
staff make more effective translations into finished copy.
In most r.oncept testing techniques, the prospect-reSpondent is exposed
to one or more stat;=.ments, each focussing on a single idea, usually-without

mention of the specific brand but concerned only with the product.itself.
Verbal responses from personal interviews are the usual thing, but physiological measurement in other research situations is also used.
The most common methods of presenting the concepts are:

paired-

comparison, rank-order, guided-usage and own-brand comparison.
In the paired-comparison procedure, a respondent is presented with

two different product concepts, told that they represent different brands

J
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of the sime produ,t, then asked to express his preference and the reasons
why.

In t'a rank-order method, a respondent ic presented with a series
of product concepts, asked to rank them in order of preference and the
reasons for his choices; this is diffe,-ent only in degree from the previous
method.
77.

The guided-usage test is quite differeht.

The respondent is exposed

4

to a product or given a sample of it for a tnial usage, along with a
single concept.

are evaluate

After trial he is asked to ccmment.

Different concepts

by using matched samples.

In the own-brand comparison method, the respondent is asked to evaluate one or more p-roduct concepts againSt the brand he now uses.

Other researchers maintain that selling concepts can only be tested

,

in the form of complete ad executions.

Regardless of the method of test.41111m.

ing, however--many more of which will be discussed in the sections that
follow--the advertising,researcher should be aware that concept testing
may be the most important stage of investigation.

ienerol Pre-Testing Methods
1..

1The group discussion method.

Small groups of respondents are some-

timcs assembled for a round-table discussion of an ad or-a serieAof ads.
Ihile this

is not presumed t6 be a typical advertising exposure situation,

the interaction and stimulation of several
sometimes. helpful

\\.
consumers on each other

in diagnosing weak and strong points of an advert,-Jement

s

The primary benefit from stch discussions is likely to be in'what it
reveals about consumer motivations and only secondarily an evaluation about
advertisements used as stimuli.
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This method--also iirc-r-cown as

ie

consumer jury" or 'focuses

group"

technique--is most often usA in the initial stages of pianning an ad or
It providesa treative stimulus for the artists and writers respon-

sible for producing an ad, and it simultaneously keeps their ideas cround-d
in the reality of how product users th16- and feel.
very important, since advertising people usually

This latter point is
and work in a world

which is quite different from that of tViie typical consumer.

While group members are sclr.eLicfs .sA to give numerical ratin
or rankings of ads used in the discussion, these are not ri?liable as quan-uz2..

titative indices for a variety of reasons--too few people in the group for
statistical significance, undue influence of some individuals on others,
the abnormal exposure situation, and others.

Projective methods.

Another way of getting at the deep-down motiva-

tions, deslres and preferences of consumers is to get their reaction to
vague and ambiguous.stimuli that can be interpreted

in a variety of ways.

Thus, instead of showing an advertisement, the researcher might show
neutral fragmentary pictures, words, or situations and ask the respondent
to tell a story about it,

fill

in the details, complete it.

In short, the

reasoning is that the respondent will "project" himself into the scene and
reveal his underlying thoughts or feelings.
The principal types of projectivemerhods are.-..a.$4oCiation fe4niques,
)

.

construction techniques and completion techniques.
in the association techniques, the researcher presents a word, an
,
ink-blot (the Rorschach test) or some unidirified shape.suc'h as a cloud,
.

(

.

.

and the consumer is instructed to respond with the first word, thought or
image that occurs to him.

An illustration of word.association:

88

"14hat's
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r!-:e f;rsr thing you think of ;.hen

HEADACHE?

I

say 143T?

SPARKLE-DFW TOOTHPASTE?"

FLOOR?

AUTOMOBILE?

(and so on).

In the construction techniques, the researcher presents a scene or

pictre, and the consumer is instructed to make up a story about it; the
Thematic Apperception Test and the Blacky Pictures are standardized versions of this technique.

An illustration:

"Here is a picture (pIcture

shows woman handing tube of toothpaste to man about to brush his teeth).
Uhat ai

t:ley saying to each other?"

In the completioi

technique, the researcher shows an incomplete sen-

tence, an incomplete picture or some ether unfinishe:i stimulus-object and
the respondent is instructed to fill
way that he wi.,nes.

in the details or complete it in any

An illustration of sentence-completion:
)st toothpastes are

toothpaste is

"The ideal

Sv7kle-

Dent toothpaste is

These are only a few of the different kinds of projective methods,

variations of whicN may L called "unstructured
views, or "motivaticy

,ar.ch" methods,

methods, "depth" inter-

They4re not so often used,in
i

testing complete ads as in getting ideas for s illina concepts or persuasive
copy.

The crucial points inthe'use of projective methods 1:e in (a) select!

ing the proper stimulus toipreseht to the respondent, so that he will talk
about the topic desired, (b) making the stimulus ne.Itral or ambiguous so

that the respondent projeCts himself into the situation rather than simply
describes something already present and (c) interpreting the respondent's
remarks in a meaningful and objective manner so that powerful advertisements can be constructed from them.

There has been much disagreement about
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the value of motivational research among researchers cn this lattet point-that is,

if different researchers interpret the same respondent's remarks

in different ways, one can seriously question the validity of the results.
However, qUestionable projectiiye techniques may be as research tools,
is sources of

they are undoubtedly helpful as creative tcols--that iF

ideas for the people who produce advertising, or for researchers as a basis

for formulating struured tests arPmeasures.

Laboratory apparatus methods.

Specially designed laboratory equipment

can obtain non-verbal or physiological responses to ads in any stane of
development.

The equipment i:, usually designed both to present an adver-

tisement under strictly controlled conditions and to record simultaneously
the reaction of the respondent-.

The eye-movement camera is one such device used primarily for print
ads.

A respondent's heaa is fixed into a particular position so that', as

an advertisement is presented, a special camera can photograph his pattern
of eye movement9. aboi4t the ad--the place of first fiXptio.n, second, and so
t

on, so-that the eye'-movement pattern can be charted just like car tracks
over soft groundf By testing a number of respondents in this way, the

researcher can deduce which parts-of the ad are being concentratea upon or
ignored, the best sequence for organ-i-zanq the ad's visual elements, and so
on.

Having found the "weak" spots in an ad, the ad may be redesigned then

re-tested until the desired effects are achieved. 4
attached to a

The galvanometer or psychogalvanometer is a devic
4
t

(respondent's hand to measure changes in electrical re/ istance.

'Then shown

something exciting, a respondent's nerve activity wilt result in

perspiration which in turn increases electrical conductivity, just as any

object becomes a 1...tter electrical conductor when standing in a puddle of
A

When a respondent is relaxed, there is virtually no sweat.

water.

_

respondent viewing several different aSS will

involuntarily reveal varla-

tions in interest throuoh automatic recording of his electrodermal response

Je problem, however, is that both an extremely unfavorable reac-

(E:)R).

tion and an extremely favorable reaction will cause excitement and show up
-

in the same way on the. graph.

The electroencephalograph is a device which measures the electrical
output of the brain, an,: changes are revealed by fluctuations on a graph.

Electrodes are attached to the head, then as various ads are presented
.graphic record is made of the 'train waves" which result.

The eye pupil camera is one of the more promisinc devices'used ip
testing print advertisements.

A specially designed camera measures tiny

dilations and contractions of pupil diameter.

Pupillary dilation, or

increase, indicatec a fos,vidblo rpuitc t4iici calaidction indicates a
not3ctIve tc.puti5e.

Some other laboratory measures of physiological response to ads
respiration (breathing rate), pulse rate, blood prossure, glandu-

include:

lar biochemical Chances (blood sugar, adrenalin, etc.), uterine contraction,

salivation ("drooling") and muscular contraction.
These laboratoly'LIevices to measure physiological resPonse are not
ciltvay,precise enough to measure the. rather small changes usually evoked
by advertisement.
tke' data.

becortech

And, as noted, there are often problems in interpreting

However, the eye movement camera and the eye pupil camera have

-flortant 'tools in pre-testing; with refism-nts in egurpment and
,ue they may become even more important.
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The tcchistosco_ is a q2vIca fur presentH-, ,-.,rintads Tor any desired

durationone-thousandth of a cecon

cre-hundredth, or:a-tenth, and so nn.

The rationale is thct the quicker al ad can be perceived and comprehended,
the more attention-gettinc it is likely to be in a real-life advertising

situation, since readers are known to scan through a magazine or newspaper
rather rapidly.

Thus, a group of respondents may be presented with several

ads, prid everything else being equal, the one that is recognized fastest
is probably superior in attention value.

The tachistoscope st.....rls

presentin:: an ad so quickly that no one car see it, th,e-m the duration
time is gradually increased until a respondr.!nt arrives at his recognition

The "communiscope" is one model oF the tachistoscope specifi-

thre.shold.

;ally designed for advertising tests.

The "program analyzer" is a laboratory d_vice which measures conscious
reaction rather than

nvoInLitf physiological response.

exposed,to

a bi-oadcast commercial or program, a responthmt indicates mount of inter-

est by twisting a dial (0ockwise if enjoyed, counterclockwise if.not), or

by 4Ving a
buttons.

itch to left or right, or by pressing one of a series of

An auditorium Dr studio can be fitted with several dozen or

hundreds of response stations for group testing.

A conGnuous graph of

'group reaction can be automatically and continuously recorded, indicating
the affect (i.e., degree of ) iking or disliking) for any portion of the
broadcast stimulus.

At points where the gr.7,ph line.plunges down, change

can be made to improve the ad or program performance; v1 questioning
of respondents on their reasons for liking or disliking certain portions

provides valulle diagnostic data for improving effe(:Lveness.
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Binocular devices.

"Binocular 'rivalry" is the,term used for present-

ing two ads simultaneously to determine retaLive attention value.

When

extraneous factors such as eye diminance, illuminatiori and distance are
controlled, the relative attention value of several ads can be determined
device.
by presenting all combinations of pairs through the binocular

each pair, the respondent will perceive only the dominant ad.

in

This appa-

ratus has been used primarily in testing alternative graphics.techniques
1.11 print ads--layout, ,color, pictorial elements, etc.

These laboratory devices may be used 6ither,singly or in combination.
Inc.--uses,ttie
For example, one commecialtesting firm--Audience Surveys,

with verbal questionprogram analy.zer and the galvanometer in combination
ing to pre-test TV programs and advertisements.
As

depends onin other forms of research, the Nalidity of. the data

the extent to which the pre-test

respondents are representative of the,

larger population for which the advertising :s intended.

Other general research methods.

Many other variations of general

research methodology are adaptable for pre-testing.

At this point, it may

Advertising
be useful to review r.he earlier chapter on "The Most Common
Resear=ch Plan5.".-Sample surveys, laboratory experiments, controlled obserand attitude measurevation, content analysis, controlled field experiments,

ment--all have their uses in pre-testing.

Broadtast,flessage Pre-Testin

In addition to some of the general pre-testing methods already

deScribed, several other methods are available far testing broadcast commercials and programs.

For some odd reason, very littlie pre-testing of
1
1-
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radio materials has been reported, hence this section will concentrate on
television; however, most of these methods woUld be equally well-suited
for radio.

\i

CommerrAal form for tes. One
researchers in.this connectiOn is:

important question.for adve-tising-

Must.a TV commerdlel be in slick

finished form for testing, or will a preliminarY rough version.do the job?
The question is important because the'production of-a finished commercial

can be very time-copSuming and expensivetherefore, the use .of.rough pre4.
liminary versions wipuiA save Much time and money.
.

Three principal forms of-commercials .for testing are most common-r.

storyboard, rough; and finished.

The storvboard form simkly shows in sequence a number of still scenes
which convey in sequence the "plot,
in the planned commercial.
sometimes photographs.

the principal images and words involved

The scenes are sometimeS artist's renditions,

A projector may be used to flash the stills on a

screen in rapid sequence--a

in film-strip showings.

Sound may be super-

imposed over the visual scenes--music, narration, sound effects-Ito further
simulate a real commercial.

There is a wide range of polish'posbible with

storyboards, ranging from simple sketches.of ideas in the earliest stage
of development to painstaking executions iricluding all commercial elements.

The rough commercial form for pre-tests is sImilar fb the coMmercials
actual)y seen on television.

However, instead of highly-paid top-fl.ight

announcers and actors, they may

oever happens to be hmdy; instead of

expenFive filming "on location," studio scenery or a stock film background
may be substituted.

inal version.

The script rrly not be as finely polished as in the

In short, it is a preliminary "rough draft" of the final
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product;-several rough commercials can be produced within the cost and
time required for fiiming a single finished commercial.

.n this way, the

essential ingredients of several ideas can be tested, the obviously inef-

-

fective ones thrown out and the prom:sina ones modified, to increase the
se

g power of the final version.

Sometimes advertising agencies produce theirown'rough commercials,
sometimes they hir.e outside firms to do the job.

One firm that specializest

in both production'and pre-testing of rough commercials is Telpex, Inc.
Telpex's "instant Production" facilities make it possible to video-tape
several commercial roughs in a single day, view the commercials immediately
after shooting, make changes in them as desired, arid then rez::hoot them with

improvements.' 'These can be shown immediately in a test theatre next door to
spechally selected audiences of about 50 persons, at a time.'

Audience reac-

tion questionnaires can be analyzed quicly and repori:s produced soon
thereafter.

This procedure eliminates one of the major problems in pre-testiw) TV
.commercials--time.

In the space of a few hours or d;..ivc,,

several ideas can

be produced, tested,,and a decision reached for final product.ion.
A finished comMercial- can also be'Lised for teSting, of course, and some

researehers argue that this is the only way to get an accurate evaluation.
It probably does provide a somewhat more valid measure of effectiveness thao
r

less-finished versions, but the question is "How much mor,
it worth the extra cost and time?"

and "Is

Then too, there is a psychologiC'al haz-

ard in using finished commercial's in testing since agencies'and'advertisers

are reluctant to change or throw on.the scrap heap a finished Commercil,
even if test results showit to be ineffective.
In practical terms--considering production cost, media costs, and the
low probability of success f:or tilt44.sted commetcidls-;-the pre-testing of

1_95
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several stOryboards or rough commercials to produce one effective finished
commarciai would appear to be a wise investment.

Different TV pre-testing environments.

Another question that arises

in pre-testing TV commercials concerns the situation or environment in
?

which the respondent views and responds to the test-message.
The most common test environments are auditorium tests, in-home tests,
on-the-air tests, and split-cable tests.

They may be used for testing

complete program forM4ts or commercials or both.
In audiIorium testing, a group of people may be deLiberately assembled in,,

a studio, theatre,.classroom or

auditorium,or portable trailers with a"few

seats and projection equipment may be moved around to catch consumers in
shopping centcrs and other natural habi.tats.

ThiS "captive audience" tech-

1

\

nique is the Most frequently used test environment.

It lends itself tol

obtaining various kinds'of verbal or phySiological responses from a number
of, people simul taneously.

The commercials to be tested are usually buried.in other content to

disguise as much as possible he real intent of the procedure.

For

example, the audience may be shown a real movie or TV progra-m instalment

with several different commercials interspersed, though only one is the
object of testing.

In addition to tests of different commercials, the

auditorium method is used in testing different presentation techniques-e.g., placement of commercials in programs, length of commercials, and so

on--by having a different group see

h alternative.

The researcher may gather ad-rating information (enjoyment, interest,
I.
.persuasiveness, believability, etc.),.recall of sales pOints and other
verbal responses.

The Schwerin Research Corporation--formerly one of the
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leading testers of te1evision_commercia1s-.7disguised the purpose of-the
'assembly as much as pci-Ssible, and obtained brand-preference ratings before

and after exposure to the test message; the change in preference was considered to be a measure of the selling povier of the commercial.

Another testing firmAudience Surveys, Inc.uses laboratory equipment, such as the program analyzer and the.galvanometer to obtain diaorostic data in auditorium tests.

These responses may be combined with ad-

rating responses, brand preference change, and other verbal responses to
get a comprehensive evaluation and diagnosis of differen

commercials.

The in-home test utilizes a portable lightweight film projector that
can be carried by an interviewer to individual consumer homes.

The test

film is shown and the respondent is questioned as in some of the other
survey situations.

The on-the-air test involves actual broadcast of a test commercial
.

a regular TV program format in one or more cities.

in

The local station 'cuts

in on the network program at commercial time and shows the test commercial
instead of the one'being nationally or regionally televised.

Sometime

lax.er, personal or telephone interviews are conducted in a sample of area
homes.

The split-cable method of presentation is considered by many researchers to be the mosl valid method of measuring the effects of a commercial.

Within dertain c:Pties, it is sometimes possible to cut in on a

,

broadcast and simultlfneously beam' Commercial A to one group of homes and

Commercial B .o another matched group.

Or one group of homes can be'

"blacked out"land receive no commercial at all, and thus serve as a control
...,-

group.

Interviews arc then conducted with a sample.of respondents from

both groups of fiches.
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Each of these different TV pr-P--cest environments has" its advantageS

and disadvantages.

In auditorium testing, the primary advantaae is in the_

tester's Complete control over all details of commercial tr'ansmission and

reception, and in the feasjbility of 1aboratory-type response equipment;
primary disadvantages are the unnatural "forced-exposure" to the commerciaj

and the non-typical sample of respondents (people who will ápear for such
a test are-different in many respects from people who.refuse).

The in-hor:le

test can come up with a representative sample of respondents, but the,view.

Nig situation is quite artificial.

-,

The on-the-1 air test shows Ole commei-cial

under natural viewing conditions, but the lack of an .adequate oontrol g-roup
makes it impossible to isola:-.e the effects of the test commercial from the

many other influences in operation. .The split-cable method comes closest
to a.k.t.fining representative samples, natural -viewing situations, arid control

otiter extreneous influences--howevPr, the cities in which it cSn be used at

.

-present are few and probably not typical.

Many major advertisers have conducted exhaustive investigations into
the various methodS of pre-testing Tki commercials. All have reluctantly
decided that the perfect method is yet to:b6 found.

Consequently, some use

one method and some'another,

Print Message_Pre-Testing

The "ad-rating" method.

PreSent the respondent with seierai print ads,

either simultaneously or in sequence.

He is then asked to rank the ads

(first, second, third, etc..) or rate them (on a 100-point rating scale, for
example) on such ,dimensions as reading interest, enjoyment, believability,

attractiveness, persuasieness, good,taste,.useful information,'stimulation'
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of,desire for the product, and so on.

Or fle. may simply be asked to say

A

which he- likes best, which he likes least, and why.

A variation of this procedure is the "paired-comparisonz" method.

The respondent is first shown X and Y together and gsked to choose one
that is most enjoyable, persuasive; etc.;-he is then Shown the XZ pair,
0-

then the YZ pair, and repeats the rating process for each pair.

Sem

researchers maintain that people can't reliably judge or discriminat,_: amona
.

there than'two objects at the time; therefore when getting judgments on
three on more ads, they recommercd showing the ads to respondents in pairs.
.

The "ad-rating" method is also sometimes known as the "order-offrethod, betause it basically requires a respondent to rasnk a num-

ber of ads in orderTrom best to worst along some dimension of judgment.
-

This method is frequently used for "quick and dirty" tests of alternative
(advertisements.
.

But it is of dubious validity, for all the reasons men-

tiened in a preceding.section on "How Not to Det^rmine -Ad Effectiveness."

The portfolio method.

This is a method of testing complete ads in

whicb a test advertisement is presented to respondents along with several
others in a fader, or portfolio.

Thu respondent is asked to look thretigh

the,portfolio, taking as much time as he likes, and then is questioned

about which ads he recalls, which products were advertised, what product
'facts he remembers and so On.

The crucial difference between this and the "ad-rating" method js'that
the respondent isn't aware which ad or ads are the real subject of inquiry,
.

2

c,and the response is considered more simil6r to what.would occur in real
life.

In the case of three test a s--X,
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and Z--three portfolios may be

-19a

A group of

made up, alike in every respect except for the tst ad.

respondents is randomly divided into three samples, then each sample.sees a
different portfolio.

Since the portfolios_are alike,except for the one

testad in each; the difference between the responses to X, Y, and Z indicates the differentiareffectivbness; responses to the other ads-(called
control ads, since/they are the same for all groups) ,should be equal for
.7

all 'three groups.

The pórtfolio method is, one way of disguising the real purpoe of the
researcher and therefore is supposed to result in more valid measurement
than if the resp'ondent knows what's expected of him.

Another version of the portfolio method is the "dummy magazine."
A test ad-is bound into what appears to be a real magazine--complete with
cover, articies, stqries and other ads.

Some commercial testing firms

regvlasly publish a dummy ma6azine for the specific purpose of testing ads.
This.iS considered a better research disguise than the ad portfolio.

The spLit-run method.

a way of testing two or more finjshed

This

executions of print ad-in a controlled field experiment.

It might more

properly be called a "pilot test" rather than a pre-test.

In its simplest

form, a pub,lication's printing press can be set up.to insert Ad A in one-,

half the copies, and Ad B in the other half.

After publication and circula-

tion, interviews can be conducted with the two groups of respondents and
the differential responses

o the ads compared.

The split-run can some-

times be arranged to alternate atls A and B to every other name on a subscription list.

Somewhat easier to implement is the'"every other market"

technique, in which all copies going into one group of cities,get Ad A and
all copies going into another matched group get Ad B.
.1

00

Then there is the

.
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"chetkerboard" design--usually used by newspapers--in which.a single city.
i-s divided into squares or segments like a chezke rboard, and each segment
a

gets a different ad- version,.

The Milwaukee Journal has pioneered in the

.developMent of this form of ad testing and set up a complete production,

distribution and research procedure to accommOdate advertisers wishing to
test their ads.

Instead Of conducting interviews to measure re'sponse to the ads,.

printed as part of an ad,

A coupon

coupon returns are frequently used.

is coded so that it's easy.to determine;the nurnber or returns produced_by
each of the test ads.

This is a particularly effective method of measure-

ment fdr several reasons.

It doesn't'rely on,-verbal reports, and little or
/

no research expense is incurred.

.

The coupon retOrn is an ,undeniably valid

measure of effectiveness, particularly.for businesses which rely heavily
on mail-order sales.

International Correspondence Schools has a contfnuous

ad testi, fig program usi ng coupon returns from 5Plit-ran experiments.

Over

_

the years, ICS has accumulated a considerable knowledge of the principles
,

of good advertising for their purpose, based on 5Uch research results.

Coupon retums are glso known as "inqu iries,"

Sometime

premiUms or free samples are used to increase inquiries.

prizes or

The validity of.

-

inquiries as measures of ad effectPveness depend5 on the extent to which
.

the inquiry is related to sale of the product-

In the-case of a mail-

order business, the relationship between inquiry and sales is direct
there is no doubt,of the validity of tiie measpre.

and-

However, free premiums

or contests may attract large numbers of inquiries and not have any effect
o? product sales; thus, in Ihe.case of non-mail Order businesses, addi'tional
,
.

.

researchmay be necessary to.det.emide whether coupon returns and inquiries
have any relati,onship to increased sales of the eToduct.
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Conzeni.- response code.

This print ad pre-test method is a combination

of content analysis and cOnsumer survey.

It has been used primarily for

written material, thbugh it has also been used for ads combining writteri
and pictorial matter.

It operates like this:

a small sample of the

intended%target audience, is selected; each one is instructed to read the

test ad in its entirety wid to mark with a "minus" sign any s,egment,that

I.
they ,find disagreeable, hard to understand or negative in any other way;

similarly, he is to mark with a "plus" sign those segments that are highl.
agreeable, persuasive or interesting-any any way.

Tbe combined judgments

of the respondents are then used to plot a araph of the whole message--quite
simiiar to the "program analyzer" graph produced by mechanical equipment in
pre-testing broadcast programs.and commercials.

Where there'are serious

"valleys" or weak-spots in the'ad, the respondeqm_a_re%que'stioned further

on their reasons for judging it negatively.

Corrective changes are made,

then the whole ad is re-tested with another sample-of the target audience.
This method was developed by a university researcher, Dr. Roy Carter,
fdr use with U.S. Government propagaoda leaflets.

Though it has not been

widely used in dvertising, enough has been dome' to indicate that it has

considerable potential for improving prinead effectiveness.

Direct mail method.. This is a sl-ightly different form.of "spllt-run"
using mailed ads' to lists of prospects or other special target groups.
Two or more alternative ads can be pi-e-tested for pulling power by randomly
'\

dividing a mailing list 4nto two or more sub-groups as,needed.

Differen-

t

tial effectiveness may be measured by the number ormail orders returned,
by questionnaire surveys of the recipients, or by coded "money-off" coupons
to be turned in,"by recipients when making a personal purchase.

An
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additional possibility with direct-rail is that, different advertising
appeals can be tested among samples of the same. croup, or the same appeal

can be tested among many different kinds of groups; specialized mailing
lists for almost any known kind of person can be purchased--barbers, teenaaers, sports-car owners, or whoever.

One assumption in the use of direct mail, as a pre-test

for megazine,

and newspaper ads, is that the results would turn out the i.ame if actually

publrshed in the desired medium; this assumption may or may not be correct
unless validated by additional research.

Once validated, however, direct-

mail can provide an extremely accurate indicatiort of differences in ad
effectiveness.

It

is as advtaible for small-scale local advertisers as

for large national concerns.
1
"Advertising Puzzie Game". A print ad layout is develdped, but with

a blank space where the main illustration is to appear.

The incomplete ad

.arra several different illustrations are presented to a respondent,.1Nho is,

then asked to complete-the puzzle with the most appropriate illustration.
The same procedure ctn be followed with headlines, or other ad elements.
As mentioned earlier, the number of pre-testing methods

is limitless,

-Or limited only by the creativity and imagination ofthe researcher'
himsell--and most competent researchers are quite creative, adppting

bat.ic

,

existing methods to fit particular situations.

The precedin.g discussion

has covered most of the common procedures:

Outdoor Messaqe_Pre-Testina
«

Many of the Pre-testing methods previously decribed can be adapted
'

for testing posters and car-cards.

Group discussions,.projective techniques
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laboratory aprparatus, content analysis, controlled observation,_ auditorium
testing, ad-ratings, 'and sp1it-ruQs--z-11 have outdoor appLications.

Since,

in the unique case of outdoor, the medium and the message are identical,
some message research devices have already been discussed in the section
on outdoor media research.

Since outdoor ads must capture attention and convey a message more
quickly than most other mass media, the most useful research methods may.
.4. be found among the laboratory apparatus methods designed to measure visual

responses--the tachistoscope, oculanslevioes, eye-pupil camera, and so
forth.

The "simulated film trin" is one particularly ingenious instance of,
outdoor pre-testing.

in one privately conducted study, the procedure.went
1.

as follows:

a well-travelled highway'route into a city was fitted with

several test posters on various billboards along the way; a movie camera
-was- mounted on an automobile which then drove the rodte jus1.- as any incom-

ing Niehicle would, and a film was made shdwingthe trip as it would be seen
by the driver.

In the test situation, respondents were 5hown the film--

undex pretext of some other purpose--then questi,oned regardina.what.they

,

.

remembered about the trip.

Specific questi,ons were asked regarding inter-.

esting posters along the way, brands.advertised, and so on.

This method is

adaptable fo0 in-hom2 testing; auditoriurn testing, and group dicussion:

a

trt

A

I.

CHAPTER X.

POST-TESTING MESSAGES

Post-testing has been defined as checkinn on the performance of an
Its primary

3edia.

ad or campaign after it,has appeared

,Anance and to .draw some...

purpose is tc provide hindsight on r

euclusions regarding the condudAof future advertising.

As previously
4,7

observed,,post-testing resultS are usually a mlxture of media effects and
message efcects, and interpretation.of such data must take thi.s into
account.

In terms of the advertising p'rocess model, post7testing deals wtth

advertrsingexposure,perception, communication and occasionally with sales
However, it mdst commonly deals with.the advertising exposure

results.

nuJurb mcmbor cxposc.d to the ad?

and porccplron

Much attention was paid to it?

How

What was remembered from that exposure?

The additional stages of communlcation and behavior 'can only be
ffer;celed indirectly through experiments to determine if exposure and per-

ception resulted

ill

increased -brand awareness', improved brand attitudes,

more brand sales.

To summarize, post-testing can be separated into two roughl/ distinct
categorl s of' measurement:
1.

Direct measurement
of advertisement exposure and
_
_
perception, usually determined by measures based
,on memory; such as recognition, aided recall,'and
unaided recall of the advertisement.

.

1

8

2.

.

Indirect measurement of communication and behavior
resulting from tile advertisement, Usually determined through changes in awareness, attitudes and
sales behavior regarding the product itself.
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Recognition and*Recall of Print Ads
Direct measurement of advertisement exposure P.: quite similar to the
vehicle exposure s,tudies discussed under media reSearch; in fact, vehicle

and advertisement exposure are usually ascertained in
interview.

tlic

Once exposure to a vehicle has been establish,

-ame survey
.,

the intervitw

may use recognition questi:Ons or recall questiOnsto determine ad exposure.

Recognition and the Starch Score.

In studies of print publications,

a respondent leafs through. the pages and points to the items he remembers

noting or seeing, and tells an interviewer how much of it he read.

results/for a sample of persons are pbulated according to:

The

percent whO saw

oe noted; percent who read part; percent who read most or read all. :Mese

are sometimes called "reader traffic scores" and.art used to evaluate both
advertisin

and non-adVertising (editOriaftitems.

Daniel Starch and.Ccmpany has developed a standar/slervice for re-

.,

searching reader traffic cores, and every advertising man knnws what is
meant by a "Starch Store."

Starch scores are basically the same as lhose

described above, except they are reported as. "Noted" (the percent of'pub-

lication.readers who saw the item),."Seen/Associated," the percent-who read
any pact of-the ad containing the brand name; "Read MOSt" :(the percent who
read more than half of the ad's written copy).
t

The Starch service also includes ah annual sUrrimary of reader traffic
scores called the Adriorms report.

This provides average reader traffic

scores reported separately for each maFazine by product class, size,of ad,
and.use of color.

An individual.ad can be evaluated by comparing Its

score against the norm or average for all similar ads (same magazine',
same size, sarile use of color, same product cla/F).

20G
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Each Starch survey consists of interviews with 200 to 400 persons-half men and half wOmen--from 20 or'30 areas of the United States.

In

addition to a printed report on issue readership scores, Starch prepares

an actual copy of the magazine issue surveyed, with stickers on each item
showing the "noted," "seen/assoc;

.d" and "tead most" scores with separate

stickers for each portion or

Controlling recognition errors.

For many apparent reasor)s, recognition

measurements as described above are subject to reporting errors by the
respondent.

Some Of the reasons for error are:

genuine confusion with

other advertisements; confusion as to which magazine or which issue
actually contained an ad; guessing; deliberate exaggeratkin; eagerness to
'

please the interviewer; misunderstanding; interviewer errors; and so on.
Two method's have been devised to arrive at more relicble recognition
scores; both,require additional research of an extremely careful nature.

The method of Prepublication control requires that a recognition survey

of previously unpublished ads be conducted before the ads actua4appear
in print; these ads may be OresenIed in.a portfolio along withalreadypublished ads, in a dummy magazine, o'r in an old copy of the actual magazine.

These "false recognilion" scores for the unpublished ads are later

subtracted--from the scores obtained in the real-recognitibn survey conducted after the ads are published.

The'confusion-control method consi,sts,

of having some unpublished ads surveyed along.with the real ads--dsually
in portfolio--and getttng recognition claims as usual;'however, those

respondents who Consistently claim recognItion-ofthe false ads are later
dropped from the analysis of the real. ads.

In smallrsaMPle laboratory studies, a couple of, other methods'have
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been used to increase the,accuracy of recognition claims..

The tachisto-

,

scopic method is to show at high speed either complete ads or ad portions

and require that respondents furnish further ad information before being
certified as readers.

The screening method consists in having several

screens over an ad, then,removing one'at the time and getting recognition
claims at several levels oF vi

There are many v.
scores.

s o

Ly.
methods'for refining claimed recognition

However, it iS doubtful that the regular recognition measurement

figures create any great problem as long as the principal objective is the,
relatiVe eValuation of different ads in the same issue; the number of
over-claimers iSnot-greatly different- than the under-claimers, overall.

k-

Aided recall. and the uallup:Robinson. score.

Those who cemhlain-about

error possibilities in the recognition method can get at least thebretical
comfort from the more cc-plicated aidej recall procedure.

Jus-

,

im the

other method,.respondehts Must first qualify as readers of a
,

issue; the-basic diff-rence is that the test issue is kept-clot,

,Jid the

reader must rely almost entirely on memOry for his reports on readership
of individual ads.

Gallup-Roblnson is a commercial research firm with a

-standardized service to prOvide sUchTfigures.
The aid for recall comes in the form of advertisers' or brand names;
,a list of such names is presented to the respondent with the comment-that

some advertiseC H :he :ssue ahd some didri t.

He is then asked to specify

e

which,ones he rememErs froM that issue, what the ad looked liT(e,.,,what

it

said, and so on.

is

Res

,nses are recorded verbatim.

The fact of recall

pot decided untifthe iniervew forms are edited back 'n the home office,
,L Theediting is a tedious and error-prone procedure which establishes
4
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wh6ther or not an ad was actually seen, the most memorable parts of the ad,
and a special s ore called Proved Mame Registration (PNR).

PNR represents

,

the number of erified readers of an ad who recall some crucial element
,
of the ad; this raw figure is adjusted for,ad size, color, placement in
issue, and number of other ads in issue.
.

The adjustment, it is claimed,

transforms the raw score into an absolute measurement so-that ads from
t,.

differer

d by the same yardstick.

it issues may be:comp

Because ,of the contrariness of human memory, however, aided refihI

scores are generally considered to be underesAimatas of true attention/and
readership.

Comparison of

co-.71ition and ai±d recall scores.

Since readership

of printed ads is,a. ras been, a subject of'great interest to the advertising industry, sol-p

discussion should be given here to a basic methodoogy

study conducted by the Ad/rtising Researth Foundation.
Discrepancies betweeri recognition scoret and ai7kled recall scores on'

the PARM study--Printed A4ertising Rating

the same ads gave r.

(--

Methods.

0

The impot, ,Ice of the study stemmed'from a fundamental concept;

an ad cannot sell urt

is Tead.

it

ARF members'voted for PARM as the

most-heeded project

Ht time, the late 50's.

magazine was select- i

cr

.

.

...n

'ngle issue of Lift

intensive study of both -ethods.

One discrep-

.

ds was in the number of is_ue readers.- The

ancy found in the t

.

aided recall (Gallup-Pobi-- n) method results in one-third fewer readers
'chicle expcsures--than the recognition(Starch)

of a magazine issue--i.,
method.
Another discrepan_y t,

3s-

in the characteristics of issue readers.. The
,

recognition method-,prc

.

A lower proportions of persons .who: are under 40
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years old, are in the middle and upper economic brackets, have college
,

educations, are priMary household readers, read th3ir magazines at home,
and spend only a short period of time with the issue.
In short, the 040 methods picked up different mumbers of issue readers
and different kinds of readers.

Since recall h d,more exacting requirements

(rot necess-arily more accurate), it in effect eliminated many persons of

certain characteristics from the audience.

The major difference, however, was in the average ad readership scores
obtained by the two methods.

Recogition gave an average ad-noted score

which was six times the average PNR score---19:n to 3.0%.
the methods produced diffel'ent kinds of ad readers:

'Furthermore,

recall ad readers

tended to be younger, have lower income, lower education, lower occupational
status.
-

.With the passage of time betweeq reading and the readership interview,

recall scores drOpped steadily while recognition scores held steady.

The basic conclusions of the-PARM study are that recall gives much
lower ratings, which are much more sensitive to three important methodological factors--the lapse of time before interviewing, the competence of
interviewers, and the type of _sample.

Thjs results in a lack of reliability,

r "test-retest" consistency, in recall scores.

That.is, if the same ad

is tested twice by aided recall, different scores are more likely to be
obtained than through"the recognition method.
another study by a major advertiser.

This was later verified in

In short, differences in aided recall
,

-

scores of different ads are mOre'likely to be due to'unstable research
t

\

methods than to differences in the ads themselves; therefore, recogniti-on

2.

measurement is the better techmique.

Recall of Broadcast Ads

_Recognition measurement of broadcast advertisements is not feasible
for large sdmples of persons, since it is.difficult if not impossible to
show in an interview all programs broadcast even fonsa single evening.
Consequently, recognition measures are not Used in broadcast post-testing.

However, the relative ease of recall

Telephone survey 7ethods.

tests of television advertising has resulted in widespread use of the
method.

The interviewing can be done quickly, usually bY telephone, and

.

is less taxing on respondent time.than the corresponding magazine procedune.

A random sa-Iple of telephone names is drawn in a community.

'Ii*hin

two hours after a prograni is completed,4eAephone interviews are conducted

along with following lines:
_

"Did you watch telc_ision tonight?"
"Which programs did you see?"
"Tell me something :bout (program seen)"

After being verified as a program viewer in these questions, exposure
to the coirmercial

is determined.

"What products do you remember having seen advertised?"
(unaided)

"Here is a71ist of different kinds of products: Do you
remember seeing commercials for any of them?" (aided)
"What did the commercial fell you about (name of product)?"
"What brands were advertised?"

Additional questions may be asked about the believablity, importance,
,persuasiveless, etc., of thes'commercials viewed.
41?

Thronh this procedure, the researcher-can establish commercial
1

exposure scores expressed in perceatage terms; these may be interpreted,

the same manner as magazine ad readership scores.
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Diary method.

This i5 not usUally considered as a recall method',

however it qualifies technically.

In the diary method previously described

under media research, the respondent may be asked tokeep records of the
cow,arcials seen along with program viewing.

Conclusions about Recognition and Recall Post-Testing
Post-tefting base, on recognition, aided reeall and unaided retail
.are tests of what people renSwber about specific adVerdsethents.
r-,

The reca4nition method appears to be supeCror to recall as a measure'
4
I

of exposure and attention to ads; .ho..!ever, li tells nothing aboUt ihe
6

effects of,the ad;

for example,. an Ed can (let high attention and reader.

shib, yet have no effect on aititudea, buying, etc.
The"recall method, aided or unaided, is probably unreliable as a
-

mcpsure of exposure and attention; thebreticaLly, it:is a peasure of an
ad's efSectS or knowledge:

However, research methodology iS hot precise'

enough to,.place great reliance on the vAidity, of the reSults.

Further-

'imre, even if the 111,71:hods were precise, there is much evidence that fattual
,

recall Of an ad is not at all-rel,ated to the desired..effects7-that

Aligh,factual recall of an'ad may he accompanied,by no change in attitudes
or sales.

,

In short, then, the conclusion must be that recognition sco es are'
reaSonabry good measures of advertising exposure an

p

eptio

pribably not good measures Of attitude or behavioral chan

,

Recall scores,

are not reliable either as medsures of exposure and perception nor as
measures of attitude .rld behavioral effects.

measures dre widely used

However, both kind's of

possibly due to their ready availability from
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syndicated services,

reluctance to chanae habitual patterns, and the

difficulty of obtaining more suitable measures of effects,

Attitudes and Behavior Toward

codtk

the direct

The previous Sections on post-testing have deialt with

measurement of attention to and rtiembrance of th,_ ads themselves.

other major category of post-testir

The

effects of the adver-

deals with t

tising on attitudes and behavior tcward the product advertised.

Research design.

A consideration of research design must' enter here.
.

.

.

Although previousiV mentioned in te section on the Research Process, some

elaboratibn will clarify the requirements for measuring effects of an ad
:on product attitudes and behavior.
Ahe can meastire attitudes toward a,01Foduct after the advertising has

appeared -(after-only design), or both beforerid after the advertising

ikorder to detect,change (bef6re-and-&fter design)

,

or before. and after

the advertIsing among both an exposed and an Ainexposed group (before-andafter-with-control design),- Or after adverti,sing-with both an exposed and

-unexposed groUp (aFter-ohlrwith-control
These,desi4ns

design).

be shown graphically as follows, with A represent--

.ing the appearance (4f advertising, and M representing some form of measure7.
ment:

0
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3efore

Aftec-only

A

M

Before-and-after

A

M

.

Before-and-afterwith-cohtrol
Exposed group

.

1

A

Unexposed.
-After-only-with:1_
control

\

Exposed
Unegposed-

A
1.

Only the latter two designsthose using an unexposed contv,0 group-4

provide Valid measures of. adYertis-ing effects.

This is a very important point; it can be illustrated with the following fictitious egample, in whjch it is assumed that a campaign for-SparkleCola-soft,drink has appeared.
Percent. of respondents
Des.' cfn

After-only

with favorable attitude
,to Sparkle-Cola
Before
After
Change
?

(ad)

25%

Interpretations,Questions.

25% have Oe right attitude after the
advertising. Howeyer, who knows if
this..is a change in attitude, orii
sO.how much?

?

.

Beforeand
after

20% (ad)

+5

257

A 504 favprable change in attitudes
occurred. However, who knows if this
was due to the test ad or to other
events that occu'rred at the same

timereduction of competitive ads,

.

Before-andafter-with-

Plus 5% change in exposed groupl

control

EXPOSED.
20% (ad)
NON-EXPOSEO 15% (-7)

increased advertising of.Sparkle-Cola
in other media,.the fact that the aq
appeared on a hot day and.attltudes
toward all soft drinks iMproved, etc.?

O

25%
200/

+5

pius 52 in non-exposed.group;. net
change, zero. The ad had no effect
on. attitudes over and above other

.influentes, for the reasons mentioned
above.
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t

Design

,

Percent of respondents
with favorable attitude
to Sparkle-Cola
Change
Before
After

atfter-onlywithcontrol
EXPOSED
1,1C:f-,EXPOSED

7

(ad)

?

(---)

25%.
.

20%

Interpretation & Questions

A net di fference of 5% between the
exposed .and non-exposed group eou4d
be real effect of ad if statistically significant

(
These fictitious data illustrate the point that only when a non6

expcsed control-group is measured 'can one be s ure that any observed change
is due to the advertising.

This merely emphasizes again the point made in

the section en research design-rcause and effet (where an advertisement
is the independent "c6'use" variable) can only be dstermined throUgh a
controlled exp/
eriment.

TheTe are some'other conditions necessary, of

course, foN;complete controla group of respondehtsmust be randomly
divided into two groups,' and.the advertising must ba'.confrollabl

onlY the test group has the opportuaity for expos ura.

so that

.

Epaher,jits Valid-.

ity is increased if it is a ccw'r.,.olod field'exprent.
_
io re-eMphasize it strongly--14..s -tnsts.ef edvcrLisiftg, e.fectivoness
in terms of attitude or behavior effects are r.:(1

void unic s

_

group js_used.

a control

ihe e:=ter-only orbefore-and-after designs cannot reveal

the effects of ??vertisin-,.

Given that the control group' conditiOn is satisfied, hoever, post7

rest exPe'riments of advertising effectiveess aregenerally conCerned with.

measurino awarenesS, att!ts, and behavior in the form of sales inquiries
4-9?

or sales .themsLives.

kJareness.
rle.

product

One objectIve of adverti.sing'i.s 'Cc create'awarenes:s of a

or increase salien.ce,in the case'..of an established one.:.
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Previous research .has shown that awareneor "top-of-the-mind"--is
a
,

highly r'elated,to pCtual sales.

Sun:fey questions to determine awareness

are phrased about as follows:

I.

"When you think of toothpaste (or other product),
whith brand do you think of first?"
Nhat other' brands come'to your mind?"
This may seem like a naive approach, but

its

simplicity is deceptive.

Exyerience shOws it to be one of the most valuable survey questions for
.\

meaSuririg advertising 'effects, because it is directly related to actual
sales.

Attitudes, beliefs, buying
prefe'rence.
_
.

_

In general usage, attitude

,

.

towand a product, can mean.several tt2ings-=like or dislike, belief (or
image) and buying preference.
"At

In precise
mepning, however, attitude is "a favorable or unfavdrable
_
.

feeling toward the prOduct"--the overall degree of liking .or dislinking.

The beliefs about a product are sometimes called its reputation or

"prOuct image.", Take a toothpaste brand, for example-- t has several
Q

attritUtes including price, taste, decay preventiveness, and so on..

It

may ratel-high on one belief,'Tow on another, and just average on another.

.A product:s belief ratings may or may not be related to its attitude

Oorating--for example, a\customer may have an unfavorable attitude toward a
toothpaste even though the price, taste, and decaY-prevention properties
are rated,high.

Why?

Because the important factor, to that customer, is

overcOming bad breath or some othe

factor.

Buying preference is anothe /75kind of verbal report, sometimes called
"tntention to bby" or "buying'predisposition."
of attitude and beliefs;

This too can be independent

customer may have a favorable attitude and
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favorable beliefs toward an advertised brand, but have no intention Of
buring

it,.

Because he always buys groceries in a particular shop-

Why?

ping center where his most favored brand isn't carried; rather than go out
of his way, he always buys the chain,stose brand because it's more convenient--even though it may rate lower on brand attitude and other beliefs.
Survey questions on buying preference may be phrased as-follows:
"If you were going to buy toothpaste tomorrow,
which brand would you be most likely to buy?"
"Which other brands would you consider?"'
"Are there any brands, you would definitelY not
cqnsider?"

The last question is sometimes included to determine the very impor,

tent differerke between a neutral;reaction and an &Ctively negadve.one.
Instead of individual questions on btying preference,'a buying inten'

'

tion scale is sometiMes used, with the resp, ondent to check the one posi:
tion on he scale that best expressed -his intentions.

Such a scal,e might"'

take the foliowing form, in the case of a particular brand of toothpaste:
"Check the one statement that best fits your
point of view:
I'm deinitely going to buy some, right away.
I'll pcobably buy.some sometime.
might buy some in the future.
1111 probably never buy any.
wouldn't use it even f it were given to-me.
I

I

Buying intention scales can be us

1

if carefully developed (thrOugh

research, not from an armchaidand validated against actual usage.:

If

precise, the buying intentions of a group of consumers can be plotted on,

this "ladder of preference' andthe effectiveness of advertising judged_
by the extent to which it moves consumers up the ladder.

ilquiries and sales.

Another method oF post-testing advertising

effectiveness hls alreadY been described in the pre-testing discussion--

21.7
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behavloral measures such as coupon returnS'-or inquiries, and s.ales.
0

inqujries are direct responses to advertisYng--either.through coupons or:1'

In the form of sdme.concact ath the advertUser or his 'retail outl-ets.
Requests for more inforTation, requests for samples or dewonstrations,
1,

" visits Weetail outlets, etc., are more forceful indicators of effects
than verbal reports..

In short, they Sre forms of action or behavior
0

,

requiring some effort on the part of the target audience. 'As fh the case
of dwareness and the other verbal reports,'one can be sure,that these are,
direc/t effects of advertising.only if the rontrolle& experiment has been
Luhdhrted.

,

..

,

.
.

;

.

Sales or purchases are, of course, the ultimatedesired effect of

advertising.

One- mist distinouish betwen.actual purchase and Nierbal

reports of purchase.
buy?"'o

A survey guestion'asking "Which bwand do you usually.,.

"Which brand did yoli purchase last?" will not give the same

results as an actual sales measurement.

Some products, such as cars and

appliances, require that a warranty or registration card be filled out
showing the purchaser's name at the time of sale, thusi,providing

,

annob-

*

trusive measure of actual purchE,se.

Host prodUcts, however, don't yield

,a direct s'ales record identifying the.buyer, and indirect purchase measures-.
must be used.

Store audits are often used to check the number Of product units that,
have been,sold.

In He case.of separate test'arets for separ,ate adver-

tising\treatments, it' s_pOssible to determine advertising effects.

Another indirect sales measure is the pantry inventory or household
inventoey.

In visiting a sample of homes', an interviewer may ask to see

the brands actually on hand i,n the household', along with the usual
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questionnaire interview.

Again, the researcher'Must be able togink the

possession of a particular brand of p;oduct with a controlled experiment

.

design in or!der to determine the effect of advertising.'
A measurdthent of behavior--inquiry, sale, store au-dit or product

.possession--is undoubtedlv.a better indicator of advertising ef;ect than
Because
a verbal repdrt of awareness, knowledge, attitude or preference.

of problems in gathering the data, behavioral Measures are no%es widely
out in some situations, behavioral measures may be easier and

USCC .

cheaper to obtain, and they shou!d certainlY be obtained if possible.

Analyzing Post-Test,.Results to Find Advertising PrincipleS

Two major purposes of post-testing were mentioned earlierone is.to
evaluate performance of particular ads or.campaigns, the other is to
determine 'some general principles that will be helpful in future advertising.
,

Combined ratings and content analysis.

One way to arrive at general

prinCiples is to look et the content differences between ads which score
high aild those which score low on various readership meAures.

This

procedure is a comhination of content analysis and post-testing measurement.

magazines extenFor example, take the case of an.advertiser who uses
._
-sively and gets'_Starch readership reports on the ads.

He has placed. 100

readership scores
ads in a general ma,2azine over a period of time and has
on all of them.

To look for gener

,

ads into three 9roups--25 scoring ix-Arm_

low,and 50 which have medium scores.

219

he first separates the

igh, T- scoring extremely

Miat are the apparent content

213

differences between the high-scoring ads and the*lcw-scoring ads?

A

visual, inspection may reveal the following:
4

/
25 ads with
High "% Noted"
Black-and-white
Two-color
Four-color
No illustrations
Small illustration
Large illustration

Question in headline
Direct statement
No headline

25 ads with
Low "% Noted"

2

12

15

5

3

3

8
14

7
15

13

4

6
6

11

10

etc.

From this analysis, he can conclude that ad noted scores can be
improved by using four-color and 6,X using qUestion headlines; use of an'

A
illustration apparently makes no difference.

There are many other physical

ad characteristics which can be analyzed in the same way, oí course; dif-'
ferent layout techniques, different persuasion S'irategles, apd so on.

What measures are used in such an analysis?

In addition to noted and

other readership scores, high- and lbw-scoring ads can be compared for
differences in attitude change, preference change, sales Changein short,
any measure for wtyich valid data are available.

Further analysis can be conducted among different vehicles of a
medium.

For example, the high- and low-scoring ads in a man's magazine

may differ according to headline but not according to use of color;.a

woman's magazine may show.the oppositetendency; in a specialized technical
magazInc, none of the layout differe Ices

strategy mgy be a crucial facto.
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be

while persuasion
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such an analysis may proceed is 1i7ted

ME lumber of ways

differences in high- and low-scori-A ads,

only

:he number of

and

insight Of tft.

arri

at through suc: 3r:,

fied

ner doing_the analySis.

however, should be

The principles
hecked out and veri-

.

ing and analysis, or .through experimenta-

.1rOugh further Li!,

tion.
...-

analysis and test scores has also been

This combination r

)f television advert4s'ing.

used in determining pCorporation, for examp,

sted thousands of TV commercials and

analyzed them in this f

) provide guidance foT their clients.
,sed before-and-after changes in "buying

(Schwerin, you will remer
preference" verbal

he measure of commercial-effectiveness.)

re-)or-

as the following:

They have discovered sur,

animals are more effective

in cartoon co
than people

in characters.

Commercials :.:o7Fro

(grandmothc-,

effective
viewers.

Humorous o
humorous c
Commercials
effective th,
A

The Schwerin

a "family authority" figure
)rother, etc.) are very
-'viewers but not among young

7-1g

are less effective than nons.

me the competition are more'
:)se 'which don't.

Many othei- principles_have been found through such analysis.

.applied to any vehicle

It can be

any medium, using any measure of.advertising

effect.

_

Content analysis of-competitive.advertisinq.

ci5oly what the competitinn is dOing,

it
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In order to know pre-

is so mm.Imps cic;sirdblp to analyze
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v.

at :..-:ey're

:\

strafe::
m-

)res are neec_

a=roaches are,
5:__D which is o=

collectinfl competitive ads Cr

_na, /zing their

ccnoech..:---in

=re h,ics, etc.,-

.1 ,jrew

'rse, to ceterm,

oil:

-ials,

of

__al can be lea-

effe:tive fr_

.ription of what

say is a necess

)

r-

tzher
ip,,titivt,

first

C

,

.LY

.

ESEAT-.CH :

T'ITURE
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jture, resec:ch deals ^

Money, or

how much money to spen

',en

I

.-.:1Jestions of

spend it ard where tc s.

How NOT To Do :t
There are many
iture.

TI,ree conmor

!king wror.: decisions on

-ritising

-ocedures a:--c "seat of

parts," "percer:-

,

.72titor.

age of sales" an:::

-edure g

The "'seat of

TLy-lettlThg

dent and the princi_

-.)f a cor:cny

table and they di-sc-..,s

nd argue -:he

we spend on advertiing neex:

r?"

Al(

valuepof advertisinr.

impress people

and the discussion w-"'
go to advertising.

rg budget will

r.::

be arrived at.

opinions or

will

or again:,

:he

_Aside :he company, ar-7:i so
-7 rIve'

al-r._,,ac

been estaL-b

shed

or days cr sometimes months of wrangl

A.-7r.rr.-

This wi

-r.Tould

around Irla.t proporrjor of that total s7owld

r

based on ()Pinions r'atr.

'ftow much moner!:

irtere7ts,

al

Sometimes an entir

Hc down Dr( mlj a long ccr:a-ence

.:)F 1-,

matter--based on theHr ovn

on.

the prosi-

1,

,

tho.- ,-vidence--some scrt of compromise solutim- will
'

f_-,avily weighted

n the d'rection of the

mion

held by the oighest rar-Trist 7_17.,pany officials :aking r.,A-t and the mcs':

.oluble, persistent anc

talkems at :he tab

will bear little'or no reli-o to what rea Hy shoul
much, in.which case money

wasted, or

it may be

The eventual --"igure

spentit may

little, in which.

case extra profits will

"Watch tre cOmpetitor"

a game
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the 12

too

-otion istt tha
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leading compet.tors: aire (a) smarter or (b) have some divine gui

(c) have some real knowledge based on research.

7he advertis

of the "watching" company Is then ceared to the budget of the
in some fashion.

:Dr

CI:

Chance's are, however, that the competitors T,Irc

operating on faith ancli'gnorance.

Even if the competitors' adve

based on research knowledge, what's right for one company isr

is

t

t

right for another; for example, advertising spending for a c7y
clearly leads the field in sales may be either too mu'ch or tc

'or

companies with a sma'ler share of market.
The "percentacie of sales" method gives the comfortable
it

that

i

is scientific because it is based on numbers and statistic_

,c,--atime

in the dim past, a-company oracle mav have decided that "adve-7:7ih- should
A

be 3% of gross sales income."

If this policy isyollowed yea

year,

it,'s possible to achieve a high correlation between sales ant.

The fallacy is that cause-and-effect is reverse0--instead
being a cause of sales, it ends up being an effect of sale's.

These fallacious methods are also used in determining wh:
use and which messages are communicated.

Here, hoWever, we're

media to
ncorned

'with the money Oestion.

A Bett_r WO:

Control:LA Fi&ld Exper;ments
TCFX)
_ _
_

The most acceptable method for determining advertising exr

the controped field experiment using sales (or profits) as tht
variable.

As with other advertising research methods, experts

is

7,1i:ur?-..

detndent
--Ere

-lot in

complete agreement on that statement; the best support for it crme- Fr-m

some of the largest and most profable advertiset-s in the coun_-y
adopted Lt.

rave

It satisfies the businessman's reguiTement for pra7;rical and
.

,

.
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ccls, and the

and r:

r

retrlirement for

rcher

-3:sure-Tient.

rigor-L1-

experinentE7

descriptson of c2--,t-3lla

A
been giv.

will be c..ver here f-r several

Sc-,

.ew tr-:

at this point zo r_

may be

-:

ecr

adrertis:ng Ludcet, ±;pendlng pattms

it

kr

adv,-,-11.:-Hg research

-re chapter or "cor-

in

use._

- -total

cf aC,2rtising

"ion,

C-le, market C.OF

aliocaton, ard vehicle

medi

Sett ng Total Advertising Budget
Planning a controlled field expe-;memt on the tota

cc.

HIJ go

budget snould start many months be-.'or c. a new bugget is lo

'into efE=ect.

411-ci?

hold,

Because advertising's effects are slow

except in special cases, and it" is desirable that advertisir2 DE

si:llowed

to run for some time before making a final judgment.

Here is an example, acain using the fictitious product, :..'orle-Dent
toothpe te.

The main depeident variable will be sales, to be ,eterm:ned

by storc; audits.

(With cl:-Ier product-s, saes might be de: :-mied by

sales -egistration cards, -witry rnv -tory or surveys or

It ay be desiratle to alsc 2aasure such thingF :is brad ewEre-

chase.)

arr..

rokAedge, image, attitude, b,,A.

ness,

pur-

po

measu--.7. of sales alone wi'l dete..rmin:

are reeluad
of thte

^.1-7.-

determine wh

50 or

niie a

Jh-lt happened, tha. other

thev hmp2 .ad and give a bet-..-r urm2

-.ending

of.the adrtisinc.

Thz ..2..rimental unit will be nar.,..ats (metropolitan a-eas,

than ir

'

viduals or small geoiraphic t-acts.

The reason :r- th
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Note that morthiy sales 'fioures will be accumulated, perm4tti-:D
.detection of when the sales chahges occur and how lor,g afftj.r.the test,

period they persist.

For the same reason, surveys

before the test, at three-month intervals Ouripg
after and six months after.

be conducld just

il

test, imrediately

For other products, :hese time intervals might

vary, depending on marketing conditions, the naturil purchase cycle and
Other factors.

From here on, there are mar otr detaiJs

planned--the adver-

-tising agency must arreAce to bu,y. the media in.:he panned am6unts, the
sales auditing and surv,:y procoslu'res mst be schedubed, and nary ether
coordination efforts imust be carri-.,A.rit among tik

company, the arlency,

the research firm and the me.dia.

During the course of the exper
to detailed execution of the plan.
Aftpr

thiollyhout

2nt
I

experimnt,

paid

rigcrous a:iention mult

.11ys is cif the -Jta is car-i,.,1 cut

-esulting :n a final repor-: :

a

budget decision based on the results.
The ,bare bones of the analysis..

.iever, -.7-e

simple..

The :7,-

'sales, attitudes, etc., for Each tre_meht are zompared with each

in
c

h r,-

,

and net changes compared with the con:-.rol are computc:d.
ana4sis is as shceo.n

I

"Freatrient

A
Q.

50%)
(100%)
(

C (150%)
D (20(n)

the

r c'.apters:

!,7, Jr-QC:

Defor

rn outlin:

an,-:. ,DFt2r adver` =,1g

.

Same
Same
same

`7
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Cherie (a,Fter
hefDr.A
Amowat, -t-

Same
Same
Same

or-

-

2%7

notd :efore, advertising expendiv_ire (the independent treatment
varia_ e) cal Le varied in many ways:
505;,

or

05;

1005;, 2005;

,

755;,

or

1005;, J505;, 2005; (as in the example)

1005;,

10005;'

1255;

It's v:art while to reiterate one requirement for .such_exv:riments:
all', other c,:priT

tions, except the-independent treatment variable, in the
The money taken away

mEIrket.5, s7ou1d be ma.iptained exactly as normal.

c- addd to atvertising should not be funneled

into other marketing activi-

ir thoe -arkets; local advertising by retail merchants-shouldnot be

t

c....nge ,2.

to compensate for the budget changes.'

te ex.;)eriment will be clouded.

Otherwise, the resdlts of

Redardi,nq competitive advertisic!q, there

is of -Lourse-no way to control this; one reason fbr using 10 markets for

each treatment is to insure that fluctuations in Competitive advertising
The

and oti.1-7?r non-controllable factors are constant for all treatments.

Jme, --Eace, and conditions of such testing are generally guarded as "top
setret

informatioh,, to prevent others withln and without the company from

f7Duling up the results, either deliberately or accidentally.

H-re is a fictitioUsl-tabIe of results that might be obtained from the.
exo7plc given:

'Sales Index Performance

After yr.long test
Before

Treatment
A (505;)

,

B (1005;-normal)
C

(1505;)

o((2065;)

/

.100
100
100
100

1

mo.

3 mo,

6 mo.

60

110

70
100
105

10

11}0

30
100
100
120

1.00
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1

Sales Change
mo, -3.mo. 6 mo.
-1:0

0

+10
+60

-.30,

-20

0
+ 5.

0

+40

+20

0
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The researcher can draw the following conclusions from these results:
(1) Changes in advertising budget-have on immediate effect which gradu-

ally decreases as the budget is returned to normal; (2) sales are lost
when advertising is decreased 50%; (3) sales do not _increase appreciably

when advertising is increased 50%; (4) doubling the budget produces

a

significant increase in sales which decreases sodewhat-over time but is

maintained significantly hiaher as long as 6 months after the change.
The rate of decay in increased sales .for the doubled budget could be
determined b.-/ continuing the analysis for a year or more.

One could also

trace the change in profits as well c's in sales; even though sales in-

creased significantly when advertising was doubled, it's conceivable that
the cost per incremental sale was excessive, resulting in decreased
profits along with increased sales.
Other analyses

-could

compare the sales change with changes in

awareness, knowledae, attitudes and other dependent variables measured.

Determining the Advertising Spending Pattern
This refers to the timing of advertising expenditures over time.
Given a certain amount of money to spznd over a year's period--say, one

million dollars--an infinite number of spending patterns is possible.
few are shown below:

4r
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A
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Spending'by Months

TREATMENT (PATTERNS)
1

Rectangular: equal spending
over time periods

0
heavy
Downhill pattern:
spending at first, gradually
decreasing to zero
-

little
Uphill pattern:
spending at first, gradually
increasing to maximum

heavy
at beginning and end of
period, little at mid-point
V-,shaped Pattern:

regular
fluctuations based on other
market o.= buying conditions
Cyclical 'pattern:

231

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

11
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There are, of course, innumerable variations in spending pattern that
m:ght be tested--jnverted-V pat:arns, W:shaped patterns: irregular patterns,

based ori .asonal fluctuation, and so on. -The correct pattern for one
product F,ly not be appropriate for another.
usa.ge and the variations
fluctuatiions.

SoMa products have seasonal

n spending pattern might be geared.to those

Other produots, such as automobile

,

have annual product

changs and the advertisi-)g expencjiture may b2 geared to introduction time.
For the advertising 7 .searcher, the major point is this:

any varia;

tions in spending pattern -ay be tested by controlled field experiments in
much the sate manner as buc..get experiments.

From a pool of markets, mar-

kets .zan-be randomly cfssi:ned to as many grou)s as there are spendina pattern treatments .tO be tesTed.

7he oattern of spending can be an extremelly important factor in the
results obtained from advertising.

.it's conceivable that a given ..adver-

tising budget might result in 50% fewer sales or 50% more sales, depending
on the spending pattern.
ef

Determining Market Allocation of Funds
For one reason or another,-it might be desirable to test whether a
given advertising budget getsjoi6ptter results in some kinds of markets than
A

others.

Some of the variations in market allocation that might be considered
are these:
Market size:

TREATMENTS

Large markets (over 500,000 population)
vs.

X

Medium-sized markets (50,000-500,000)
vs.

1

Small markets (under 50,000)

231

Market strength:

TREATMENTS
Strong markets (where 'existing share of sales is
high)

,

vs.

AveTage markets (sales share is medium)
vs.

Weak markets (sales share is low)
Geographical area: bTREATMENTS

,ar west
vs:

Midwest
vs.

East

*(or,a comparison of 0-(e seven major census regions)

Socio-economic
con-ditions:

,

TREATMENTS
-----

,

High income (high per capita income 6. spending)
vs.

Metlium income
vS.

Low income

There are many other ways in which different geographical locations, or
markets, Lan vary,

The importaRt market characteristics vary from product

to product, 50, no one style of market'al)ocation is idea:1 for all products. .

Intensive S-tudy ofother data on the product and its customers pro-

vide clues to the crucial experimental treatments.
The controlled field experiment can test these different strategi(es

of advertising spending by allocating the same amount of money.to several
market conditions, and measuring the resul:5.

Media Allocation.Problems.
.

Apart from the. .qUestion Of overall advertising expenditure,.one

problem that frequently arises in advertising is:

Which advertising

medium, or combination of media,'would'be best for placement of additional
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funds--radio, TV, newspapers, outdoor, direct'mail, or some combination of
those media?

In the chapter on media research, this problem was discussed in terms

of such dependent variables as circulation, audience size; an& advertising
'exposure; by such corlidcrations, it's possible to narrow down the tremendous number of alternatives to a few alternatives for final experimentation.
.

The controlled field experiment, with sales as the dependent variable, is
really the acid test of media effectiveness.

To test the.relative effectiveness of incremental spending in one or
Other of several media, the researcher conducts single media experiments.

To test the relatiVe effectiveness of combinations of media, the reAs an example, assume there is

searcher conducts media mix experiments.

$100,000 to invest in added media--that

i

,

$100,000-over and above the

normal budget.

Treatments
'Single-media experiment:

Normal media usage (control)
vs.

Normal rilus $100,000 radio
vs.

Normal plus $100,000 TV
. vs.

NorMal oplus $100,000 newspaper
vs.

Normal plus $100,000 magazine
vs.

'Normal plus $100,000 direct mail

This example contains six treatments--normal usage to serve as a control, plus five treatments consisting of $100,000 extra in'each of five
media.

It's possible, of course, to test only one additional medium in

this fashion, or as many as are available, including outdoor, skywriting,
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In this case, with six treatments, the

matchbook Covers, or whatever.

researchers would start with an initial selection.of 12, 18, 24, 30'or
any number of markets divisible by six--the more the better--and then
randomly divide them into six-treatment groups 'as described earlier.

The

results of this.experiment would provide direct comparison of every
't

mdiurn wf61 eyery other in terms of.Sales,and profits, and/or various
0

survey measures of effectiveness.
A rredia mix experiment is somewhat mord complicaze

,

since it invo1yes-

a simultane9us test of combinations of media at various levels.

To reduce

the'complexity:the example below Will deal only with two media--newspapers
and televisron--and two levels

of additibnal spending in each., This
,

.

produces four treatments'as follows:
Constant sum media.mi-x:

Treatment
Normal

(for control)

vs.

Normal plus $50,000 TV plus $50,000 NP
Normal Plus $100,000 TV
vs.

Normal.plus $100,000 Newspaper

The term 'Jconstant sum

above simply means that some fixed amount--

in this case, $100,000--is allocated among two media.

To determine the

b st constant-sum combination of six media could require 64 different
treatments; in usual practice, owing to limitations in the number of test
markets available, this number of.treatments would.not be feasible.
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4. Normal plus $50M Newspaper
vs.

Variable sum modja mix:

5. Normal plus $10011 Newspaper.
vs.

Treatment
Normal

6. Normal plus $50M TV and $50M Newspaper
(for control)

vs

7. Normal plus $50M TV and $10011 Newspaper

vs.

2. Normal plus $50M TV

vs.

8. Normal plus,.$100M TV and .$50M Newspaper

vs.

3. Normal pius $100M T"

vs.

vs.

9. Normal plus $10011 TV and $100M Newspaper

In this variable_um example, there are two media (newspape.t and
television) at three different levels--(zero, $50

thousand, and $100

thousand) for each, for a total of nine different treatments.

This is a

variable sum media mix because, even though no single medium gets more than
$100,000, the total spc7ding per/treatment varies from $50,000 to S200,000.
The.results of such an

periment can determine not only which individual

medium is best in,compL-ison with the other, bUt also the effects of different combinations of media. _The design shown above was actually used by
a major advertiser not too long ago.

Another-cOMpany conducted an even

more complex study in which four different media, at two levels eachwere
tested--a fotal of 16 treatments., Depending-on, the number of test,markels
available and suitable, an advertiser could-theoreticall, y test any number
-of media,- at any number of levels; in practice, 16 treatments becomes

-

wieldy to. manage and is extremely. expensive.

'Vehicle Allocation Problems
-Assuming ft has already been 'decided tO spend $100,000 in.the magazine

medium, the next question is whlth,vehicle to use.Thjs would lead to a
vehicle allocation study.

Should the $10.0,000,be spent in Cosmopolitan,

Redbook or Amarican Home?.

In the case Of magazlhes, the researcher could

depart frorii the use of markets as the...measurement units, 'and' instead, resdrt
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P

to split-run experirner

J1,

'Jchnique, a listing of inoividuals is randomly

In the split-r.

units.

In which inCividuals 7)re the, measurement

,

ups; this requires that sales data be keyed to

divided into treatment

individuals rather than markets; this is more feasible for.some products
than others.

,

In this case, let's say that individual sales,information is
,

,/

,available (through compare orders, for example).
Treatment

-Single vehicle
experiment:

Normal spending (for control)vs.

r:r-lal plus $100,000 in COsopolitiin
vs;
'7d-7-Ai plus S-100,000
,VS..

for7a1 plus $100,000 in American HoMe

The researcher c.

d10 cc77-thuct constc.it sum vehiclemix an4 vari-

able sum mehicle mix ,,,:priments in the same manner described previously
for media experiments

Other Advertising_ExpL!.,

This chapter has
field experiments to p-

terns over time,
,

,e Problems
-ibed only a few applications of controlled
,,,.Lms of total advertising budget, spending pat=

7nncent7ation, media allocation and vehicle.ailo-

s

cation.. It's alsc

.3E2 ble to oesign experiments which would test-various

combinations of those allocations.simultaneouslyfoi- 'example, a simultan,,
,

eous 'test of total advertisi'ng budget fevels and various spending patternS;-

Such complex studies are retatively easy to-design, bdt.they are difficult
to execute.
,

Several reasons for thisIdifficulty ere limited'numbers of

suitable test markets, a high number of. Ossible treatment combinations,
;

the attention n.sessary for executing the details of the design, and
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coordination of the efforts of company, advertisin9 agency'and media.

One

rule of thumb is that a controlled field.experiment becomes difficult to
manag

when more than 12 treatments are.Involved.

This is not to say that

a large number of treatments is impossible, but only that.the problems
multiply much more rapidly than the number of treatments.
The Controlled field experiment, with sales or profit.:_

the dependent

i!

variable, embodes the best business and scientific approaznt,
tising research today.

n adver--

The plan is not suitable for all 7r=1:-: concern.

_

.ing media or messages or money-...but-where possible, it is the me.:1-1c.:11 of

choice.

There is a strong belief by many that statistical ana7.sis

' data,

without conducting anv additional or new research, can prov1/2e arrs to
man,,, advertising prolriems.

There are equally strong beliefs by F

experts that statistical analysis alone is an attempt to make "a si

purse

from a sow's ear;" meaning.that the statistical approach u-.d by itself is
purely wishful thlinking.

Some of those statistical technicues are discus--

sed briefly in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER XII.

MISCELLANEOUS TOOL. AND TECHNIQUES

described
The research methods, plans, tools and techniques a ready

probably account for 95% of the time and effort being' ercnded on adver-,

tising research.

.

Out in front of this wave, however,

-e the advanced.

thinkers experimenting with other scientific approache:.
r7,

Just\,aS in earlier examples, itls possible to understand some of

the concepts and the applications of these tools without understan ing
'ail

the inner workings, technical details and mathematical propfs.
Some of these innovatic7.s are described very b iefly below.

sericus advertising reser-Aral-

new dments by
c-,apter.

will keeg
putl7cL-

reacing

Some of t

most

rt

The

touch with these -2,-....:Tther
--)75 alreeic;/ mentidne:

in an

it are the Journal of Advertisinc

Rdsgarcn, Journal of Marketing. and Jolirril cif Marketing Research.

Operations Research

Operations research is the umrella label given a number of specific
mathematical techniques that have been helpfulin makino advertising,
marketing and other business decisions.

Computers are qenerally, but not

aMays, used fur the complicated statistical manipulations involved,
Included in operations research are some of the othertools described
below.
0

It has.been very useful

in making practical decisions about inven-

t

tories, pi-ites, production seheduling and transportation scheduling_

Statistical Decision Theory
Statistical decision theory is'one application of operations research

The problem to be solved is generally one of choosing between two
237
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r more
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alternative courses of action,

.S0T provides estimates of the euantitative

"value" of th,2 different outcomes, and the likelihood that each will occur
1

under a given set of specified conditions.
courses of aczion for next year's adverti

For example, two alternative
ing expenditure migh.: be "twice

as much as tLs year" and 'half- as mch as this year."

The c

'ferent out-

come:s are measured only as "Thcrei-Fsec sales" or "decreased sales."

acrzisir= expenditure; dependent var.able, chänge-'

(Indepemi.en:

in sales.4
tha,t

(a)

The basicquestIon:

viat are the respective proLiilities

-.11he snles will be ob 1nc

with las:.
sales wi:17.n

(C)

1e

advertisir0

more sales

with more advertising,

sales with more advertising,

r.ld

(d)

less

llows a choice betWeen more advertising

I

of.the highest net value of the combin

and less adver7 sing on the bps

outcoMes (more sales and less SE es) of each.

Mathemat cal NAels
A r,Ahemalical model

is ar

2q1'ation expressing the relationship

between a nuMiler of independedt variables and a dependent variable.

the dependent variable, Ynumber of sales" (X).

Take

The things that affect

.

saleS,(indepem.dent variables) might be "number of salesmen" (A), "number
of retail outlets

(B), and "nc-,lber of advertising pages" (C):

value must be assigned to each independent variable unit.
is estimated that a retail outlet

i

Then a.

Let's say it

1000 times as vahlable as one adver-

tising page, and a salesman is 100 times as valuable as an advertising
page.

The equation might end up like this.;

1)00A +.100B + IC = X

In short, a matKematical mAel is a numerIcal expression of the factors
that theoretically influence-some dependent variable,
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Simulation

Simulation in./ces the use o
artificalTY. "what

ould. hz-,ppen if

.

matheratical models to predict

" Using the abcve model (with

.

values or "weights" for each of the independent variabl

arrived'at throL,oh

previous experimentation), one can simulate a number of different situations
and,choose the one,that comes.out hest.

sume a company has

For exarple,

an extra million.diallars t7) spend on marketing next year.

",h.nuld

it Ere

spent on.new salesmen, new retail r,utlets or more advertisinc,--or some com-

bination of all three7

Or

dollars will allow the adt,ition of

:

ei-ther five retail outlet:. or 30 s_ esmen or 20 advertising pa,ges.

Sales

for each of these a1ternatiVes are 3imulated
Alternatives:
Invest one
million. dollars in
.

.

.

Five retail outlets
30 sales men
20 advertising pages

1000 (S) + 100 (0) +
(0) = 5,000
1000 (0) + 100 (30) + It(0) = 3,000
1000 (0) + 100 (0) + 1 (20) =
20
1

Through simulation, the conclusion
,

Equation.

be spent on retail outlets'.

drawn that t'71e extra money would best

(The values of the differen: units above are

fictitious, not based on real data, simply to illustrate the procedure.)
As can be noted in the above example, the crucial number for the accuracy
of simulation is the weight or value assigned to one unit of each indepen.

dent variable; if that isn't accurate', the equation is worthlesS and can be
quite Misleading.

Simulation is of great value for manipulation-of

physical objects, of.questionable Validity for determining eFectS on

°

-human thoughts and behavior,

Linear Programming

.

-Linear programming can be illustrated as an,applicatlon of simulation
the choice of Medip- combinations or media mixes.
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For, example, suppose a.

,

240

,

company has-one million dollars to Spend on
want to'divide it among five magazines.

advertising and they

The proEle-1 is, there are TOO

different magazines available'and over 75 million different combinations
of five magazines that miqht be chosen 'from the list of100.

Eazn cOrriti-

nation of five magazines representsHone equation--.thus, over 75,00,000
equations must be computed:

Linear programming via computer makes it

feasible to simUlate all the different "mixes" ar.:1 choose the one that will
,

....pparentlx/ maximize reach for a given amount of m'cincy.,

:Experimental Design

Various applicbtionsof experimental design already haye been
described under various Aabels in preceding sections.of the book-.-

laboratory experiments, controlled field experimer:s, splie-run tcHg
and so on.

The Classic experimental design involves two groups---istst

group and a contrer1 group. assigned. by randomi=tim of the total

of

subjects--with after-only measurement, or'before-amli-after me3sur,:mL-1;

only the test group is exposed to the treatMent varable.
More complex experimental designs are::

factorial designs, wherc:

seyeral_variations of two or more independent variables are-teste
taneously

sul-

the latin-square desigr; the randomized-Elock design; End many

others.

One crucial point to remember about experimental design is that it
an essential condition for.determining cause and effeot:
simulation:"

is

It differs from

in simulation, one trfe's to predict what would happen in

various situations by artificial m2nipulation of numbers; in experimenta-'
.tion, the various situations are aztually tried out in the real world.

1.
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Needless'to.say, experimentation is many, many times more expensivebut
the value of its conclusions is also much greater.

Factor Analysis

Factor analysis is a statistical technique used to reduce a greqt

many variables down to a few general factors underlying them.
"image" studies provide a good example.

The image of a car is com-

posed of many beliefs about styling, intirior appearance, riding comfort,

.

durability, initial cost, cost of Operation, pickup and getaway, 'trade-in
- value, and hundreds of other product attributes on traits.

In trying to

X

determine which of these are most important, it may be found that 'some of
the beliefs are almost,perfectly correlated-with each other.

For example;

styling and Lnterior appearance beliefs cor'relate to form an "attraCtiveness" factor; initial cost, cost of operation and traq5-in value may all,
be rierfectly correlated with each other to form an (2,economy" factor; dur-

ability and pickup.might go together to form a "strength" factor.
After a factor, analysis of all the beliefs.that make upcan image, on,6

may end up with onlV three or four basic factors; future image measuremerit
could then concentrate on these factors'instead of. measuring 100 different.
beliefs.

These "factors"--e.g.,.attractiveness, economystrength--are more
likely to be Significantly related to sales'than the,numerous original
variables,
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CHAPTER XIII.

MAT THE PUBLIC 'MINKS ABOUT ADVERTISING

Most of this book on advertising research deals with measuring
advertising effects,for specific products. -Here is quite a 'different kind

ofresearch study--one that attempted to find out What the public theurht

about advertisingHn general.
The members of the American Association of Advertising Agercies (AAAA)
had been concerned for some time about various criticisms of advertising
fin general.

Some of the familiar criticisms are that advertising

is offen--,

sive or irritating, or that there's,too much of it, or that it raises
product costs, and so on.

Therefore, in 1964 the AAAA decidA to take a scientific approach and
an,

find out just what the pu'ilic really did think, instead

(:);:

relying on the

The purpose was to locate

scattered'opinions of a f2w writers and critics.

and understand any widespread criticism, if any, of advertising on the
part of the public.

There were two main parts to the study:

one, public

reactions to d'bilvertising as dn institution; two,-public reactions to adver-

.tisêmerts themselves.

1"he basic research procedure was a national survey of a random.sample
of the "consumer population"--persons 18 and over.

were conducted with t'he members of the sample.

Two personal interviews

In the first:interviewa...../

standard quesIion-and-answer_procedure was followed to determine attitudes
toward advertising as-an institution.

The second part of the data...-.

.gathering process hod some unusual features and will
.presenting the results of the first-part below.
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be described after
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Attitudes Toward Advertising as an Institution
This part of the research was intended to answer these questions:
How important is advertising to the American public,
in comparison with a number of other institutions?
How favorable or unfavorable does the public.feel
toward advertising in general?
.How does the public feel about certain specific
elements of advertisingr-ecotiomic aspects, social
aSpects, the content, and so on?
Many questions were necessary to get specific answers to these questions, but the principal results were as follows:

Importance of advertising.

Adverti,sing is not a central issue in the

day-to-day thinking of the American public.

People are more immediately

concerned with other aspects of life such as raising children, religion,
education and the government.
- in a list of 10.different aspects of life,
advertising ranked last as a topic of conversation; only)1% said it was a subject
they talked about most.

Advertising ranked laFt as soMething they
have strong opinions 'about, with only 7%
reporting strong opinions on it.
Advertising ranked third among the ten institutions as something.ihey enjoyed complaining
about without being too-serious jn their corn-.
plaints, with 20% giving that. response.

A6ertising ranked fiifth as needing immediate
attention and changel, with 152 feeling that way.
I

,

The table belOW summarizes the public's opinions on the impoctance of
advertising in comparison with other aspects of life.

`Thil

N.
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Percent who reoorted each topic as one they...
Enjoy complainihg
about but
not really Feels needs
immediate .
serious
Talk about Have strong
changes
about
opinions on
the most
,

Bringing up children
Family life
Religion
Public education
Federal government
Clothing and fash'ons
Professional sports
Labor unions
Big business
ADVERTISING

58%
49
47

.

41°

12%

35
52

14

6

10

33
32

.14

41

12

33
23

28

35
33

11

11

18

18

5
-26

13

'8

17
16

11

7

20

36

.

20%

43%

6

11

15

.By any standards, advertising was not felt by the American.public to
be a very important aspect of their lives.

Attitudes toward advert1sing.

Three times as many people had favor-

able aititudes toward advertising as had unfavorable attitudes.

More

specifically, 412 were favorable, 14% unfavorable and the remaining 45%
,

-.

had mixed or indifferent attitudes.

Those who were favorable toward advertising felt that way primarily
because it was "informative" and "good for the business economy."' Those
who were unfavorable felt that 6ay- primarily, because it was "false or mis-

leading,","there's too much of it," and "it interrupts entertainment."

Attitudes toward- saecific elements of advertPsing.

The public was

discriminating about some good and bad features of adverfising.

On the

one hand, most agreed thpt advertising is essential (73%), that it helps
raise our standard of 1.iving (71%), and results in better products for'the
public -(74%).

On the other' hand, many thought it persuades people to buy

thinuq they shouldn't (65%), relatively few though it results in lower
?
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prices (40%), and about half thoughtit doesn't present a true picture of
the product (53%).

At the same time, more than half the public believed that today's
standards of advertising are higher than 10 years ago; 58% said ftigher,
10% said lower and the rest gave other responses.
In summary, it is clear, that the public was quite able to point out

certain aspects of advertising which are regarded highly, and others which
are criticized.-

It was seen as neither black nor white.but, like other

aspects of life, as_having soMe good and some bad features.

Reactions to Specific Advertisements
For the second part of this study of public reaction to advertising,
every person in the study was given a small hand counter and asked to
click it each time he paid any attention to an-ad in magazines, newspapers,
radio or television.

In addition, he'was asked to comment in a small

notebook on any of the ads that he found particularly good (enjoyable or
1

informative):or particularly bad (annoying or offenSiA).

This procedure

led to information on.how many ads were consciously hoticed"by a person on
an average day, how many of those he had some strong positive or negative
reaction to, and other information about the kinds of ads that prodUced
these.reactions.

Humber of ads perceived.

The average person noticed about 76 ads per

day (or:at least noticed theM enough to .click his counter when exposed).

This represents only a small fraction of the physical opportunities for
exposure tc): ads

and television.

in. the average day's' intake of newspapers, magazines, radio

No one knows exactly how many actual eiposures this
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represents, but it undoubtedly runs to several hundred, and one estimate
several years ago was 1500 advertising exposures per day per person.
Seventy-six advertising perceptions out of 1500 exposures, if anywhere
near accurate, means that a person notices (perceives) only about 5%; of
th, oJ

pl1ycd11y encountered (are exposed to), or that about 35; of

all advertisements can have no effect.
(60 to.70),

Women tended to perceive slightly more ads per day than men
people aged 35-4

were slightly above average in number perceived (84) and

persons over 65 years of age perceived somewhat fewer ads (62).
general, most kinds of people showed few differences in

But,

in

verti,sement per-

ception.

Number of ads creating strong reactiori.

Out of the 76 ads perceived

per day, about 64 created no strong reactions one ay or the other, while
nhout 12 (or 16%) did evoke a positive or negative comment.

To summarize

up to this point:

The.average person on the average day
is exposed to about 1500 ads (previous estimate)
....
... perceives about 76 of those,
... reacts strongly to about 12 of those, of which about

16 are favorable reactions-and 34 are unfavorable
.reactions.

Uhat are the characteristics of that small proportion of ads which
, evoked strong reactions either positive or? negative?

Among the "strong reaction" responses, 23% were annoying,
offensive, 36% were informative and 36% were enjdyable.

5.,; were

That is, when

there is any conscious reaction to an ad at all, it is more than twice as
likely to be favorable as unfavorable.
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However, as might be suspected, certain kinds of advertisements are

more likely to be annoYing oroffensive than others.
Out of 78 product categories mentioned, five received predominantly
negative reactions.

Against the average 5% "offensiveness index" for all

ads, liquor ads scored 55')2 and cigarets scored 19%.

Either because of the nature.of the product; or the nature of the
advertising, those product-grouPs were more annoying or offensive than
others.

Summary
This AAAA study went on to show Wny certain ads were s.een as informa-

tive, enjoyable, annoying and offensive, and such research data might be
useful

in making advertising more palatable to the public.

The general

cone I us i onk were as follows:
(1)

Aavertising is not seen by most of the public as being a
topic of great concern compared with other aspects of daily
life.

(2)

More people have favorable than unfavorable attitudes toward
.advertising in general.

(3)

There are no great differences areng different kinds of pe
in their reaction to advertisinn.

(4)

People consciously notice only a very small proportion ef
the ads to Ohich they're eNposed.

(5)

A substantial majority of the ads noticed don't stimulate any
str
g feelings, either positive or negative.

(6) ,Among that small Proportion of ads which do evoke a strong
reaction, the favorable reactions outnumber the negative ones.
(7)

Sdme kinds of products are more likely to get negative responses
than others.

This broad look at public attitudes toward advertising in general
be useful in helping reearch do a better jr.'b for advertising.
Eqp
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